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2. En ce qui concerne les israélites, le Consistoire Central
israélite de France et d' Algérie désigne le Grand Rabbin de France;
!'un et l'autre sont aussi les partenaires privilégiés des autorités étatiques, bien que la situation ne soit pas toujours parfaitement claire et
sereine. De fait, il existe de nombreuses tendances a l'intérieur du
juda'isrne frarn;ais; notamment, bon nobre de mouvements peu en
accord avec le Grand Ra_bbin se réunissent dans le C.R.l.F. (Conseil
représentatif des institutions juives de France), dont les relation avec
le Consistoire Central sont souvent conflictuelles.

4. Le cas des musulmans est, comme dans d'autres pays européens, plus complexe. Une structure hiérarchique est inadaptée a
!'Islam. Un organisme collégial représentatif qui pourrait etre l'interlocuteur des autorités étatiques semble rnieux correspondre a la spécificité de la religion en question. Mais la composition meme de ce
conseil ne fait pas l 'objet d'un accord unanime. L'Etat veille a ce
qu'il ne s'agisse pas d'un organe prenant ses ordres aupres d'Etats
étrangers. En mars 1990, le Ministre de l'Intérieur, Pierre Joxe, avait
facilité la constitution du C.O.R.I.F. (Conseil de réflexion sur !'Islam
de France), formé de quinze personnalités d'origine tres diverses.
L'objectif de la création était double: instituer un organe de concertation pouvant dialoguer avec les pouvoirs publics et favoriser la
cohésion des communautés musulmanes en France. De fait, le
C.O.R.l.F. permit de faire progresser les négociations dans plusieurs
secteurs (carrés mululmans dans les cimetieres, menus spécifiques
dans l'armée ... ). Toutefois, il ne s'agit pas ici d'une véritable instance représentative, considérée comme telle de fa9on incontestable
tant de la part des pouvoirs publics que de celle des musulmans.
C'est aux musulmans que revient la tache de créer une telle structure
qui ne saurait leur etre imposée par l'Etat. Depuis novembre 1992, le
C.O.R.1.F. n'est plus réuni, ses interventions ayant suscité diverses
critiques. De plusieurs cótés; la formation d'une nouvelle instance
est souhaitée. Actuellement, l'Institut musulman de la mosquée de
Paris est souvent consulté par les pouvoirs publics.

3. La situation des chrétiens d'Orient vivant en France est-elle
plus claire? La plupart des orthodoxes sont regroupés dans la conférence inter-épiscopale orthodoxe a l'intérieur de laquelle chaque
Eglise garde une nette indépendance. Plus largement les chrétiens
orientaux se retrouvent notamment pour organiser ensemble les
érnissions religieuses sur les chaines publiques de télévision.

5. En 1986, les bouddhistes de pratiquement toutes les tendances représentées en France ont fondé l'Union Bouddhiste de
France (U.B.F.) qui se veut l'interlocuteur reconnu des pouvoirs
publics et qui oeuvre au rapprochement des diverses traditions dans
notre pays, tout en respectant les sensibilités et les nationalités de
chacun.

1. Pour les Eglises protestantes, la Fédération Protestante de
France, association de la loi de 1901, peut s'affirmer comme l'interlocuteur privilégié des pouvoirs publics. Elle regroupe des associations cultuelles de la loi de 1905 ce qui luí permet de représenter
divers courants; effectivement, elle a tendance a rassembler des fractions de plus en plus larges, meme si certaines Eglises gardent encare leurs distances par rapport a la Fédération (15). La F.P.F. s'est
constituée des la mise en application de la loi de 1905, dans le
double souci de marquer l 'unité du protestantisme et de pouvoir
discuter avec les autorités civiles. Elle est dirigée par un conseil
regroupant des délégués des Eglises membres, proportionnellement a
l'irnportance numérique de chacune. Un certains nombre de services
fonctionnent en liaison étroite avec ce conseil (aumóneries dans les
hopitaux, service de radio télévision ... ).

(15) cf A. B<lYER, Le droit des religions en France, Paris, P.U.F., 1993, 260p. p. 235: La
Fédération regroupe notamment: Eglise réfonnée de France, Eglise réformée d' Alsace Lorraine,
Eglise de la Confession d' Augsbourg, d' Alsace et de Lorraine, et Eglise luthérienne de France.
Ces quatre "Eglises" sont rejointes par d' autres (Eglise évangélique indépendante, ou baptiste,
mouvements de types pentecotistes... ); certaines Eglises resten! encore extérieures a la Fédération
des Eglisess'vangéliques).

B.

Un statut patrimonial

1. Le statut patrimonial des religions rninoritaires en France
est largement inscrit dans la logique du régime des associations
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cultuelles de la loi de 1905. Meme, seules les "religions minoritaires" mettent en oeuvre ces associations puisque l'Eglise catholique les a repoussées dans la forme ou la loi de 1905 les prévovait:
en outre, les tribunaux (Conseil d'Etat) les refusent a quantité de
nouveaux mouvements religieux, ou sectes, ou groupements dissidents. Elles sont finalement une spécificité des minorités religieuses.
Ces associations cultuelles ont, nous !' avons dit, un régime financier
particulier, fait de faveurs, mais aussi de contraintes puisque toute
subvention directe sur fonds publics demeure prohibée.
2. La majorité des biitiments et lieux de culte affectés aux religions minoritaires sont propriété d'associations cultuelles qui les
construisent, les gerent, et les entretiennent (16). Cela peut etre
source de constitution d'un important patrimoine, mais c'est aussi
une lourde charge financiere pour ces religions minoritaires que de
construire et d'entretenir taus leurs lieux de culte. A ce point de vue,
les aléas de l'histoire ont permis a l'Eglise catholique de bénéficier
d'une situation plus favorable. De fait, apres le refus opposé par les
catholiques a la constitution des associations cultuelles, les lois de
1907 et 1908 ont attribué la propriété des édifices du culte a l'Etat,
aux départements, et aux communes (17). En conséquence, les grosses réparations de ces biitiments, construits avant 1905, sont a la
charge de l'Etat ·et des collectivités territoriales, non de l'Eglise
catholique elle-meme( 18).
Dans le régime d'égalité entre confessions te! qu'il est voulu en
France, cette situation que l'histoire explique parait peu équitable.
Les pouvoirs publics en sont conscients et une tendance se fait jour
pour ~outenir, indirectement mais efficacement, la construction de

(16) Cependant rien n' interdit qu· une association de la loi de 1901 soit propriétaire d' un
édifice affecté au culte. Telles est souvent le cas des lieux de culte musulmans. Dans cette situation, le régime financier est totalement aútre: la loi de 1901 permet éventuellement de hénéficier
de suhventions de I' Elat ou des collectivités puhliques, mais pour les activités non cultuelles (sociales, culturelles ... ) et sans régime fis~al particulierement avantageux.
(17) cf. loi du 13 avril 1908 J. M. MAYEUR, La Séparation des E¡:lises et de I' Etat. Paris,
ed. Ouvrieres, 1991, l 82p.
( 18) Les associations diocésaines, créées en 1923/24 sont propriétaires des édifices construits depuis 1924; elles financent, seules, construction et réparation de ces nouveaux hatiments.

lieux de culte des religions minoritaires (19). Ainsi, la mosquée de
Paris reyut une aide de la ville de Paris pour sa rénovation. De .
meme, tout récemment, la ville de Chichy contribua au financement
de la nouvelle synagogue juive, inaugurée dans cette ville en décembre 1993. Juridiquement, ce type de subventions ne tombe pas
sous le coup de l'interdiction posée par la loi de 1905, des lors
qu' elle n' est pas attribuée a une association cultuelle, et qu' elle est
affectée a des locaux n'ayant pas un objet purement cultuel, mais
présentant aussi un but culture!, éducatif, artistique, social ou autre ...
Le meme argument permet parfois aux communes d'aider a la
construction de mosquées; la subvention octroyée n'est pas affectée
a la salle de priere, mais a la bibliotheque, a l' école coranique et a
d'autres lieux attenants a la mosquée (20). Pourtant, les aides des
pouvoirs publics a l'édification des lieux de cultes musulmans soulevent d'autres controverses, plus politiques et sociales que purement
financieres. En définitive, elles demeurent aujourd'hui tres limitées,
meme si on ne peut par les qualifier d'exceptionnelles (21). D'une
fayon générale, cette politique "compensatoire" n'est pas unanimement souhaitée par l'opinion publique ni mise en oeuvre par les
collectivités locales cencernées.

C.

De nombreux points ponctuels traités

La condition patrimoniale mise a part, c' est dans toute une série
de domaines ponctuels que les religions minoritaires sont prises en
compte juridiquement, ce qui n'implique pas automatiquement
qu'elles soient dotées d'un véritable statut juridique d'ensemble.
Citons quelques exemples, parmi d'autres.

( 19) Sur la propriété des lieux de culte des grandes religions en France, voir "L' Etat et les
cultes", revueAdministration, oct. dec. 1993. n' 161, tableau p. 77.
(20) arret C.E. 12 fev. 1988, centre culture! islamique construit dans la ville de Rennes auquel le Conseil d' Etat reconnut le caractere d' équipement public.
(21) B. BASDEVANT-GAUDEMET, "Les lieux de culte musulmans en France", in .etat contemporain et liberté religieuse, Le Supplément, Paris, Cerf, 1990, p. 150-175.
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l. Les confessions minoritaires peuvent avoir leurs écoles privées, en application du principe de la liberté de l'enseignement.
Comme tout établissement privé d'enseignement, ces écoles sont
autorisées a passer des contrats avec l'Etat, dans le cadre de la loi
Debré (dec. 1959) pour obtenir des moyens financiers (22). 95% des
écoles privées sOnt des établissements catholiques. Les autres serépartissent entre non confessionnelles, protestantes, ou israélites, c'est
a dire les deux cultes les plus anciennement installés en France, et
"reconnus" au siecle dernier. L'organisation d'écoles privées bouddhistes, musulmanes ou orthodoxes demeure encore aujourd'hui a
l'état de projet plutót que de réalité tangible; pratiquement aucune
n'a passé de contrat avec l'Etat, en application de la loi de 1959
(23).

2. Les aumóneries fonctionnant dans divers services publics
font aussi une place aux religions minoritaires, mais parfois bien
maigre, proportionnellement a l 'importance numérique des populations concernées. En France, les aumóneries, de quelque confession
qu'elles soient, peuvent fonctionner dans les établissements d'enseignement secondaire, dans les hópitaux et dans les prisons. Mais
les régimes applicables ne sont pas les memes. Dans les établissements d'enseignement secondaire, le financement de ces aumónefies
est assuré par les Eglises responsables et par les familles, sans participation de fonds publics. Le statut juridique est essentiellement régi
par le décret du 22 avril 1960 et l' arre té du 8 aoüt de la meme année
(24). Dans les prisons et hópitaux, en principe les ministres des
cultes ou les !ruques au service de ces aumóneries sont rémunérés sur
fonds publics. 11 s'agit fa d'une conséquence nécessaire de la
doctrine de la laiºcité positive de l'Etat selon laquelle il incombe a
l'Etat de procurer a chaque citoyen les moyens de pratiquer sa

(22) N. FONTAINE, La liberté dº enseignement; guide juridique del' enseignement as.wcié a
l' Etal par le contrat; 3' ed., Paris, U.N.A.P.E.C., 1980, 665p.
(23) 11 n' existe qu' une école privée musulmane sous contra! en France: a Saint Denis de la
Réunion.
(24) J. M. SWERRY, Les aumrJneries catho/iques del' enseignemenl pub/ic secondaire, slatul
en droitfranf·ais el en droit canonique, thl:se, droit, Paris XI, 1990.
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propre religion. Done, dans les établissements publics dont on ne
peut sortir, l'Etat doit s'assurer que les pensionnaires peuvent vaquer
aux pratiques de la confession de leur choix. Ce principe résulte des
dispositions de l'article 2 de la loi de 1905. Dans les faits, il est
imparfaitement appliqué, non par mauvaise volonté des uns ou des
autres, mais a cause de difficultés pratiques.
Dans tous les secteurs, les ministres des cultes sont en nombre
insuffisant et ne parviennent pas a faire face aux besoins des aumóneries. Ceci est particulierement sensible pour le culte musulman
(25) et rejoint le probleme plus général que sont les difficultés rehcontrées pour organiser en France la formation d'imams devant
exercer leurs fonctions dans ce pays. Dans toutes les prisons de
France, il n'y a que cinq imams payés a temps complet en tant
qu'aumonier. De son coté, la commission "action sociale" des bouddhistes, liée a l'Union Bouddhiste de France, oeuvre pour l'ouverture d' aumóneries bouddhistes dans les établissements pénitentiaires.
Le premier aumonier bouddhiste a été approuvé par le Ministere de
la Justice en 1990 et intervient dans les principales prisons de la
région parisienne. Depuis 1992, un second aumori.ier bouddhiste,
mais bénévole, travaille ala· prison de la Santé, a Paris.
Globalement, les aumoneries des cultes minoritaires sont loin de
parvenir a faire face aux besoins des catégories de personnes intéressées. La prison de Fleury-Mérogis, pres de Paris, !'une des plus
peuplée, compte 5 aumóniers catholiques, 2 protestants, 4 rabbins,
mais 1 seul imam, atemps partie1, done peu disponible.
3. Cette meme présence des religions minoritaires se retrouve
dans les medias. Le dimanche, une cha!ne publique de télévision diffuse successivement des émissions islamiques, israélites. protestantes et catholiques. La encore, les bouddhistes sont en négociations
pour obtenir un temps d'antenne sur la meme chaine publique.

(25) A notre connaissance, il n' existe pas de lycée de I' enseignement puhlic en France ou
fonctionne une véritahle aumónerie musulmane, reconnue comme !elle par la direction de I'
étahlissement. En particulier, ces aumóneries font défaut dans les grands lycées parisiens qui
enseignement I' arahe comme premiere langue, e' est a dire qui comptent parfois plus de 50% de
musulmans, pratiquant ou non, dans I' enseml)le de leurs effectifs.
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4. Dans d'autres domaines, des pratiques s'installent de plus
L'n plus nettement depuis quelques décennies qui ne sont pas toujours
en accord complet avec certains textes législatifs consacrant la neutralité de l'Etat. Les lois de 1881 et 1887, sur la "neutralité" des cimetieres interdisent de réserver, dans les cimetieres, des emplacements spécifiques pour certains cultes et d'apposer, dans les parties
communes du cimetiere, des signes d'appartenance a une confession.
Cette législation, prise dans la période de politique anticléricale
exacerbée du début de la Troisiene République, est toujours en
vigueur. Pourtant, le législateur lui-meme avait admis que subsistent
des situations qui existaient auparavant; c'est la raison pour laquelle
on trouve encore de nombreux cimetieres israélites, propriété des
consistoires. De meme, dans certaines régions (Cévennes) les protestants ont en fait gardé leurs propres cimetieres. En outre, une
pratique s'est fait jour, celle des "carrés confessionnels", qui ne sont
pas matériellement séparés de !'ensemble du cimetiere communal.
Les pouvoirs publics l'admettent, aussi bien pour les israélites que,
plus récemment, pour les musulmans (26); la pratique est aujourd'hui largement répandue.
5. D' a utres coutumes propres aux religions minoritaires bénéficient d'une semblable protection officielle de la part des pouvoirs
publics, des lors que leurs regles et coutumes sont compatibles avec
les impératifs de l' ordre public dont l' Etat est le garant.
Des dispositions religieuses relatives a la nourriture (27) sont
prises en compte tant par la société que par les pouvoirs publics. La
encore, c'est notamment a l'observance des rites israélites ou musulmans que veillent les responsables de collectivités. La Cour de Cassation admet que la qualité "casher" d'une viande peut constituer,
pour certains acheteurs, une qualité substantielle de ce produit. Dans
les écoles comme dans les prisons, les musulmans peuvent refuser la
viande de porc; des menus n'en comportant pas doivent etre prévus.

(26) Possihilité offerte aux musulmanes en 1975 et précisée par une circulaire du Ministre
de r Intérieur du 14 janvier 1990. Mais les municipalités demeurent lihres de créer ou non ces
espaces.
(27) cf H. DE WAEL, Le droir musulman. Paris, réed. 1993.
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Cette mesure ne pose pas de probleme, et est tres largement
respectée. Dans les armées, des repas "casher" sont servis aux
israélites et le Ministre de la Défense a récemment pris une décision
parallele pour les recrues musulmanes.
Concernent également la nourriture les prescriptions relatives au
mode d'abattage des animaux dont la viande sera ensuite consommée. Sur ce point, les pouvoirs publics veillent surtout au respect des regles d'hygiene, mais des accords sont intervenus pour
que les rites tant israélites qu'islamiques soient eux aussi respectés
(28). Les négociations dans ce domaine se déroulerent essentiellement entre le Bureau des Cultes du Ministere de l'Intérieur et le
C.O.R.l.F. pour les musulmans. De leur cóté, les consistoires
israélites ont négocié les modalités d'abattage rituel et pen;oivent
certaines taxes a l' occasion de ces opérations.
6. Indépendamment de la nourriture, on discute aprement en
France, depuis quelques années, du droit pour les individus de porter
sur eux des signes d'appartenance a une confession alors qu'ils se
trouvent dans une administration, ou un lieu relevant d'un service
public. Sous cette formulation théorique, concretement, la question
posée est celle du droit de jeunes filles musulmanes a suivre les
cours des colleges et lycées publics en portant le "foulard islamique". Comment concilier ici liberté religieuse et lalcité de l'école
publique? L'opinion publique frarn;aise a été amplement saisie du
débat par les medias et les pouvoirs publics ont été amenés a prendre
position. Le port des signes distinctifs est autorisé s'il ne trouble pas
le bon fonctionnement de l'établissement et s'il ne constitue aucune
action de prosélytisme ou de provocation. Le chef d'établissement
dispose d'un certain pouvoir d'appréciation pour dire dans quelles
hypotheses il y a, ou non, atteinte ou bon fonctionnement de son

(28) cf. A. BOYER, Le droit des reli¡¡ions en Frunce, Paris, P.U.F., 1993, p. 221.
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école (29). Les memes principes doivent guider l'attitude
a l'égard des israélites portant la Kippa.

a observer

7. En application de principes semblables, les universités
d'Etat évitent si possible de convoquer a des examens le samedi,
jour du sabbat. Cependant il s'agit la d'une simple coutume, qui ne
constitue pas une protection juridique réelle pour la communauté
juive et qui, pour des raisons d'organisation pratique, n'est meme
pas toujours suivie. En outre, des cours ont toujours lieu le samedi;
d'autre part, aucune habitude comparable ne protege l'emploi du
temps des musulmans soucieux de se rendre a la mosquée pour la
priere du vendredi. Par ailleurs, les tribunaux ont considéré que le
contróleur d'un restaurant casher désigné par les autorités israélites
ne pouvait pas etre licencié par le propriétaire de l' établissement
pour s' etre absenté pour respecter les rites de sa religion30.
Ces quelques exemples, non limitatifs, témoignent d'un certain
régime juridique des minorités religieuses en France meme en dehors d'un statut général de ces confessions. Surtout, ce qui apparaft
de plus en plus clairement, c'est la tendance a considérer toutes les
"grandes religions" comme devant etre traitées de fac;:on totalement
égalitaire par les pouvoirs publics. 11 n'est pas question d'élaborer un
statut juridique global, mais le droit prend en considération le fait
religieux. Il le respeete et le fait respecter par !'ensemble de la société. 11 en réglemente de nombreux aspects, en tenant compte des
regles propres a !' organisation de chaque culte. Mais dans la logique
d'un régime de séparation, ces mesures législatives ou réglementaires demeurent toujours ponctuelles, limitées, ce qui facilite leur évolution et leur adaptation au paysage religieux, lui aussi en perpétuelle mutation.
Dans les trois départements de l'Est de la France (Haut-Rhin,

(29) Sur ces questions, cf. J. P. OURAND, "Chronique de droit civil ecclésiastique", I' année
canonique 1989, p. 349 et suiv. et I' année canonique 1990, p. 214 et suiv. les prises de position
des pouvoirs publics sont notamment apparues dans: avis C.E. 27/11/89 - circulaire Ministre de 1'
Education nationale, 12/ 12/89 - 2 am~ts du C.E. 21 l l/92 - et tout récemment, exclusion de trois
adolescentes du college de Nantua, décision confirmér par le rectoral de Lyon en janvier 1994.
(30) cf. G. Kous1, in Actes, les religions face au droit, avril 1992, p. 47-50.

Bas-Rhin, Moselle) ou la loi de 1905 n'est pas entrée en vigueur, le
régime des cultes reconnus modifie le systeme.

IIº PARTIE: LES MINORITÉS RELIGIEUSES EN DROIT LOCAL ALSACIENMüSELLAN

Dans les départements du Rhin et de la Moselle, tout comme sur
l' ensemble du territoire franc;:ais, la religion catholique est largement
majoritaire. Toutes les autres religions peuvent etre considérées
comme minoritaires meme si les Eglises protestantes constituent en
proportion une minorité importante. Mais contrairement a la situation qui prévaut en Vieille-France, ces groupes religieux restreints
sont soumis a des régimes juridiques différenciés selon qu'ils sont
reconnus ou non par une loi.
Si les cultes reconnus (31) peuvent tous etre classés parmi les
grandes religions mondiales, les cultes non reconnus comportent
également de grandes religions mondiales dont certaines ont un
nombre supérieur de membres que les premiers.
L'Eglise catholique (1.950.000 membres), l'Eglise réformée
d' Alsace et de Loraine (ERAL) (pres de 37.000 membres), l'Eglise
•·
de la Confession d' Augsbourg
d' Alsace et de Lorraine (ECAAL)
(218.000 membres) et la communauté juive (20.000 membres)
bénéficient de la reconnaissance légale. Toutes les autres religions
-pres de 150 groupements de dimension variable- n'ont pas fait
l'objet d'une procédure de reconnaissance. Il s'agit d'Eglises

(31) Dans les départements du Rhin et de la Moselle, les dioceses catholiques de Strasbourg
et de Metz, 1' Eglise de la Confession d' .Augsbourg d' Alsace et de Lorraine, I' Eglise réformé d'
Alsace et de ,Lorraine et la confession israélite constituent des cultes reconnus conformément a la
loi des 18 Germinal an X (Concordat et articles organiques du culte catholique et du culte
protestan!) et a I' ordonnance du 25 mai 1844. Ces textes ont été maintenus suite il la désannexion
par une loi du ler juin 1924. Toutes les autres religions ne sont pas reconnues par 1' Etat. Elles ne
releven! pas pour autant du droit général puisque la loi du 9 décembre 1905 (séparation) et la 101
du ler juillet 1901 sur les associations n' ont pas été introduites dans les trois départements. Leurs
organisation releve des principes généraux du droit local, de la jurisprudence et des pratiques
administratives.

· _.,
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protestantes libres, de groupements évangéliques marginaux et de
nouveaux mouvements religieux.
11 existe par ailleurs, dans les trois départements de I' Est, une
petite communauté bouddhiste et surtout une importante collectivité
musulmane d'environ 109.000 membres, d'origine nationale et
d'obédience religieuse diverses. Les musulmans sont dans l'hypothese ou ils constitueraient un groupe homogene plus nombreux que
les membres de deux cultes reconnus: !'ERAL et le culte israélite. lis
sont cependant moins nombreux que les luthériens (ECAAL).
Nous verrons dans un premier temps quels sont les moyens juridiques mis a la disposition des cultes reconnus minoritaires pour présenter ensuite ceux dont disposent les cultes non reconnus. Mais si
certains de ces moyens sont accordés a toutes les religions organisées, d'autres exclusivement réservés aux cultes reconnus. Cette
situation fait que le systeme alsacien-mosellan comporte des aspects
inégalitaires.
l.

Les moyens juridiques mis a la disposition des cultes reconnus
minoritaires

A.

Les établissements publics du culte et les circonscriptions
religieuses

Les cultes minoritaires reconnus (32) par l'Etat, c'est-a-dire
l'ECAAL et !'ERAL, ainsi que la religion juive, sont organisés dans
le cadre du droit public.
1.

Le culte israélite

La religion juive dispose de trois circonscriptions consistoriales
(33) divisées en ressorts rabbiniques pourvus de synagogues particulieres. Ces circonscriptions religieuses sont créées, supprimées ou

(32) F. MESSNER, Régime des cultes, Jurisclasseur Alsace-Moselle, Paris Editions techniques, fascicule 230.
(33) Ordonnance du 25 mai 1844.

modifiées de concert avec la puissance publique. Un établissement
public représente les seuls consistoires dont la compétence s'étend
sur !'ensemble des ressorts rabbiniques.
Contrairement a la religion catholique de structure hiérarchique,
les consistoires israélites ont des compétences tres étendues, notamment en matiere cultuelle. Ils veillent a l'orthodoxie de l'enseignement des rabbins et des manuels religieux. Ils fixent le reglement des
cérémonies religieuses et installent les ministres du culte. Ils administrent l 'ensemble des biens appartenant aux synagogues du département. Notons que bien qu'ils soient dépourvus de la personnalité juridique, les ressorts rabbiniques sont administrés par une commission administra ti ve agissant sous l' autorité de l 'établissement
public cultuel israélite.
Chaque consistoire est compasé du grand rabbin et de six
membres lai:cs de sexe masculin élus. Le registre électoral est formé
de tous les israélites de sexe féminin et masculin, agés de plus de 25
ans, domiciliés depuis deux ans dans le département et payant une
cotisation. Le grand rabbin soumis a la surveillance du consistoire ne
peut en etre élu président. Le chef de l'Etat est en mesure de révoquer des membres du consistoire ou meme le cas échéant de
dissoudre l'assemblée consistoriale.
2.

Les cultes protestants

Les paroisses de !'ERAL et de l'ECAAL (34) qui sont des
circonscriptions religieuses sont représentées, par des établissements
publics: les conseils presbytéraux. Ils sont administrés par les pasteurs de la paroisse et des lai:cs élus inscrits sur le registre paroissial.
Les membres de l'Eglise protestante dont fait partie la paroisse
peuvent etre inscrits sur ce registre a condition d'avoir atteint lamajorité légale et de résider dans cette circonscription depuis plus de 6
mois. Des organes consultatifs composés soit de membres exeri;ant
des responsabilités dans la paroisse soit de !'ensemble de membres

(34) Décret du 26 mars 1852 modifié par le décret du 24 mars 1992.
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inscrits sur le registre de la paroisse peuvent etre adjoints au conseil
presbytéral.
Contrairement aux fabriques d'élise catholiques dont la compétence restreinte ne s'applique qu'a la gestion du temporel, les conseils presbytéraux protestants ont une compétence générale. Elle
englobe a la fois "les questions concernant la vie spirituelle et matérielle de la paroisse dans le respect des reglements de son Eglise ".
11 appartient notamment au conseil presbytéral de proposer a
l'autorité investie du pouvoir de nomination (directoire pour
l'ECAAL, consistoire pour l'ERAL) le candidat qu'il a retenu pour
la fonction de pasteur. Or, selon une jurisprudence bien établie par la
juridiction administrative, dans le cas de nominations "sur proposition" d'un organisme, l'autorité compétente peut éventuellement ne
pas nommer le candidat propasé, mais elle ne peut pas en nommer
un autre.
Les consistoires protestants (35) étaient jusqu'en 1852 les seuls
établissements publics du culte protestant. 11s regroupent plusieurs
paroisses totalisant le nombre théorique de 6.000 fideles. Ces établissements publics son.t administrés par des assemblées consistoriales composées des membres de droit: !'ensemble des pasteurs en
service dans les paroisses, deux délégués lai:cs par poste pastoral sont
élus. Enfin, des membres sont cooptés par le consistoire en raison de
l'intéret qu'ils portent a la vie de l'Eglise.
Le consistoire assure la coordination des activités des paroisses
de son ressort, administre les biens et revenus propres de ces institutions ainsi que les biens indivis des paroisses. 11 statue sur la validité des élections aux conseils presbytéraux.
11 existe pour la seule ECAAL des inspections (36). 11 s'agit de
circonscriptions ecclésiastiques n' ayant pas la personnalité juridique
et regroupant en théorie 5 consistoires. A leur tete se trouvent un inspecteur ecclésiastique assisté d'inspecteurs la'iques et d'une assemblée d'inspection. L'ERAL est dirigée par le synode et un

(35) Décret du 26 mars 1852 modifié par le décret du 17 juillet 1987.
(36) Loi de germinal an X et décret du 1O novembre 1852 modifié par le décret du 16
novembre 1993.

conseil synodal. Les organes directeurs sont le consistoire supérieur
et le directoire pour l' ECAAL.

B.

Le soutien économique des activités cultuelles

l.

Les subventions étatiques

Le ministere de l'intérieur prenden charge le traitement des ministres des cultes protestants et israélites, dont les emlois sont prévus
par le budget de l'Etat. 11 s'agit des ministres paroissiaux (pasteurs,
pasteurs-vicaires et vicaires pour !'ERAL et l'ECAAL; rabbins et
ministres officiants pour le culte israélite) .des autorités religieuses
(Grands rabbins, présidents des églises protestantes) et du personnel
administratif (secrétaires généraux, secrétaires, commis et expéditionnaires pour l'ECAAL et !'ERAL, secrétaires de consistoires
pour le culte israélite). 11 verse en outre des indemnités de binage au
ministre du culte paroissial desservant plusieurs paroisses ou ressorts
rabbiniques et des indemnités de représentation et de déplacement
aux divers responsables religieux. Des subventions ministérielles
peuvent également etre versées aux communes pauvres pour
l'entretien et la réparation des édifices cultuels.
2.

Les subventions obligatoires des communes

Les ministres du culte parois.sial (pasteurs et rabbins) ont droit a
un logement de fonction. Lorsque cet édifice fait défaut, la commune
est tenue de verser directement une indemnité de logement dont le
montant est fixé par l'autorité administrative compétente. Les établissements publics du culte s'autofinancent grace a la générosité
des fideles: quetes, dons et legs, libéralités diverses, la perception de
taxes pour les mariages et les enterrements et enfin les revenus de
l'exploitation du monopole extérieur des pompes funebres pour les
seuls cultes protestants. Les dispositions relatives au régime dérogatoire des pompes funebres dans les départements d' Alsace-Moselle
sont désormais transitoires. Elles expirent dans un délai de 5· ·ans a
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compter du 8 janvier 1993.
Mais ks communes sont tenues de subventionner les conseils
pn:shytéraux et les consistoires israélites lorsque ces établissements
ne pcuvent plus honorer les dépenses cultuelles prévues par la loi
( frais nécessaires pour la célébration du culte, salaires et charges sociales des personnels employés par ces établissements, entretien, réparation et reconstruction des édifices cultuels et assurances des
hiens (37).

C.

Les ministres du culte et le personnel de soutien

J.

La protection sociale des ministres des cultes reconnus minoritaires

Les rrumstres des cultes reconnus minoritaires (pasteurs, rabbins) sont affiliés a un régime spécifique d'assurance maladie (38)
qui est calqué sur celui des fonctionnaires pour ce qui conceme les
prestations et les cotisations. Mais contrairement a ces demiers, ils
ne sont pas couverts pour le risque accident du travail.
Les memes ministres font valoir leur droit a pension dans le
eadre de la loi locale du 15 décembre 1909. Ce texte ne fixe pas
d'age limite pour la retraite. C'est l'autorité religieuse compétente
qui certifie "en son ame et conscience" que le ministre du culte demandant la jouissance de sa pension est "incapable de continuer les
devoirs de sa charge". Lorsqu'il n'a pas 65 ans accomplis, cette
déclaration doit etre accompagnée d'une attestation d'un médecin
assermenté. Pour 10 ans de service, le montant de la pension est égal
a 33% du dernier traitement d'activité. Le maximum (75%) est
atteint apres 40 ans de service.
La jouissance d'une pension n'est pas subordonnée a une condition d'age des lors qu'il est justifié 10 ans de service. Cette exigence tombe lorsque !'incapacité a été contractée par l'ecclésiastique

(37) Art. L 261-4, Code des communes.
(38) Décret du 19 janvier 1951.

aI' occasion ou dans l' exercice de ses fonctions en l' absence de faute
de sa part. Dans ce cas, la pension est fixée au tiers du traitement ·
d' activité. De fait, la loi de 1909 ne distingue pas retraite et invalidité.

2.

Les aumóniers de l'armée et des établissements publics

En droit local alsacien-mosellan, les aumóniers des hópitaux
(39) sont soumis a un statut particulier que n' est pas unifié. Les
candidats sont proposés par I' autorité religieuse d'un des cultes
reconnus au directeur de l'établissement hospitalier pour nomination. Ils sont rétribués en qualité de contractuel a hauteur des taux
de rémunération fixés par le classement indiciaire des pasteurs et des
rabbins. 11 existe également dans les trois départements une aumónerie militaire <lite concordataire (40) desservie par un pasteur et un
rabbin. Dans ce dernier cas, le personnel est rémunéré par le ministere de I' intérieur.

D.

La formation religieuse dans les institutions publiques et les
écoles privées sous contrat

La formation des pasteurs et assimilés dans les départements du
Rhin et de la Moselle se déroule dans un Institut de théologie protestante, anciennement faculté de théologie protestante (41) qui fait
partie intégrante de l'Université des sciences humaines de STRASBOURG. 11 comprend seize professeurs et huit maí'tres de conférences.
Dans ces memes départements, les écoles primaires publiques
sont soit confessionnelles, soit interconfessionnelles (42). La confes-

(39) Ordonnance du 3 1 octohre 1821.
(40) Décret 23 octohre 1933.
(41) MATHIEU ARNOLD, La faculté de théologie protestante de I' Université de Strashourg.
Strasbourg, Association des publications de la faculté de théologie protestante, 1990. 321 p.
(42) Loi du 15 mars 1850 et décret du 3 septemhre 1974.
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sionnalité et l 'interconfessionnalité ne s 'appliquent légalement
qu'aux seuls cultes reconnus (catholique, protestant et israélite).
Factuellement, la totalité de ces écoles fonctionne dans le respect de
la liberté de conscience des enseignants et des éleves. Beaucoup
d' écoles de quartiers périphériques des grandes vi!les accueillent une
majorité ou une forte minorité d'enfants de religion musulmane ou
alors issus de familles se considérant comme ne faisant partie d'aucune religion.
L'enseignement religieux figure au rang des disciplines obligatoires. Il est d'une heure, mais une deuxieme heure peut etre établie
a la demande des parents qui peuvent cependant dispenser leurs
enfants de ce cours. L'enseignement religieux est assuré soit par
!' insituteur ou alors par un ministre du culte ou un catéchiste. Dans
ces deux derniers cas, ils sont rémunérés pour les heures enseignées
aux taux prévus pour les chargés de cours de l'enseignement
primaire.
Les établissements secondaires de I'enseignement général et
technique (43) sont tenus d'organiser un enseignement religieux
pour l'instant réservé aux seuls éleves appartenant a un des cultes reconnus. lis ont la possibilité de demander une dispense sans qu'il
soit prévu un enseignement de substitution. L'enseignement religieux est assuré par des maítres a temps partiel sur des postes ou des
crédits d'heures de l.'Education Nationale.
Les écoles privées sous contrat simple ou d' association participent a une mission de service public. Elles organisent a ce titre un
enseignement religieux financé sur des fonds publics. Ces cours sont
réservés aux seuls éleves membres d'un culte reconnu. Les écoles
privées ont mis en oeuvre une formule plus souple que I'enseignement public puisqu'en regle générale une heure obligatoire est consacrée a la culture religieuse. Une seconde heure, pour laquelle une
dispense est possible, est réservée a l'enseignement religieux confessionnel.

(43) Ordonnance du 20 juin 1883.

11. Les moyens juridiques mis ala disposition des cultes non
reconnus

Les moyens juridiques mis a la disposition des cultes non reconnus sont nombreux (Voir également III). Ils permettent une organisation souple comportant certains avantages dans un systeme ou
!' intervention de I' administration est réduite au minimum.

A.

Les associations inscrites

aobjet cultuel

Les cultes non reconnus s'organisent dans le cadre du droit local
des associations dont les principaux textes applicables sont les articles 21 a 79 du code civil local, la loi d'Empire du 19 avril 1908 et
!' ordonnance ministérielle du 22 avril 1908. Ces textes ont été
maintenus en vigueur dans les départements du Rhin et de la Moselle
par l' article 5, al. 9 de la loi du ler juin 1924.
Les différences entre droit général (44) et droit local sont multiples. L'association de droit local jouit, apres son inscription au registre du tribunal de grande instance, d'une capacité élargie et peut
ainsi recevoir des libéralités a titre gratuit sans pour autant se voir
imposer l'adoption de statuts types. Elle peut avoir un objet quelconque, meme intéressé ou lucratif, et ríen n'exclut qu'elle serve de
support a une activité économique. Par centre, la liverté d'association telle qu'elle est consacrée en la Vieille France comporte certaines limitations. Le préfet dispose d'un droit préalable d' opposition a I'inscription, notamment, des groupements religieux. La
jurisprudence administrative a récemment limité l'exercice de ce
pouvoir aux seules hypotheses liées a des nécessités de !' ordre public (45). L'article 61, al. 2 du Code civil local n'a pas été abrogé implicitement mais sa portée doit s'aprécier au regard de la garantie
constitutionnelle conformément a l'interprétation extensive donnée a

(44) Loi du fer juillet 1901.
(45) Conseil d' Eta!, 4 juillet 1980.
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la liberté d'association par le Conseil Constitutionnel (46).
Précisons que le Code civil local ne prévoit pas explicitement de
statut particulier pour l'organisation et le fonctionnement des cultes
a !'instar du titre IV de la loi du 9 décembre 1905 (associations cultuelles). 11 offre cependant des possibilités analogues. Les membres
des groupements dont la finalité est cultuelle s'inscrivent sur le registre des associations. lls rédigent librement leurs statuts tout en respectant un contenu minimal, c'est-a-dire l'existence d'une direction
et d'une assemblée de membres. Cependant les conditions de nomination de la direction peuvent etre fixées librement par les statuts
(47). La nomination est done susceptible d'étre confiée a d'autres
organes que l'assemblée générale voire méme a des tiers. Mais ces
conditions particulieres de nomination ne sont légales que lorsque
les organes de l'association conservent la possibilité au moins indirecte de révocation.
Le róle de l'assemblée générale peut étre considérablement limité sous réserve qu'elle délibere chaque fois que l'intérét de l'association !'exige (48) et que sa dissolution s'opere par résolution de la
méme assemblée générale (49).
Par ailleurs, la puissance publique respecte les regles d' organisation générale de la religion ainsi constituée en association inscrite
conformément au principe de liberté de culte qui a valeur constitutionnelle en France.

B.

Le soutien économique des activites cultuelles

L'interdiction de subventionnement des cultes repose sur
l'article 2 de la loi du 9 décembre 1905 qui n'a pas été introduite
dans les départements du Rhin et de la Moselle. Les cultes non
reconnus par l'Etat peuvent étre subventionnés volontairement par

(46) Décision du 16juillet 1971.
(47) Art. 40, Code civil local.
(48) Art. 36, Code civil local.
(49) Art. 41, Code civil local.

les collectivités territoriales. Cette possibilité n' est guere utilisée
actuellement. Quelques communes soutiennent des communautés
musulmanes en mettant notamment des locaux a leur disposition.

C.

La protection sociale des ministres du culte

Seuls les ministres des quatre cultes reconnus et les personnels
assimilés bénéficient des régimes particuliers de sécurité sociale et
d'assurance vieillesse/invalidité. Cependant, la loi du 2 janvier 1978
s'applique sur !'ensemble du territoire frarn;ais. Les ministres des
cultes non reconnus peuvent demander leur affiliation a la CAMAC
et a la CAMAVIC sous réserve du respect des conditions prévues
par la loi précitée et les textes subséquents.

111. Les moyens juridiques communs aux cultes minoritaires
reconnus et non reconnus
A.

Les subventions indirectes

Les établissements publics du culte (consistoires, conseils
presbytéraux) bénéficient des memes exonérations fiscales et des
memes taux réduits pour certains de leurs impóts, que les associations cultuelles ou diocésaines et des associations inscrites ayant un
objet cultuel: impót sur les sociétés, mécénat, dons et legs, droit départemental d'enregistrement, taxe d'habitation. Les églises, temples, pagodes, synagogues et chapelles de secours affectés a
l'exercice public d'un culte sont exonérés de l'impót foncier tant bíiti
que non bati. En droit local, cette econération s'applique également
aux cimetieres, propriétés d'un établissement public cultuel et aux
presbyteres et a leurs dépendances propriété de la cornmune ou d'un
établissement public. Précisons que pour les cultes non reconnus
constitués en associations inscrites a objet cultuel l' extension du
bénéfice des exonérations précitées est récente.
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Les particuliers et les entreprises jouissent des déductions
rrL'vues rar Ja Joi du 23 juillet J987 Jorsque J' organisme bénéficiaire
t'st un culte non reconnu par I'Etat dont les membres forment une
association inscrite a objet cultuel (50). Le préfet doit cependant
donner une autorisation a ces associations pour que les donateurs bénéficient de la déduction (51 ).
Ces memes associations ne pouvaient pas etre exonérées de
l'impót foncier bati pour leurs édifices affectés au culte en raison de
la trop grande précision des textes qui s'appliquaient aux seules
associations cultuelles constituées conformément a la loi du 9
décembre 1905 et aux associations diocésaines. L'article 37 de la loi
de fi nances pour 1994 a complété le 4 º de l' article 13 82 CGI en y
incluant les édifices affectés a l'exercice du culte qui dans les
départements du Rhin et de la Moselle appartiennent a des associations ayant pour objet exclusif l' exercice d'un culte. Elles bénéficient également de l'exonération de la taxe locale d'équipement
pour leur construction (52).
L'exonérations des droits sur les successions, les legs, les donations notariées, leur a été étendue (53).
Le taux normal du droit départemental d'enregistrement dü a
l'occasion de la vente d'immeubles est de 15, 40%. 11 est réduit a 4,
20% pour les locaux d'habitation, et a 3, 60% pour les acquisitions
par une association cultuelle ou d'utilité publique (54). Ces taux de
faveur profitent aux associations insrcites a objet cultuel (55).
Enfin, les cultes non reconnus bénéficient de l'article 1407-1 du
Code général des impóts exonérant de la taxe d'habitation les locaux
ouverts ou public affectés exclusivement a la célébration publique
d'un culte, qu'ils soient propriété d'un établissement public, d'une
association ou d'un particulier (56). Par contre, les locaux non dire-

(50) Tri h. adm. Strashourg 1Ojuin 1989, Ass. Eglise Evangélique La Bonne Nouvelle.
(51) An. ler, décret nº 88-619 du mai 1988.
(52) Décret nº 70-780 du 27 aoat 1970.
(53) Réponse Masson. JO Déh. ass. nat. 6 octohre 1986, n' 612.
(54)Art. 713,CGI.
(55) Réponse Grimont, JO. Déhats ass. nat. 25 février 1985, nº 802.
(56) Tribunal adrñinistratif Strashourg, 15 juin 1989.

ctement affectés al' exercice public d'un culte mais a d' au tres activités comme par exemple l'enseignement religieux, ne peuvent etre
exonérés de cette taxe (57).
Cependant, le bénéfice des exonérations fiscales accordées aux
associations inscrites au titre de leur activité exclusivement cultuelle
est soumis a un certain nombre de conditions. En effet, leur gestion
doit étre désintéressée, leur but non lucratif et les bénéfices ni le
boni de liquidation ne peuvent étre partagés.
Par ailleurs, l'autorité administrative exerce un pouvoir d'appréciation lorsqu'une association ayant un objet cultuel revendique
une exonération fiscale. Elle prend en compte l'intérét public, "en
particulier si l'instruction de la demande fait apparaftre qu 'une libéralité notamment par les moyens nouveaux qu 'elle procure a une
association cultuelle peut conduire cette derniere a porter atteinte a
l'ordre public ... "(58).
B.

Les établissements d'enseignement privé

Tout groupement, qu'il soit religieux ou non, peut créer des
écoles privées hors contrat et, le cas échéant, condure un contrat
simple ou d'association avec l'Etat. Mais en application de la loi
locale du 12 février 1873, une autorisation de l'Etat est nécessaire
pour donner des enseignements a titre onéreux et engager un maitre
d'école. L'autorité administrative peut également décider la fermeture de ces établissements ou interdire l'enseignement a tout maitre
pour des manquements graves. Le régime de surveillance de l'Etat
est done plus contraignant en droit local qu'en droit général.
Les écoles privées sous contrat re~oivent des subventions de
l'Etat et des collectivités territoriales conformément aux dispositions
de la loi du 31décembre1959 qui s'applique dans les trois départements a l'exception des ler et 3e alinéas de l'article premier concemant la liberté de conscience, des cultes et d'instruction religieuse.
(57) Conseil d' Etat, 14 mai 1988, réq. 69 968.
(58) Avis du Conseil d' Etat n' 331 651 du 29 juin 1982.
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L'article 69 de la loi du 15 mars 1850 limitant a 10% les subventions de fonctionnement versées par les collectivités territoriales
est en vigueur dans les départements du Rhin et de la Moselle: Par
contre, 1'article 2 de la loi du 31 octobre 1886 interdisant le subventionnement des écoles primaires publiques en dehors des modalités prévues par le contrat simple d'association, ne s'applique pas
dans les trois départements (59).
L'Eglise de la Confession d' Augsbourg dispose de deux établissementS" privés sous contrat et la communauté juive d'un établissement. Aucun culte non reconnu n'a jusqu'a présent créé d'école
privée.
La loi du 12 juillet 1875 prévoyant la liberté de l'enseignement
supérieur s'applique dans les trois départements. Les collectivités religieuses peuvent l'utiliser pour créer des centres de formation pour
leurs ministres du culte. La communauté juive a ainsi fondé un Institut talmudique supérieur pour la formation de ses membres a
STRASBOURG, le département d'études hébrai"ques et juives de
l'UFR Langues, Iittératures et civilisations étrangeres de l'Université
des Sciences humaines n' ayant aucun caractere confessionnel.

C.

Des cimetieres multiconfessionnels

En droit local alsacien-mosellan, les cimetieres peuvent etre
divisés par confession, conformément a l'article 15 du décret du 23
prairial an XII. Dans les faits, les divisions confessionnelles n' ont
pas été systématiquement instituées. Seuls des motifs d'ordre public
-troubles entre groupements religieux- et l'exercice public d'un
deuxieme ou troisieme culte, sont susceptibles de contraindre les
maires a instaurer des séparations. Enfin, selon la doctrine du XIXe
et du début du XXe siecle, l'article 15 du décret de prairial ne
s'appliquerait qu'aux seuls cultes reconnus. Précisons que l'application de ce texte combiné avec la législation propre au culte israélite a
généré pour cette communauté un droit sui generis. Certes, le maire

(59) Conseil d' Etat, 28 mai 1937.

a un droit de police et de surveillance des sépultures conformément
au code des communes, mais le reglement intérieur des cimetieres
releve du consistoire israélite (60). Cet établissement public du culte
fixe le montant des droits d'inhumation, les modalités de réservation, l' obligation de placer une pierre sépulcrale sur la tombe et les
jours et lieux d' ouverture du cimetiere.
Concernant les cultes non reconnus et plus précisément les communautés musulmanes, le droit local des cimetieres doit se lire a la
lumiere des príncipes constitutionnels de lai"cité et de liberté de religion. Lorsqu'il existe des divisions confessionnelles, l'appartenance
d'un défunt a un culte non reconnu par l'Etat ne peut avoir un effet
discriminatoire quant au choix de l'emplacement. I1 convient dans ce
cas de prévoir des carrés pour les membres de toutes les religions. Le
maire peut par ailleurs instaurer une séparation réservée aux musulmans lorsque le cimetiere a été interconfessionnalisé pour les cultes
chrétiens.

D.

Le régime des congrégations

Contrairement au droit général, le titre III de la loi du ler juillet
1901 prévoyant la reconnaissance légale des congrégations ne s' applique pas en Alsace-Moselle ou l"'autorisation légale" releve des
lois du 2 janvier 1817 et du 24 mai 1825 ainsi que d'un décret du 31
janvier 1852. Les congrégations d'hommes devaient etre autorisées
par une loi, les congrégations de femmes par un décret apres vérification par le Conseil d'Etat de leur statut. Ces procédures complexes
et difficiles a mettre en oeuvre ont découragé toute demande de reconnaissance depuis 1914. Depuis peu, le Conseil d'Etat (61), se
fondant sur le príncipe constitutionnel d'égalité est d'avis que les
congrégations religieuses d'hommes peuvent etre autorisées par décret selon les memes cas et sous les memes conditions que les congrégations de femmes. Dans les deux cas (hommes et femmes), il

(60) Art. 19, 20 et 21, Ordonnance du 25 mai 1844.
(61) Avis du Conseil d'Etat du 16 novembre 1993, nº 355. 149.
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suffit que la congrégation adopte des statuts analogues a ceux qui ont
déja été approuvées pour une autre congrégation par un d~cret pris
sur avis conforme du Conseil d'Etat.
Toutes les communautés ayant un caractere congréganiste,
quelle que soit par ailleurs leur religion ou Eglise d'appartenance,
sont désormais susceptibles d'etre reconnues en droit local alsacienmosellan. Un monastere bouddhiste certaines communautés de diaconesses protestantes pourraient etre intéressés par l'introduction
d'une telle demande.

IV. Les aspects inégalitaires du régime des cu/tes en droit local

A. La non reconnaissance de nouveaux cultes
Le principe constitutionnel d'égalité s'applique pleinement en
Alsace-Moselle. 11 implique de traiter de fa~on identique des situations semblables. Par contre, dans la mesure ou il existe des différences dans les situations, il appartient a l'autorité publique d'en tenir compte. Partant de la, l'opposition entre cultes reconnus et non
reconnus n'est pas contraire au principe d'égalité. Cependant, ces
catégories ne doivent etre figées. Lorsque des cultes non reconnus
acquierent une représentativité comparable a celle des cultes reconnus, ils devraient pouvoir etre reconnus. Or, en droit local des cultes,
contrairement aux systemes beige et luxembourgeois, aucun culte
n'a plus été reconnu depuis 1806 (religion israélite). Cette glaciation
de la reconnaissance de nouveaux cultes est critiquable dans la
mesure ou elle semble s'etre muée en principe excluant d'emblée
toute évolution.
Concernant les modalités de reconnaissance des cultes, reppelons que le concordat se restreint a la seule Eglise catholique.
Mais meme dans ce cas, il ne s'agit pas d'un droit conventionnel a
!'instar de celui qui existe en RFA ou qui se développe actuellement
en Italie et en Espagne, (concordat ou convention interne). De fait, le
concordat de 1801, a l'exception de la procédure de nornination des
éveques, ne fixe que le cadre auquel est pour partie lié le droit uni-

latéral de l'Etat appliqué aux activités et aux institutions de l'Eglise
catholique.
En réalité, il n' existe pas en France de tradition juridique favorisant le recours au droit conventionnel entre l'Etat et les religions. Un te! recours se heurterait par ailleurs a l'hostilité de divers
groupes intermédiaires. Si la possibilité d'une reconnaissance du
culte musulman notamment a été évoquée plusieurs fois, il i:'a
jamais été question, meme théoriquement, de recourir au droit conventionnel pour ce faire.

B.

L'absence de formation religieuse dans les institutions
publiques pour les cultes non reconnus

Trois établissements confessionnels d'enseignement supérieur
de théologie font partie intégrante des universités d'Etat de STRASBOURG et de METZ (Facultés de théologie catholique et protestante a STRASBOURG, Centre autonome de pédagogie religieuse a
METZ).
La création d'une faculté de théologie musulmane a été envisagée, il y a plusieurs années, au sein de l'Université des sciences
humaines de STRASBOURG. 11 est regrettable que ce projet, qui a
rencontré des réticences, n'ait pas été concrétisé a ce jour. Une formation théologique des responsables religieux musulmans répondant
a des criteres universitaires pourrait etre un des éléments favorisant
l'intégration de cette communauté.
Les cultes non reconnus n'ont pas acces a l'enseignement religieux dans les écoles primaires publiques. La loi du 15 mars 1850 ne
le prévoit que pour les éleves appartenant a l'un des quatre cultes reconnus. L'introduction de la religion musulmane ou d'une autre confession non reconnue dans les programmes scolaires suppose une
modification législative du précité.
Le meme systeme prévaut dans l'enseignement secondaire général et technique. Cependant, aucun texte n' empecherait ·la création
d'un autre enseignement religieux confessionnel (musulman, bouddhiste) par l'adrninistration rectorale. Cette hypothese, tout en
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n'étant pas totalement exclue, rencontre nombre d'hésitations. Elle
semble difficile a mettre en oeuvre a raison de l'éclatement de la
communauté musulmane.

C.

Les aumoniers de l'armée et des établissements publics

Le soutien public a la réalisation effective de la liberté de religion ne s'étend en droit local qu'aux seuls cultes reconnus. Aucun
poste budgétaire n'est réservé a des ministres d'un culte non reconnu
ayant acquis une certaine représentativité dans les aumóneries d'hópitaux et de l'armée. Des visiteurs a titre bénévole mandatés par
leurs collectivités religieuses peuvent toutefois avoir accés dans les
hópitaux aux malades de leur confession, suite a une autorisation de
I 'administration hospitaliere.

GERHARD ROBBERS

MINORITYCHURCHES IN GERMANY

l. STATISTICS AND H!STORY

Using the term rninority churches in Germany may be somewhat
misleading. It rnight imply groups of very small size struggling for a
place besides one big majority. Since very long time, though, -the
German State-Church situation has been coined by the establishment
of various different religious groups. Thus it has becorne usual in
Gerrnany to speak of "srnaller religious cornmunities" instead of
"rninority churches", not the least also taking into account non
christian cornmunities, who would not call thernselves to be a
church. (1)
The denorninational structure in Gerrnany shows two majar
churches in Gerrnany who are about equal in nurnbers, the protestant
churches forrning the Evangelical Church in Gerrnany (EKD) with
about 29,2 Mio, and the Catholic Church with about 28,7 Mio mernbers. Sorne 1-2 Mio people are members of numerous srnaller religious communities. Because of quick changes in sorne of these

( 1) For the legal situation of smaller religious communities see: AxEL FRH VON
CAMPENHAUSEN, Staatskirchenrecht, 2. Aufl. 1983, S. 69 f.; JosEF LISTL, Die Re/igion.1·gemeinschaffen mir privatrechtlichem Rechtsstatus, in: FRIESENHAHN/SCHEUNER (Hrsg.), Handbuch
des Staatskirchenrechts der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Bd. 1, 1974, S. 587 ff.; G. HELD, Die
kleinen üjfentlich-rechtlichen Religionsgemeinscha/fer im Staats-Kirchenrecht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 1974; J. LEHMANN, Die kleinen Religionsgemeinschaften des offentlichen
Rechts im heutigen Staatskirchenrecht, 1959; J. MüLLER-VOLBEHR, Neue Minderheitsreligionenaktuelle verfassungsrechtliche Probleme, JZ 1981, S. 41 ff.: related to history: WERNER WEBER,
Die kleinen Religionsgemeinschaften im Staarskirchenrecht de.1· national.wzialisrischen R-e!iime.1-,
in: Gediichrni.l'schrijifür WalterJellinek, 1955, S. 101 ff.
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groupes and since there is a lack of statistics it is difficult to give
numbers of adequat certainty. About two million inhabitants of
Germany are muslims, of whom about 100.000 are of German citizenship.
Since the end of the religious wars during the 16th and 17th
century caused by the reformation there has been a strict equilibrium
and parity as an equal treatment under law of the two major denominations in mo~t German territories and on the leve! of the Empire.
Those in the beginning were the catholic and the lutheran churches.
Later during the 18th century, Prussia also equalled the Reformed
Churches deriving from Calvin and Zwingli. During the 19th century
the Jewish communities were also legally acknowledged. In most
German territories, either the catholic or the protestant church was
State Church; the other acknowledged religious communities had a
rather comfortable official status. On a general leve! thus tradition in
Germany is one of equal treatment of denominations, disrupted
though by privileges for sorne, and in actual life very often seriously
disturbed by gross discrimination in fact.

Il.

EXISTING SMALLER RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES

There are quite a number of smaller religious communities. The
following Iist might give a fair impression, although not all of the
religious bodies are mentioned. (2) They are listed without any distinction of possible value.

(2) Cf. Handbuch Religiüse Gemeinschajten, ed.:
edition. 1985.

HORST RELLERIMANFRED K1EBING,

3rd

_ Bund Evangelischer Freikirchlicher Gemeinden (BEFG)-Baptisten
- Der Bund Freier evangelischer
Gemeinden in Deutschland (BFeG)
- Die Evangelisch - methodistische
Kirche (EmK)
- Die Kirche des Nazareners (KdN)
- Der freie Brüderkreis
-Die Mennoniten (me)
- Die Heilsannee (H)
- Die Religiose Gesellschaft der
Freunde (RGdF)-(Quiiker)
- Die Pfingstgemeinshcaften
- Christlicher Gemeinschaftsver
band Mülheim a.d. Ruhr
- Bund Freikirchlicher Pfingstgemeinden in Deutschland (BFP)
- Christengemeinden Elim
-Die Gemeinden Christi (GC)Churches of Christ
- Die Kirche der Jünger Christi (JC)
- Disciples
- Die katholisch-apostolischen Gemeinden (K.ap.G)
- Lorber-Gesellschaft (LorbG)
- Die Philadelphia Bewegung (Phb)
-Tempelgesellschaft (TG)
- Die Gemeinschaft in Christo Jesu
(Die Lorenzianer)
- Gemeinschaft der Siebenten-TagsAdventisten (STA)
-Die Christengemeinschaft (CG)
- Die
Christliche
Wissenschaft
(Christian Science-CS)
-Die Johannische Kirche (JK)
-Die Gralsbewegung (GB)
- Kirche des Reiches Gottes (KRG)
- Die Kirche Jesu Christi Der Heiligen der letzten Tage (Mormonen)
-Die
Neuapostolische
Kirche
(NapK)
- Die Neue Kirche (NK) (Sweden-

borgianer)
- Die Unitarier (Un)
-Jehovas Zeugen (JZ)
- Worldwide Church of God (Armstrong)
-lsraelitische Gemeinden
-Islamische Gruppen
- Buddhistische Gruppen
- Die Theosophie
- Die Anthrosophie
-Die Rosenkreuzer
- Die Weltspirale
- Der Spiritismus
-Heimholungswerk lesu Christi
(HHW)
-Umbanda
-Subud
- Transzendentale Meditation (TM)
-Hare Krishna
- Internationale Gesellschaftfür Krishna-BewujJtsein (ISKCON)
-Ananda Marga (AM)
- Die Bhagwan Rajneesh Bewegung
(RFI)
-Kagyüdpa
-Shia
-Ahmadiyya
- Der Bahaismus
- Die Vereinigungskirche e. V.
- Die Kinder Gottes-Children of God
(ChoG)
...: Aktionsanalytische Organisation
(AAO) und die Friedrichshof-SD
Bewegung
- Die Reichsbruderschaft Jesu Christi (RJC)
-Apostelamt Jesu Christi (AJC)
- Die Gemeinschaft des giittlichen
Sozialismus
-Apostelamt luda (ApJuda)
- Die Christliche Gemeinschaft Hirt
und Herde (HH)
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- Bund der Kiimpfer für Glaube und
Wahrheit (Horpeniten-Horp) - Die
Keller-Gemeinscha,ft ( KeG)
- Der Reformiert - Apostolische Gemeindebund (RAG)

- Tagesanbruch (TA)
- Freie Bibelgemeinde e. V. ( FBG)
- Die
Kimbanguistische
Kirche
(EJCSK)
-Kitawala

III. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK
1.

The norms

Basically, also smaller religious communities enjoy full equality
under law. The state is obliged to complete neutrality. There also do
not seem to be any major problems in fact in this respect. State
authorities are rather secular. There still is indeed sorne respect for
religious beliefs as such; organized religion is regarded at in a quite
fair manner.
Art. 136 II of the Weimar Constitution (WRV) of 1919, which
forros like the other church-state articles of that past constitution part
ofthe German basic law of 1949 (GG) through Art. 140 GG, guarantees that everybody enjoys all civil and political rights and access to
ali public office without any regard to bis religious denornination.
Art. 137 I WRV/Art. 140 GG says that there is no State-Church.
Thus complete neutrality is the law. Neither may the state identify
with any religious community of belief whatsoever. Nor may the
state intervene into their inner field.
There is complete freedom to form religious communities (Art.
137 II WRV/Art. 140 GG). Communities of Weltanschauung enjoy
the same rights as religious communities.
State authorities - legislative, executive and the judiciary - have
to act according to the constitutional rule of parity. This means the
equal treatment of religious bodies of whatever denornination.
The constitutional provisions of major importance to the
churches read as follows: (3)

(3) Translation from: AMOS J.
1968.

PEASLEE

(ed.), Consritutions 1!f' Nations, Vol. Ill, 3rd edition,

Art. 4. ( 1) Freedom of faith and of
conscience, ami freedom of creed,
religious or ideological (weltanschaulich) shall be inviolable.
(2) The undisturbed practice of religion is guaranteed.
(3) No one may be compelled against
his conscience to render war service
involving the use of amis. Details
shall be regulated by a.federal law.
Art. 7.( 1) The entire educational system shall be under the supervision
of the state.
(2) The persons entitled to bring upa
child shall have the right to decide
whether it shall receive religious instruction.
(3) Religious instruction shall form
part of the ordinary curriculum in
state and municipal schools, except
in secular (bekenntni4rei) schools.
Without prejudice to the state's right
of supervision, religious instruction
shall be given in accordance with the
tenets of the religious communities.
No teacher may be obliged against
his will to give religious instruction.
(4) The right to establish private
schools is guaranteed. Private
schools, as a substitute for state or
municipal schools, shall require the
approval of the state and shall be
subject to the laws of the Liinder.
This approval must be given (f private schools are not inferior to the
state or municipal schools in their
educational aims, their facilities and
the professional training of their
teaching sta:ff, and !fa segregation of
pupils according to the means of the
parents is not promoted. This approval must be withheld (f the economic

ami legal pos1t10n of the teaching
stqff is not su.fficiently assured.
(5) A prívate elementary school shall
be admitted only (f the educational
authority .finds tizar it serves a special pedagogic interest, or (f. on the
application of persons entitled to
bring up children, it is to be established as an inter-denominational
or denominational or ideological
school ami a state or municipal elementary schooi o.f this type does not
exist in the commune (Gemeinde).
(6) Prepatory schools (Vorschulen)
shall remain abolished.
Art. 140. The provisions of Art. 136,
137, 138, 139 ami 141 of the German Constitution of 11August1919
are an integral part of this Basic

Law.
The fol/owing provisions are of the
Weimar Constitution:
Art. 136.
Civil ami civic rights ami dutie.1· shall
be neither conditioned nor limited by
the exercise of the freedom of religion.
The enjoyment of civil and civic
rights and the eligibility for public
o.ffices shall be independent of religious creed.
No one shall be obliged to reveal his
religious convictions. The authorities
shall not have the right to inquire as
to a person 's membership of a religious society except to the extent that
rights or duties depend thereon or
that statistical action ordered by law
makes it necessary.
No one may be compelled to perform
any religious act or ceremony or to
participate in religious exen:ises or
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to use a religiou.1· form r~f oath.
Art. 137.
There shall be no .1·tate church.
Freedom of as.\'Ociation in religiou.1·
societies shall be guaranteed. The
amalgama/ion of religiou.1· societies
within the territory r~f the Reich shall
no/ be subject to any restrictions.
Every religious society shall regula/e
and administer it.1· affair.1· independently within the limits (Jf the law
validfor al!. !t shall confer it.1· ojfice.1·
without the participation (Jf the .\'late
or the civil commune.
Religiou.1· .l'Ocieties shall acquire legal capacity according to the general provisions of civil law.
Religious societies shall remain bo- dies-corporate under public law
ins(Jfar as they have been such heret(Jfore. The other religious societie.1·
shall be granted like rights upon
their application, if their constitution
and the number (Jf their members
offer an assurance of their permanence. lf severa! such religious societies under public law amalgama/e in
one organization, such organization
shall a/so be a body-corporate under
public law.
Religiou.1· societies that are bodiescorporate under public law shall be
entitled to levy laxes in accordance
with land law on the basis of the
civil taxation list.1-.
Associations whose purpose is the

2.

public law or as a religious body under private law. The latter applies to numerous smaller communities.
The status of a religious body as a corporation under public law
carries sorne important rights. Although the same term is used, the
status of religious communities as corporations under public law
must not be confused with that of normal corporations under public
Iaw. Those form part of the state organisation, are subject to state
hierarchy and intervention. This is not at all the case for religious
communities constituted as corporations under public law. There is
hardly more than a similarity in term. The most important rights of
religious communities as corporations under public law are the following:

cultiva/ion in common of a philosophical ideology (Weltanschauung)
shall have the same status as religious societies.
Such .further regulatio11.1· as may be
required .for the implementa/ion (Jf
these provisions shall be incumbent
on Land legislation.
Art. 138.
State contributions to religious societies, based on law or contrae/ or
.1pecial legal title, shall be redeemed
by mean.1· r~f land legisla/ion. The
principie .for thi.1· shall be established
by the Reich.
The rights o.f ownership and other
rights o.f religious .l'Ocieties and religious as.l'Ociations in re.1pect o.f their
institutions, foundations and other
assets destined.for purpose.1· o.f workship, education, or charity, shall be
guaranteed.
Art. 139.
Sunday and the public holiday reco gnized by the state shall remain
protected by law as days of rest .from
work and of .1piritual edification.
Art. 141.
To the extent that there exist.1· a need
.for religious service.1· and .1piritual
care in the army, in hmpitals, pri.l'Ons, or other public institutions, the
religious societie.1· shall he permitted
to perform religious acts, in this connection there shall he no compulsion
of any kind.

Religious communities as corporations under public law

a) One of the major distinctions between the different status of
religious communities is their existence as a religious body under

-

"!

The right to raise church taxes
The ability to have civil servants
The ability to disciplinary power over their civil servants
The right to create public law things (res sacrae etc.)
Community organs form public offices
Exemption from bankrupcy law

The status of corporations under public law can be obtained by
religious communities according to the provisions held in Art 137 V,
2 WRV/Art 140 GG. From this position follows that a certain number of members, consequently a certain size of the community is
necessary to be atributed the rights mentioned. This excludes those
religious communities, which · are small or which have no constitution or an inadequate one, i.e. which do not provide for duration.
The attribution of the status as corporation under public law lies
in the competence of the German Lander. Thus, severa! religious
communities have this status in various German states. Sorne have a
public law status in one or sorne states, but a private law status in
others. This may be due to the fact that they have only few members
in sorne states and consequently do not qualify for public law status.
It can be due to the free will of the community itself.
The following list gives an impression of the m.tmber and of the
kind of smaller religious communities forming corporations ''imder
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puhlic law. Since this list has been made up, only few changes have
occured. (4l For the new Bundesliinder, the former German Democratic Rcpublic. there are up to now no official lists.
8Al>f..N WÜRTTEMBERG:
1.
f..'\'C/ngelisch-Reformierte Gemeinde Stuttgart
2.
t.'i'lll1gelische Briidergemeinde Komtal
3.
t.'i·ange/ische Brüdergemeinde Wilhe/msdorf
.+.
Alt-Katholische Kirche in BW

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
JO.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Freireligiiise Landesgemeinde Baden
Freireligiiise Landesgemeinde Württemberg
Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche in Baden
Neuapostolische Kirche in Baden
Russisch-Orthodoxe Kirche in Deutschland
Neuapostolische Kirche in Württemberg und Hohenwllem
Europiiisch:festliindische Brüder-Unitiit (Herrenhuter
Brüdergemeinde)
!sraelitische Religionsgemeinschaft Württemberg
Bund Evangelisch:freikirchlicher Gemeinden in
Deutschland ( Baptisten)
Gemeinschaft der Siebenten-Tags-Adventisten
Verband der Mennoniten-Gemeinden in BW
Evangelisch-methodistische Kirche in Baden
Evangelisch-methodistische Kirche in Württemberg

BAYERN:
J.
Evangelisch-re.formierte Kirche in Bayern
2.
Altkatholische Glaubensgesellschaft
3.
Evangelisch-methodistische Kirche in Bayem
4.
Vereinigung der bayerischen Mennoniten-Gemeinden
5.
Russisch-Orthodoxe Kirche
6.
Landesverband der israelitischen Kultusgemeinden
7.
Freireligiose Landesgemeinde
8.
Christian Science
9.
Neuapostolische Kirche
1O.
Gemeinschaft der Siebenten-Tags-Adventisten

(4) Cf. GmTFRIED HELD,

1724
1819
1850
1875
1920
1938
1919
1953
1919
1921
1936
1948
1948
1951
1955
1959
1965
1968
1968
1818
1890
1922
1926
1946
1947
1947
1949
1950
1958

Die kleinen iijfentlich-rechtlichen Reli¡¡ionsgemeinscha}ten im

Staarskirchenrecht der Bundesrepublik, Jus eccle.1·iasticum Bd. 22, 1974, S. 149 ff.

BERLIN:
l.
Evangelische Brüdergemeinde
2.
Evangelisch-lutherische (altluth.) Kirche
3.
Vereinigung der deutschen Mennonitengemeinden
4.
Alt-Katholische Kirche
5.
Evangelish~freikirchliche Gemeinde
6.
Russisch-Orthodoxe Kirche in Deutschland
7.
Heilsam1ee
8.
Neuaposto/ische Kirche
9.
Gemeinschqft der Siebenten-Tags-Adventisten
l O.
Christian Science
l /.
Kirche Jesu Christi der Hei/igen der letzten Tage
(Momwnen)
12.
Christengemeinscha.ft
Evangelisch-methodistische Kirche
l 3.
BREMEN:
l.
/sraelitische Gemeinde in Bremen
2.
Neuapostolische Kirche
3.
Bum/ Evangelisch~freikirchlicher Gemeinden in
Deutschland ( Baptisten)
4.
Gemeinschqft der Siebenten-Tags-Adventisten
5.
Evangelisch-methodistische Kirche
HAMBURG:
l.
Deutsch Evangelisch-reformierte Gemeinde
2.
Franziisiche Reformierte Gemeinde
3.
Englisch-reformierte Gemeinde
4.
Englisch-bischii.fliche Gemeinde
5.
Verband Evangelisch~freikirchlicher Gemeinden in
Hamburg (Baptisten)
a) Gemeinde Hamburg l
b) Gemeinde Altana l
e) Gemeinde Tangstedt-Wandsbek
d) Gemeinde zu Altona-Ottensen
e) Gemeinde Hamburg-Harburg
.f) Gemeinde Hamburg-Fuhlsbüttel
g) Gemeinde Hamburg-Eimsbüttel
6.
Vereinigung der Mennoniten-Gemeinden
7.
Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche zu St. Anschar in Hamburg
8.
Evangelisch-lutherische Zionsgemeinde unveriinderter

174611763
1R45//908
1874
1875
1930
1936
1950
1950
1950
1954
1962
1968
1952
1952
1962
1964
1968
1785
1786
1818
1834
1964
1858
1863
1863
1875
1875
1924
1924
1922
1924
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9.
JO.
11.
J2.
J3.
J4.
J5.

Augsburger Konfession in Hamburg
Selbstiindige Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche
(H ermannsburg-Hamburger Diozese)
Neuapostolische Kirche
Jüdische Gemeinde in Hamburg
Gemeinschaft der Siebenten-Tags-Adventisten
Christian Science
Russisch-Orthodoxe Gemeinde in Hamburg
Evangelisch-methodistische Kirche in der Freien und
Hansestadt Hamburg

HESSEN:
Wallonisch-Niederliindische Gemeinde Hanau
J.
Evangelisch-lutherische (altluth.) Kirche
2.
Alt-Katholische Kirche
3.
Vereinigung der deutschen Mennonitengemeinde
4.
Bund Evangelisch-freikirchlicher Gemeinden in
5.
Deutschland (Baptisten)
Russisch-Orthodoxe Kirche in Deutschland
6.
Landesverband der/üdischen Gemeinden
7.
Freireligiose Landesgemeinschaft Hessen
8.
Kirche Jesu Christi der Heiligen der letzten Tage
JO.
(Mormonen)
Evangelisch-Lutherische Freikirche Hessen
11.
Gemeinschaft der Siebenten-Tags-Adventisten
J2.
Heilsarmee
J3.
Selbstiindige Evangelisch-lutherische Kirche
J4.
Bundfreier evangelischer Gemeinden in Deutschland
J5.
Evangelisch-methodistische Kirche
J6.
Deutsche Unitarier-Landesgemeinde Hessen
J7.
NIEDERSACHSEN:
Vereinigung dt. Mennonitengemeinden
J.
Alt-Katholische Kirche
2.
Bund Evangelisch-freikirchlicher Gemeinden in
3.
Deutschland (Baptisten)
Russisch-Orthodoxe Kirche
4.
Evangelische Brüder-Unitiit in Deutschland
5.
Altreformierte Kirche in Niedersachsen
6.
Christian Science
7.
Neuapostolische Kirche
8.
Bund Freireligiaser Gemeinden Deutschlands
9.

J924

-

J924
J925
J948
J952
J952
J952

JO.
11.
12.
13.
J4.
J5.

Selbstiindige Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche
Evangelisch-Lutherische Freikirche
Gemeinschaft der Siebenten-Tags-Adventisten
Landesverband lüdischer Gemeinden
Evangelisch-methodistische Kirche
Christengemeinschaft

J955
J955
J959
J963
J968
J968

NORDRHEJN-WESTFALEN:
Evangelisch-lutherische ( altluth.) Kirche
J8451J908
J.
Vereinigung dt. Mennonitengemeiden
J874
2.
Alt-Katholische Kirche
J875
3.
Bund Evangelische-freikirchlicher Gemeinden ( Baptisten)
J930
4.
Russisch-Orthodoxe Kirche
J936
5.
Neuapostolische Kirche
J95J
6.
Bundfreier evangelischer Gemeinden in Deutschland
J956
7.
Bund Freireligiaser Gemeinden Deutschlands
J956
8.
Landesverbandjüdischer Gemeinden Westfalen
J956
9.
Landesverbandjüdischer Gemeinden Nordrhein
J956
JO.
Gemeinschaft der Siebenten-Tags-Adventisten
J957
11.
Heilsarmee
J967
J2.
Evangelisch-methodisiische Kirche
J968
J3.

J970

vor J9J8
J8451J908
J873
J874
J930
J936
J948
J952
J953
J954
J954
J954
J954
J956
J968
J970

RHEJNLAND-PFALZ:
Evangelisch-lutherische ( altluth.) Kirche
J.
Vereinigung der Mennonitengemeinden
2.
Alt-Katholische Kirche
3.
Unitarische Religionsgemeinschaftfreie Protestanten
4.
Bund Evangelische-freikirchlicher Gemeinden in
5.
Deutschland (Baptisten)
Russisch-Orthodoxe Kirche
6.
7.
Freie Religionsgemeinschaft Rheinland-Pfalz
8.
Neuapostolische Kirche
9.
Landesverband der jüdischen Gemeinden von
Rheinland-Pfalz
JO.
Gemeinschaft der Siebenten-Tags-Adventisten
11.
Evangelische-methodistische Kirche

J874
J875
J930
J936
J949
J950
J950
J950
J950
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SMRLAND:
J.
Evangelische-lutherische ( altluth.) Kirche
2.
Alt-Katholische Kirche
3.
Russisch-Orthodoxe Kirche
4.
Synagogengemeinde Saar

J8451J908
J874
J875
J928
J930
J936
J947
J954
J960
J962
J968

J8451J908
J8751J920
J936
·]946
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6.
7.

Neuapostolische Kirche
Gemeinschaft der Siebe11te11-Tags-Adve11tiste11
t:vangelisch-methodistische Kirche

SCllLESWIG-HOLSTEIN:
l.
Alt-Katholische Kirche
2.
Bullll Evangelische}reikirchlicher Gemeinden in
Deutschland ( Baptisten)
3.
Russisch-Orthodoxe Kirche
4.
Remonstrantische-reformierte Kierchengemeinde
Friedrichstadt!Eider
5.
Neuapostolische Kirche
6.
Gemeinschaft der Siebenten-Tags-Adventisten
7.
Zentalrat der luden in Deutschland
8.
Evangelische-methodistiswche Kirche
9.
Religionsgemeinschaft Deutscher UnitarierLandesgemeinde Schleswig-Holstein

1957
1961
1968
1875
1930
1936
1952
1952
1960
1963
1968
1968

b) Sorne of these communities ha ve rnade use of the
possibility to raise church taxes: Altkatholiken, Isrelitic communities, Freireligiose Landesgerneinde in Baden. Other communities under public law would cover their expenses by contributions of prívate, often voluntary nature. Church taxes in Gerrnany are nothing
else but regular rnernberschip fees of the rnernbers of the religious
community. Obliged to pay are only the members. The legal characteristics of church taxes as tax is that if the debtor does not pay, the
legal enforcernents used for state taxes can also be applied for enforcing the payrnent of the church tax. Thus the church <loes not
have to go to court sueing the debtor. There is, however, a difference
in fact between the great Catholic and Protestant Churches and the
srnaller religious communities, which raise church taxes. Whereas
the state's financia! office in general collects the church tax for the
great churches, those srnaller communities do not make use of the
state's tax collectors, but take care of the collecting process themselves. The state's aid for the greater churches has its legal basis in
state-church treaties. The churches pay 4-5% of the tax incorne to
the state for this assistance, about 500 Mio DM per year. If other
communities should like to introduce a likewise organisation, equal
treatrnent would be a right. It would be necessary, however, that they

would be sufficiently big, since the collection of church taxes by the
state is only worthwhile, if there are enough mernbers to tax, otherwise expenses would be inadequately high. In Northrhine-Westfalia
the law requires a size of at least 40.000 rnernbers, in Bavaria at least
25.000. (5)
c) One of the traditional means for regulating the relationship
between the state and religious communities are treaties between those
two parties. The two major churches have a lot of different treaties like
concordats and similar agreements with the state. But there are also a
number of treaties between the state and smaller communities. (6) lt is
not necessary though usual, that the religious community in this
relationship should be corporated under public law.
IV. RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES WITH PRIVATE LAW STATUS
Those religious communities not corporated under public law
would be corporated under civil terms in order to enjoy the status of
a legal person. There are several different types which can be used.
One of the major problerns of sorne religious communities with
German legal provisions has been solved for the specific case by a
decision of the Federal Constitutional Court in 1991: The Bahái:
community of Tübingen had applied for having registered its governing body in the public register of associations. This application
was rejected, because the governing body was not independent from
the National Spiritual Council of the Bahá1 of Gerrnany, contradictory to the provisions of the civií law. The Bahá1 religion, though,
would not allow independence of the local Spiritual Council. The
Federal Constitutional Court ruled, that freedom of religion (Art. 4 I,
11 GG) would oblige public authorities to make possible exernptions
from the general rule in order to allow religious communities being
registered in accordance with their religious norms.
(5) § 15 II, Ziff. 1 KiStG NRW, Art 15 KiStG Bay; vgl. AXEL FRHR VON CAMPENHAUSEN,
Staatskirchenrecht, S. 169; HEJNER MARRÉ, Die Kirchenjinanzierung in Kirche und Staat der
Gegenwart, 3. Aufl. 1991, S. 49 ff.
(6) JOSEPH L!STL (ed.), Die Konkordate und Staat.1·kirchenvertriige in der Bunde.vrepublik
Deutschland, 2 Bande, 1987.
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As has been mentioned, all religious communities enjoy fully
and equally the fundamental right to religious freedom guaranteed
by Art. 4 GG. In the past, and especially linked to the spreading of
new religious groups primarily aiming at younger people, there has
been a debate of whether or not the term "religious" might be
restricted to mean only european-bread or only monotheistic beliefs.

(7)
In early jurisdiction, even the Federal Constitutional Court has
implied that only those beliefs might be protected by the freedom of
religion clause which fall within the European-occidental horizon of
religious conceptions. This, however, has passed by. Nowadays, the
Federal Constitutional Court has found a formula adequate to cover
ali groups and beliefs within the possible meaning of religion: The
mere statement and the self-assessment a community professes a religion and is a religious community, cannot justify as such the reference to the freedom of Art. 4 1 2 GG. It has rather to be in fact by its
spiritual contents and its outer appearance a religion and a religious
community. To verify and to decide upon this - as an application of
a regulation of the state's legal system - is up to the state organs,
finally up to the courts. They do not have a free power of determination, but have to decide on the basis of the idea of religion relative
to the idea and the aim of the fundamental right guaranteed. (8)
The standing legal test for this is, that the self-assessment of
somebody about the contents of his freedom is an important part of
the freedom guaranteed itself. Therefore this self-assessment has to
be taken into account by the court forming its decision on the subject
as a major part of its considerations. The final decision, though, remains within the court's competence.
Deciding on the question, whether the Scientology Church
would be a religious community under the constitutional provisions,
the administrative court of Hamburg decided within the standing for-

(7) REINHART HUMMEL, Die sogenannten Jugendreligionen als religiüse und
gesellschufrliche Phiinomene, in: E.5SENER GESPRÁCHE, Bd. 19, 1985, s. 64 ff.; J()RG MüLLERVOLBEHR, Die sogenannten Jugendre/igionen und die Grenzen der Religion.1freiheit, in: EssENER
GESPRÁCHE, Bd. 19, 1985, S. 111 ff.
(8) BVerfGE 83, 341 ff.
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mula used in these questions by the German courts on 11 th Dec.
1990: "Religion and Weltanschauung are characterized by a valuerelated judgement about the entity of the world, and thus by the answer to questions about the source, the meaning, the aim of the world
and the life of man ... considering what is to be accepted as exercise
of religion, the self-assessment of the religious community has to be
taken into account. The religious creed, though, must actually exist,
that is must be sufficiently objectifiable".
Also, sorne attempts to deny religious freedom in respect of
those communities considered anti-constitutional, not respecting fundamentals of the constitutional system, have been rejected, and are
not playing any major role in the discussion.

V. RELIGIOUS FREEDÓM

1. Also the smaller religious communities and their members
enjoy foil freedom of religion. The state would not interfere into
their beliefs. Religious freedom, moreover, guarantees for the free
exercise of one's beliefs, thus acting alike one's religious beliefs.
Government may therefore not hinder this free exercise if possible: a
Jew should not be obliged to come to court as a witness on Saturday,
(9) Government also shall respect religious holidays also of smaller
religious communities in case a member of it is a state's employee,
as long as the well-functioning of the state allows this.
2. It is a consequence of positive religious freedom, meaning
that the state must make possible and give room for the free exercise
of religion, that religious needs are respected and taken care of in
community planning. Thus according to the building law plans for
constructing sites have to take into account the needs of religious
service given notice of by religious communities; § 1 V 6 BauGB
does restrict this, though, to religious communities as corporations
under public law. Religious freedom guaranteed by the constitution,
on the other hand obliges state organs also to consider the religious

(9) Cf. ZIPPELIUS, Bonner Kommentar, Art. 4 Rdnr. 82.
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needs of religious communities of private status.
3. State monument law respects the special needs of all
religious communities regarding their buildings dedicated to religious worship. (10)
4. Public Law broadcasting stations have to give adequate
space for religious programmes to the protestant and catholic
churches, and to the Jewish communities. Other religious communities corporated under public law and present ali over Germany can
also be adequately supplied in the broadcasting time. (11)
The same applies to private broadcasting stations according to
land legislation. (12)
Thus, in broadcasting law smaller religious communities have a
restricted position. Religioús communities under public law also can
somewhat easier obtain the permission to runa private broadcasting
station themselves. (13)
5. As to religious instruction in public schools - which is
guaranteed by Art. 7 GG as an ordinary subject run by the state
according to the principies given by the religious community smaller religious communities have the same rights as the larger
ones. There is, however, a minimum of usually 6-8 pupils of the
denomination at stake in one school to make this instruction legally
necessary. It is of no relevance whether the religious community is
corporated under public law or not.
6. There is compulsory military service in Germany. Ministers
of the protestant and catholic churches do not have to serve, though.
Those preparing themselves for being a minister are temporarily free
from military service. These rights are valid for all ministers and
people preparing for being one for all other religious communities in
case their office is comparable to that of a protestant or catholic
minister. (14)
7. According to §§ 4, 4 a UstG, religious communities enjoy

( 10) E.g. § 23 Denkmalschutzgesetz Rheinland-Píalz.
( 11) § 11 IlI ZDF-Staatsvertrag, also § 24 1 Rundfunkstaatsvertrag.
( 12) For example: § 21 Landesrundfunkgesetz Rheinland-Píalz.
( 13) For example: § 6 1 l h Landesrundfunkgesetz Rheinland-Pfalz.
(14) §§ 111 Nr. 3, 12 II WehrpflichtG.

far reaching exemptions from the value-added tax, regardless whether they be corporated under public law or not. Donations to them
can be deduced from the income so that the income tax is diminished, as stated in § 10 b EStG. For natural persons this is possible
for donations up to 5% of their total income.

VI. SOCIAL PROBLEMS

It would not give a fair description of the status of small

religious communities in Germany if the factual situation would not
be mentioned.
l.

Public influence

Obviously, larger communities, traditionally rooted, would have
in fact more influence in public matters than smaller communities.
This is a mere result of number, tradition and influence. Legally
sanctioned, this provides for representation of the great traditional
churches in public boards. Important ones are:
- The supervisory boards of public broadcasting stations
- The supervisory boards of public authority in matters of the
private broadcasting market
- The public boards of indications of films and Iiterature,
especially for the protection of the children.
This, however, does not seem to be of any descriminatory
relevance. These boards are formed as representative bodies of
society. Major groups of society are meant to have seat and vote on
these boards. Therefore, all major groups are represented, like trade
unions, employers, political parties. These also are chosen by
number of their members, i.e. by their social relevance based in
quantity. This has nothing to do with religious reasons, but springs
from the idea of democratic representation in a pluralistic society.
As an exemption might be regarded, that the Israelitic denomination has seat and voice in all of those boards. This, however,
if in specific cases not based on the number of its members, is
justified by German history. The fact that the vast majority of their
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members has been murdered or expelled by the Nazi-regime cannot
lead to exclude them from representation in a democratic society.

2.

Islam

In the future questions will arise from Islam. As a religion, its
groups have the same rights as Christian or other groups have. There
must be no discrimination. On the other hand it seems, that unvoluntarily - sorne kind of discrimination may spring from the
very traits of the legal system. This system has its origins and
prevailing roots in Christianity. The way of thinking, the institutional
framework of this legal system sometimes may make it difficult for
religious groups based in different cultural backgrounds to fit in.
One example may be religious education in public schools. Art.
7 11 GG guarantees religious education in public schools, It forms an
ordinary subject. It is taught according to the beliefs of the religious
community the pupils belong to. lt is taught separately for each of
the denominations. Basically, there has to be a minimal number of
generally six to eight pupils of the same denomination in one school
to make religious instruction of that denomination legally necessary.
There is no legal question, that also Islam denominations and
muslim individuals have a right to religious education in public
schools. In sorne classes muslim pupils form the second largest,
sometimes even the largest group.
Up to now it has not been possible to install religious instruction, because there has been no official partner in muslim
groupings with whom school authorities were able to confer in adequate legal terms. This seems to be a result of the non-existence of
an official structure of Islam groups which would provide for representation. Similar problems arise regarding the registration as corporations under public law. Up to now there seem no Islam groups to
have applied for this registration, though.

J.M. KONIDARIS

LEGAL STATUS OF MINORITY CHURCHES
AND RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES IN GREECE

1

¡
¡

Religious freedom, as an extension and complement of the right
to individual freedom, is safeguarded by means of Article 13 of the
Constitution presently in force.
This connotes, and it is particularly necessary to make this point,
a great <leal more than mere religious tolerance, the foundation of
which was already laid by means of the initial Constitutions of the
revolutionary period, yes, something of greater scope and of a more
positive nature. Religious freedom establishes the claim upon the
State to the effect that it should not intervene -neither by acting nor
by failing to act- in the process of forming religious convictions
(freedom of religious conscience) or in manifesting them (freedom
of worship). (1)
This individual right, however, was rendered conditional in advance by setting boundaries to it by means of the selfsarne 13th Article of the Constitution: freedom of worship is protected provided
that the religion in question is a "known" religion, that practice of it
<loes not offend "public order" or "moral principies" and under the
condition that no proselytism, which is generally prohibited, is perpetrated by its members.

d
( 1) See especially A. MANES IS, Constitutional Rights, I. Individual Freedoms (in Greek), 4th
ed., Thessaloniki 1982, p. 249 ff. Cf. A. MARINOS, Religious Freedom (in Greek), Athens 1972,
passim.
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Article 13 is also interlinked with Article 3 of the Constitution,
introducing the concept of a prevailing religion, that of the Orthodox
Eastern Church of Christ, which is the "established" one. However,
there is a certain difference between these two Articles: only Article
3 can be a subject of a future constitutional review. (2)

11
1 do not believe that there exists any doubt that the 197511986
Constitution has outdistanced the 1952 Constitution in matters of
Church-State relations. Within the framework of an effort to make
the relative provisions more liberal and to secularize the State to a
greater degree:
a. A provision dealing with the Church-State relations has
been, for the first time, inserted in Article 3, as Section 11 of the First
Part, containing the "basic provisions" of the Constitution, and not in
Article 1 as it used to be.
b. The President of the Republic neither is required to be a
Christian, nor swears, at the time of taking his oath before Parliament, to protect the established religion. (3)
c. Proselytism in general is prohibited, irrespective against
which "known" religion it is perpetrated. (4)
d. The provision prohibiting all other interventions aimed
against the prevailing religion is not repeated. (5)
e. Confiscation of newspapers and other publications upon
their distribution is allowed in cases where not only the Christian
religion, but any known religion is offended. (6)
There is also no doubt that, despite all these, the 1975 Constitution has not justified the expectations the governmental draft of the
Constitution gave rise to. That means, among others, that:

(2) Article 110 § 1 ofthe Constitution ofGreece.
(3) Article 31 and 33 § 2 of the Constitution.
(4) Article 13 § 2 of the Constitution.
(5) Cf. Article 1 of the 1952 Constitution.
(6) Article 14 § 3 ofthe Constitution.

a. In the Preamble of the Constitution there again appears an
invocation to the Holy Trinity, this even being included in the oath
the President of the Republic (7) and the Members of the Parliament
(8) take.
b.
One of the aims of education involves development of a
religious conscience as well. (9)
c. The Fundamental Law of the established Church must be
passed by the Plenary Session of Parliament. ( 1O)
d. Governmental acknowledgement of the holidays of the
Greek Orthodox Church as official ones.
e. Tax exemptions and payment of the salaries of the clergy,
the preachers and lay employees of the same Church. ( 11)
Nevertheless, on the basis of the innovations and differentiations
between the 1975 and the 1952 Constitution and perhaps as a result
of an atmosphere of euphoria, the thought prevailed that the status of
State-Church relations was the coexistence under equal terms. (12)
Sorne others had even gone a step further and were supporting more
and more -a circumstance which, for that matter, had already been
mentioned during the discussions on the Constitution in Parliamentthat the "established Church" means nothing more than "the religion
to which the vast majority of the Greek people belong". (13)
During the years that followed the 1975 Constitution, not only
has not the bond between the State and the Orthodox Church become
more relaxed, but it has become dangerously more tense. (14) Not
(7) Article 33 § 2 of the Constitution.
(8) Article 59 § 1 of the Constitution.
(9) Article 16 § 2 of the Constitution.
(! 0) Article 3 § l in conjunction with Article 72 of the Constitution.
(11) See recently CH. PAPASTATHIS, State financia! support for the Church in Greece, in:
Church and State in Europe. Sta/e financia[ support. Religion and the School (Proceedings of the
meeting of European Consortium of Church and State Research in Milan-Parma, October 20-21,
1989), 1992.
{12) A. MANESIS - K. BABOUSKOS, The relations between State and Church according to the
new Constitution (in Greek), Nomiko Vima vol. 23 (1975) p. 1031-1037; cf. MANESIS, op. cit., p.
256.
(13) S. TROIANOS, Ecc/esiastical Law (in Greek), 2nd ed., Athens-Komotini 1984, p. 95.
(14) See l. M. KONIDARIS, Law 170011987 and the recent crisis in the relation.v-between
Church and State (in Greek), Athens 1988 (reprinted 1991), p. 44-45.
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only has not the conditionality of religious freedom, introduced by
means of Article 3 of the Constitution, been overturned or nullified,
but rather it has beconie wider in scope and has taken on greater dimensions. (15)
Characteristical examples of this situation are:
a. The constitutional possibility of legislative intervention into
the interna! affairs of the Church.
b. The repeated direct or indirect reformations of the
Fundamental Law of the Greek Orthodox Church made by each
governmental majority.
c. The restoration of the status the 1952 Constitution
•
establishes with reference to elementary and secondary education,
which is based more than ever not on the guidelines of GreekChristian civilization, but on Orthodox teachings. (16)
d. The acknowledgement of the religious wedding as an equal
to the civil one.
e. The total financia! dependence of the Orthodox Church
upon the Greek State, which does not accept church taxes but on the
other hand has already taken the vast majority of the Church's
property. (17)
f. The assimilation of the clergy of the established Church to
public servants.

III

This short presentation vividly illustrates, 1 believe, the dominating character of the Orthodox Church and this circumstance comprises the first and foremost discrimination on the basis of religion;
the position of the Orthodox Church is an eminent one.
At this point 1 should make clear, that the Orthodox Church is,

(15) See I. M. KONIDARIS, Die Beziehungen zwischen Kirche und Staat im heutigen Griechenland, Ósterreichisches Archivfür Kirchenrecht, vol. 40 (1991) p. 131 ff.
(16) See recently G. SOTIRELIS, Religion and Education according to the Constitution and
the European Convention (in Greek), Athens-Komotini 1993.
(17) See KONIDARIS, Law 170011987 (as ahove, note 15), p. 101 ff. and passim.

by law, a legal person of public law; (18) that concerns the Church
both as a whole and as a separate legal person (that includes metropolies, parishes, monasteries and other ecclesiastical foundations).
On the contrary, the rest of the Christian Churches are legal persons
of private law. (19) The establishment of their Houses of Prayer is reguIated by the general provisions of the Civil Code about corporations.
(20) As far as, the Muslims minorities are concemed, there is a special
legislation which regulates the function of their community. (21)
All these lead us to only one conclusion: The Orthodox Eastern
Church is the official Church, "the religion of State", a "State
Church". (22)

IV

A first issue concerns establishing religious associations, and to
be more specific, "meeting" the terms "known religion", "public order" and "moral principies". The issue is related to a capital problem
existing in law, that of vague concepts. I do not believe that any
special elaboration is necessary to stress how important it is, that
each individual judge has to define precisely each and every concept.
One example alone suffices not only to illustrate this point, but
also to define the tergiversation of case law. Under the new Constitution, Supreme Administrative Court case law is constant on the
question of Jehovah's Witnesses being a "known religion", (23) that
is, everybody who so wishes can get to know it and its worship is
carried on in public, not necessitating any initiation.

(18) Article 1 § 4 ofthe Law 590/1977.
(19) Specially for the Greek Catholic Church it is maintained that it is a legal person of public law; see K. BABOUSKOS, Ecclesiastical Law (in Greek}, 5th ed., Thessaloniki 1989, p. 99 ff.
(20) Art. 78 ff. of Greek Civil Code.
(21) See in detail, S. MINAIDIS, The religiousfreedom ofthe Muslims in the Greek legal order (in Greek), Athens-Komotini 1990.
(22) See CH. PAPASTATHIS, Elements of Ecclesiastical Law (in Greek), 2nd ed., Thessaloniki
1994, p. 56 ff. and KONIDARIS, Die Beziehungen (as above, note 15), p. 143 f.
(23) See I. M. KONIDARIS, Legal Theory and Practice regarding Jehovah 's Witne.\'.ve.< (in
Greek}, 3rd ed., Athens 1991, p. 42 ff., 55 ff.
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Nevertheless, more recent court decisions on the merits, have
not only ignored Supreme Administrative Court case law, but after
refuting the beliefs of this religious community using theological
arguments, ruled that Jehovah's Witnesses are nota known religion.
(24)

V
Another issue concems establishing a church or House of Prayer
belonging to heterodox or heteroreligious parties. This issue relates
mainly to the requirements imposed by Emergency Laws 1363/1938,
1369/1938 and 1672/1939.
Nevertheless, the main issue, as far as discrirnination is concemed, has to do with the perrnission, which must be issued by the
competent Orthodox Metropolitan Bishop assigned to the respective
area, (25) since the quantity and the magnitude of the problems, such
a measure creates, are all too obvious.
I will not further enlarge upon the subject. Even Evangelical
Churches have been waiting for years for the relative procedure to be
completed. I would like to point out only one thing more.. Actually,
pursuant to the Supreme Adrninistrative Court case law, the perrnission issued by the local Orthodox bishop, is nothing more than an
"expert opinion", which is not binding in the case of the rninister, in
whose jurisdiction alone the final decision líes. (26)

and 1672/1939, which continue in force. (27)
From among the things already mentioned, I would like to call to .
mind the fact that the 1975 Constitution prohibits proselytism by means
of the explicit provision contained in Article 13, that is, proselytism is
prohibited by means of provisions on religious freedom and no longer
by means of today's Article 3 on the prevailing religion; proselytism in
general is prohibited, that is in cases where it is aimed against every
known religion, and not only against the prevailing one, whereas the
provision stipulating that each and every intervention against the prevail- •
ing religion is prohibited, hás been removed.
If it is maintained that the provisions on proselytism, that is
Emergency Laws 1363 and 1672, have not been abrogated, then they
are at best evidently unconstitutional. (28) It is impossible to support
that a regulation, which not only is derived from, but also is the expression of another time, could possibly continue being linked to the
Constitution. It is impossible, on the basis of these provisions, to seriously maintain that, pursuant to the constant case law of the Supreme Court, no one can be. convicted on grounds of proselytism
perpetrated on behalf of the Orthodox religion, (29) but, to the contrary, one can be convicted on grounds of proselytism perpetrated on
behalf of another known religion. (30)

VII
The following matter has to do with the rnilitary service obligation and the religious rninorities. Two questions are to be dealt with:

VI

The next issue concems proselytism, which has its roots in the
constitutionality of the provisions of Emergency Laws 1363/1938

(24) Cf. KONIDARIS, op. cit., p. 45 Nr. 101, p. 48 Nr. 115.
(25) Article 1 of the Emergency Law 1363/1938 as replaced by Art. 1 of the Emergency
Law 1672/1939.
(26) See, for example, the Supreme Administrative Court case law decision Nr. 72111969.

(27) Article 4-5 ofthe Emergency Law 1363/1938 as replaced hy Art. 2 and 3 ofthe Emergency Law 1672/1939.
(28) See bibliography for proselytisip. KoNIDARIS, op. cit. p. 23 note 7.
(29) See KON!DAR!S, Legal Theory p. '44, 84 ff.
(30) The European Court of Human Rights has already holded in case KOKKINAKIS V.
GREECE, by votes 6 to 3, that the Emergency Laws 1363/1938 and 1672/1939 break ~he Article
9 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.
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a. The issue concerning conséientious objectors (31) is a quite
important one since it concerns two serious matters: the defence of
the country and the freedom of conscience.
Unfortunately, successive Greek governments have failed to
bring Greek Iegislation into line with the international standards
which recognize that conscientious objection of rnilitary service,
consider to be a Iegitimate exercise of the right to freedom of
thought, conscience and religion.
Little has improved for the conscientious objectors since 1977,
when Iegislative reforms put an end to multiple sentencing. The
same Iegislation also introduced unarmed rnilitary service for conscientious objectors lasting twice as long as ordinary rnilitary service. Ordinary rnilitary service currently lasts between 15 and 23
months, depending on which branch of the armed forces and in
which part of the country conscipt serves. As far as it is known,
virtually nobody has ever taken up this option. Certainly for most
conscientious objectors unarmed rnilitary service is as hard to square
with their conscientiously - held beliefs, as armed rnilitary service.
Thus, when an objector refuses to carry out rnilitary service; he
is imprisoned cause he is tried in rnilitary court. At any given time a
few hundreds of young men are in prison for this reason. The majority of conscieniious objectors are sentenced under Article 70b of the
Military Penal Code for disobeying orders in a period of general
mobilization. Ever since the Cyprus crisis of 1974, Greece has been
in a state of general mobilization. The legislation ever since has been
extended every year by ministerial order.
According to Greek Law, prisoners are able to apply for release
on remission, when they have served three fifths of their prison sentence. So far, none of the conscientious objectors have been granted
remission because the Public Prosecutor's Office insists they
"repent" before they can be granted remission.
The vast majority of the conscientious objectors are Jehovah's
Witnesses whose religious beliefs do not perrnit them to serve in the

armed forces in any capacity whatsoever.
b. Legislation passed in 1988 permits religious ministers of
' the so called "known religions" exemption from military service.
(32) This was quite new for all the other "known" religions except
for the Greek Orthodox Church, whose religious ministers had
always the privilege of the dispensation of military service.
Over the past years, Jehovah's Witnesses religious ministers,
have forced discriminatory treatment by the military authorities.
These authorities however, have refused to grant exemption to Jehovah' s Witnesses ministers arguing that according to the Greek Orthodox Church, they are not religious ministers of a "known" religion. (33)

VIII

l

The last matter which is dealt with is that of the so called "Old
Calendarists". (34) In the Orthodoxy the most Churches follow the
New Calendar and a few the Old one. Especially in the Greek Orthodox Church, which follows the New Calendar, exists a schismatic
part which due to its force and number of members is, seventy years
after its formation, still an important religious minority.
I would like to note that by means of a legislative decree issued
in 1923, (35) the Gregorian Calendar -so named after Pope Gregory
XIII who introduced it in 1582- was observed in the whole realm
with reference to secular events, whereas with reference to the Orthodox Church and its religious holidays, people observed the Julian
Calendar. It was determinated that February 16, 1923 would become
March 1, 1923.

(32) Law 1763/1988, article 5.
(33) See the recent Supreme Administrative Court case law decisions Nr. 3601/1990,
1354/1991 and 2484/1992.
(34) See far the whole matter CHRISTQDOULOS PARASKEVAIDIS, Metropolitan Bishop of
Dimitrias, Historical and Canonical Preview of the Old Calendarists issue (in Greek), Athens
1982.
(35) See legislative decree 18/25.1.1923.

(31) See far the whole matter N. ALIVISATOS, The Constitutional position of the Arm Forces,
II (in Greek),.Athens-Komotinl 1992, p. 100 ff.
'~,
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However, due to the confusion that resulted from two calendars
being simultaneously in force, the Holy Synod of the Hierarchy of
the Church of Greece, after consulting the Ecumenical Patriarchate,
acceded to changing over to the new calendar as of March 10/23,
1924. To be more accurate, it introduced the corrected Julian Calendar, since it was agreed upan that Easter had to be celebrated according to the "Eastern Canon", that is, as stipulated by the First Ecumenical Council of Nicea (325), on the first full moon following the
spring eqwi:ox and, at any rate, after the Jewish Passover.
One group of faithful considered the introduction of the corrected Julian calendar an innovation to the church calendar, something which Greek Orthodox Church canons forbid. What was even
worse, three Greek Orthodox Metropolitan Bishops also upheld this
viewpoint, and they, in turn, proceeded to ordain four new bishops
and formed a "Synod". And even though the Church of Greece, on
the one hand, proceeded to condemn and disordain them, they, nevertheless, on the other, refused to accept these decisions as canonical
and severed their ties to the Church of Greece. Following that,
clergymen were defrocked and laymen excommunicated; Old Calendarist churches were sealed, and the State refused to accede to
having baptisms performed by Old Calendarist clergymen entered
into the registe.r of the Registrar' s Office.
The legal problem, of course, líes not in the worship of God according to the so-called old calendar, as in the case with other Orthodox Churches with which the Church of Greece has enjoyed
regular communication, such as, for example, the Patriarchate of Jerusalem or the Patriarchate of Russia or the Greek Orthodox Monasteries of Mount Athos, but rather in the Old Calendarists forming a
separate administration with "Metropolitan Bishops", "Archbishops",
and "Synods", whereas the Constitution pursuant to Article 3, recognizes only one Orthodox Eastem Church, stipulating exactly
which Church that is and how its administration is to function. On
the other hand, the "Genuine Orthodox Christians" -as the Old Calendarists call themselves- not only wish to be differentiated from the
Greek Orthodox Church, so that they may function as a known religion within the framework of Article 13 of the Constitution, but fa-
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natically declare that they are the Orthodox Christians.
So, whereas, as far as the Church is concerned, the main obstacle in resolving the Old Calendarist issue is the insistence of its faithful to use administrative terms such as "Synods", "Metropolitan
Bishops", and "Archbishops", doing so, in fact in a way that, as a
result of recurring interna! splits and schisms, no one knows who, in
the end, is the valid representative and therefore, with whom one is
to negotiate and -as far as the State is concerned- the problem lies in
the "weakness" of Article 3 of the Constitution.
Therefore, Old Calendarists today will have to be make due with
a statement by the Deputy Minister of National Education and Cults,
(36) according to which "the so-called Genuine Orth0dox Christians
(Old Calendarists) may perform their religious duties unhindered".

(36) See the minutes of the par!iamentary discussions on the 1975 Constitution, Athens
1975, p. 421.
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JAMESCASEY

LEGAL STA TUS OF MINORITY CHURCHES
ANO RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES IN IRELAND

INTRODUCTION

Ireland (i.e. the Republic of lreland) (1) is a predominantly Roman Catholic country; over 95% of the population was baptised in
that faith. (2) But neither the Roman Catholic church, nor any other,
is established by law. Therefore the criterion used in this paper for
classifying churches and religious communities as "minor" is the
simple one of size. It follows that in lreland all churches and religious communities other than the Roman Catholic church qualify as
minor in this sense. These minority churches and communities include the Church of lreland (Anglican); the Lutheran, Methodist,
Moravian and Presbyterian churches; the Society of Friends
(Quakers); and the Jewish and Muslim communities. (3)

1

~.ll

( 1) Article 4 of the Constitution prodaims that the name of the State is Ireland (Éire is the
Irish language version). The six north-eastem counties are, of course, part of the United Kingdom.
(2) The relevant figures from the 1991 census are not yet available. Those from the 1981
census give the Roman Catholic population at 3.204,476 out of a total of 3,443,405.
(3) The figures from the 1981 census are: Church of Ireland 95,366: Presbyterian 14,255:
··
Methodist 5,790: Jewish 2, 127: "other stated religions" 10,843.

1:
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL DIMENSION

Though its inspiration is plainly Christian (4) the Constitution is
nonetheless religiously neutral. (5) Religion is the subject matter of
Article 44, the key provisions of which are the following:
"lº Freedom of conscience and the free profession and practice
of religion are, subject to public order and morality, guaranteed to
every citizen.
2º The State guarantees not to endow any religion.
3º The State shall not impose any disabilities or make any discrimination on the ground of religious profession, belief or status.
5º Every religious denomination shall have the right to manage its own affairs, own, acquire and administer property, movable
and immovable, and maintain institutions for religious or charitable
purposes".
Subsections 1º and 3º primarily enure to the benefit of individuals, whereas subsection 5 has group rights as its concern. The
meaning of this Iatter provision was considered by the Supreme
Court in McGrath and Ó Ruairc v Trustees of Maynooth College
[ 1979] l.L.R.M. 166. The plaintiffs -both former priests- had been
dismissed from their teaching posts at the college, which is in law a

(4) Thus the preamble opens with the words: "In the name of the Most Holy Trinity, from
whom is ali authority and to whom, as our final end, ali actions both of men and States must he
referred ... ". This Christian inspiration of the Constitution was stressed by the majority of the Supreme Court in Norris v. Atr. Gen. [1984] I.R. 36, in repelling a challenge to the validity of laws
criminalising homosexual acts.
(5) Until their repeal by the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution Act 1972, Article 44. 1.2°
and 3° provided as follows:
"2º The State recognises the special position of the Holy Catholic Apostolic and Roman
Church as the guardian of the Faith professed by the great majority of the citizens.
3°
The State also recognises the Church of Ireland, the Preshyterian Church in Ireland,
the Methodist Church in Ireland, the Religious Society of Friends in lreland, as well as the
Jewish Congregations and the other religious denominations existing in Ireland at the date
ofthe coming into operation ofthis Constitution".
In Quinn 's Supermarket Ltd. v. Att. Gen. [ 1972] I.R. 1 WALSH J., speaking for the Supreme Court, said (at 24): "This declaration ... does not prefer one to the other and it does not confer any privilege or impose any disability or diminution of status upon any religious
denomination, and it does not perrnit the State to do so".
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seminary but functions also as a Pontifical University and a recognised college of the National University of Ireland. (In the latter role
-alone- it receives State funding). The ground of the dismissals was
that the plaintiffs had violated certain of the college statutes. They
claimed that those statutes discriminated between clerical and lay
teachers and thus infringed Article 44.2.3º of the Constitution. The
Supreme Court rejected this argument. Henchy J. (Griffin, Kenny
and Parke JJ. concurring) said (at 187-188):

"The raison d' etre of the college, whatever academic or educational accretions it may have gathered over the years, has been
that it has at ali times been a national seminary where students
are educated and trained for the Roman Catholic priesthood.
This inevitably means that at least sorne of its academic staff
must not afane be priests but priests with particular qualifications and with a required measure of religious orthodoxy and
behaviour. It is part of the purpose of the statutes (which, incidentally, wáe drawn up by the trustees, who are ali bishops of
the Roman Catholic Church, and were not imposed by the State)
that due standards are to be observed by those of the academic
staff who are priests. Even if it be said that the statutes are, by
recognition ar support, an emanation of the State, the distinctions drawn in them between priest and layman, in tenns of disabilities or discriminations, are no part of what is prohibited by
Article 44.2.3. They represent no prejudicial State intrusion
where priest is advanced unjustifiably over layman, ar vice
versa, as was the case in Molloy v Minister for Education
[1975] IR 88. On the contrary, they amount toan implementation of the guarantee that is to be found in subs. 5 of the same
section that 'every religious denomination shall have the right
to manage its own affairs, own, acquire and administer property, movable and immovable, and maintain institutions far religious or charitable purposes '. These statutes are what the designated authorities of the Roman Catholic Church in Jreland
have deemed necessary far this seminary. Their existence or
their tenns cannot be blamed on the State as an unconstitutional
imposition... ".

lllJ
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It would thus appear that Article 44.2.5º gives religious denominations carte blanche in framing rules to be observed by their adherents. This would preclude any administrative supervision by the
State of such matters, whether they involve doctrine or discipline,
and none such exists.

LEGAL STA TUS· ÜF CHURCHES

Since the disestablishment of the Church of lreland in the l 9th
century, (6) ali churches stand on the same legal footing. In State
(Colquhoun) v. D'Arcy f 193611.R. 641 Sullivan P. explained itas
follows (at 650):
"The status of a church not established by law is, in the words of
Barry J. in O'Keeffe v. Cullen. (7) 'The status of a voluntary association the members of which subscribe or assent to certain
rules and regulations, and bind themselves to each other to
conform to certain laws and principies, the obligation to such
conformity and observance resting wholly in the mutual contract of the members, enforceable only as matter of contract by
the ordinary tribunals of the land when brought within their
cognizance and not enforceable under any independent coercive
jurisdiction '".
Churches and religious communities do not automatically have
legal personality; prima facie their legal status would be that of unincorporated associations. The Companies Acts provide machinery
under which they could acquire corporate status, (8) but this <loes not
seem to have been availed of. Consequently church property is normally vested in trustees, in sorne cases for a parish, in others for a
diocese (or their equivalents). In the Church of Ireland a centralised

•
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arrangement exists. As part of the process of disestablishment that
church voluntarily created the Representative Church Body (RCB) to
hold its property. This body was incorporated by Royal charter of 15
October 1870, (9) which declared it subject to the order and control
of the General Synod. It may sue and be sued in respect of church
property vested in it - RCB v Hall [1928] I.R. 334: Kirwan v. RCB
11959] I.R. 215.
The acquisition or disposal of property by a church or religious
grouping will be governed purely by its own interna! rules and procedures. Neither public nor civil Iaw intrudes here, save where the
property is subject to a trust and its disposal is alleged to be in
breach thereof. ( 10)
Churches and religious groups are given a limited exemption
from the P.rovisions of the planning Iegislation. Ministerial regulations made under statutory authority (11) classify as "exempted development" a change in the use of an existing structure to
"Use as a structure for public worship or religious instruction; use
of such structure for the social or recreational activities of the
religious body using the structure; as a monastery or convent". (12)
But this change of use must not require the carrying out of any works
on the structure. It follows that the construction de novo of a church,
school, hospital or the Iike would be subject to the ordinary Iaw and
thus require planning permission.
The property of churches and religious groups is given special
-thought not absolute- protection by Article 44.2.6º of the Constitution. It provides as follows:
"The property of any religious denomination or any educational
institution shall not be diverted save for necessary works of
public utility and on payment of compensation ".

(6) Which was effected hy the lrish Church Act 1869, section 2 of which provides: "On and
after the first day of January one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one the ... union cre~ted hy
Act of Parliament hetween the Churches of England and Ireland shall he dissolved, and the said

(9) Authority to grant this charter was provided by section 22 ofthe Irish Church Act 1869.
( 10) Or where supervening events have made perfortnance of the trust impossible and the
High Court is asked to pennit the application of the trust property cy-pres - e.g. Representative
Church Body v. Arr. Gen. [ 1988] !.R. 19.

Church of Ireland ... shall cease to he estahlished hy law".
(7) ( 1873) !.R. 7 C.L. 319, 339.
(8) See PATRICK USSHER, Company Law in !reland (London 1986), pp. 7-8.

( 11) Local Government (Planning and Development) Act 1963, section 4 (2).
(12) Local Government (Planning and Development) Regulations 1977, Third ScJie~ule,
Part IV, Class 11.
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The scope of this guarantee still awaits judicial elucidation. (13)

CHURCH FINANCE

For their core religious functions -e.g. the provision of places of
worship and the financial support of pastors- churches and religious
groups must find their own funds. The State does not provide any
subventions and probably could not constitutionally do so; for, as
already noted, Article 44.2.2º provides:
"The State guarantees not to endow any religion ".
Though this provision has yet to be judicially expounded, it would
seem to prohibit State funding of church buildings or clerical salaries
-- even if undertaken on an across the board, non-discriminatory
basis. Thus the Belgian arrangement under which the State pays the
salaries of ministers of religion (14) would not appear constitutionally possible in Ireland.
So far as is known, no Irish church or religious group has sought
the introduction of a church tax on the German or Spanish model.
Any such proposal would encounter constitutional difficulties, for
even if the payment of such taxes was voluntary the use of the
State' s machinery to collect them rnight be characterised as an indirect endowment violating Article 44.2.2º.

EDUCATION ÜF CHURCH ÜFFICIALS

In Ireland there is no legal barrier to church officials (by which
is understood priests, ministers, deacons, nuns, etc.) taking undergraduate or postgraduate courses at the universities, and many do so.
Nor could any such barrier be erected by the legislature, for to at-

(13) See RONAN KEANE, The Law of Local Govemment in the Republic of Jreland (Dublin
1982), pp. 225-226: JAMES CASEY, Constitutional Law in lreland (2nd ed., London 1992), pp.
572-574.
(14) As to which see ANDRÉ ALEN (ed.), Treatise on Belgian Constitutional Law
(Deventer!Boston 1992), p. 267.

tempt this would surely infringe the non-discrimination principie of
Article 44.2.3º of the Constitution. (15) (Whether the universities
themselves could pursue a policy of excluding such persons is more
problematic (16) - but this possibility is so unlikely that it need not
detain us). Scholarships or other public subventions would have to
be made available to actual or aspirant church officials on the same
basis as to other students. Article 44.2.3º would seem to preclude
any other arrangement.
lt must be emphasised, however,that these university places, and
subventions where applicable, are for the study of secular subjects
alone. (17) By virtue of the Irish Uni'versitiés Act 1908, section 7,
the State is precluded from paying grants f'l ... for the provision or
maintenance of any theological or religious teaching or study". (18)
(15) In Molloy ~· Minister fpr Education [1975] I.R. 88 the Supreme Court held unconstitutional administrative arrangements under which clerical teachers were treated less favourably for
salruy and pensions purposes than their lay counterparts.
(16) Article'-44.2.3º is informa prohibition on action by "the State". The universities ali receive extensive State funding, but whether this malees them agents of the State so as to attract the
operation of Article 44.2.3º is still unresolved. The Supreme Court ·rn McGrath and ó Ruairc v.
Trustees ofMaynooth College [1979] I.L.R.M. 166 left the point optln.
(17) A point stressed in DERMOT LANE (ed.), Religion, Ed~cation and the Constitution
(Dubin 1990). At p. 11 of his introduction the editor, a priest of tht;,Dublin archdiocese, says:
"When it comes to third leve! education, we are faced with the extraordinruy anomaly in
Ireland that the Christian Churches have no theological place or educational presence in our
universities due to the 1908 Universities Act. The State in Ireland malees no direct provision for the study of Theology or Religious Education in our publicly funded universities.
This strange /acuna must be a matter of grave concem to al! the Churches and the State.
This particular absence of publicly funded Theology and/or Religious Education means in
effect that there is very little interdisciplinruy contact with serious religious questions and
that a kind of spiritual silence or awkwardness surrounds the third leve! study of the Humanities, the sciences and the traditional professions. If Theology and Religious Education
are not taleen seriously as subjects of third leve! study, then this will have an effect on the
way religion is viewed in public life. Is this a desirable state of affairs in terms of its consequences for the social, economic, political, cultural and commercial life of the country?
How can the universities claim to be universities and yet exclude the study of the religious
dimension of human experience and its revelation in Judaism, Christianity and other faiths?
These are questions that the Minister for Education and the Higher Education Authority
must begin to address. Ireland at present is one of the only countries in Europe in which
Theology and Religious Education are not in receipt of public funding".
(l 8) The same Act, in section 3 (! ), requires every professor upon entering into oftice to
sign a declaration in an approved form "... securing the respectful treatment of the religious
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Any attempt to repeal or modify this provision would surely collide
with the non-endowment principie of Article 44.2.2º of the Constitution.
lt follows that aspirant priests, ministers, etc. may, as part of
their training, study for a degree in a secular discipline at any Irish
university. But instruction in theology is provided -and funded- by
the churches themselves. Thus the majority of students for the Roman Catholic priesthood attend St. Patrick's College, Maynooth. The
civil law status of this institution is that of a seminary for training
priests; (19) but in 1910 it became a recognised college of the National University of Ireland, so that students taking certain courses
there were eligible for NUI degrees. In 1966 the trustees decided to
admit lay students to those degree courses, and such students now
outnumber the clerical students by around 3 to 1. The college receives State funding for these degree courses only.

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION: PRIMARY SCHOOLS

Primary and secondary education in Ireland is organised predominantly on denominational lines - but extensively supported by
State funding. Article 42.4 of the Constitution provides:
"The State shall provide for free primary education and shall
endeavour to supplement and give reasonable aid to private and
corporate educational initiative, and, when the public good requires it, provide other educatiónal facilities or institutions with
due regard, however, for the rights of parents, especially in the
matter of religious and moral formation ".
Primary education is mainly provided in "national schools" which, despite their name, are not owned, run or fully financed by
the State. With a few exceptions they are denominational in character. The State, through the Department of Education, will provide

opinions of any of his class".
(19) The Supreme Court so held in McGrath and 6 Ruairc v. Trustee.1· oj'Maynooth Colle¡¡e
[1979] I.L.R.M. 166.
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financia! assistance to any group of parents (whether organised on a
denominational basis or otherwise) who wish to establish such a
school, provided that they can meet certain conditions. They must
show that potential enrolments justify the establishment of the
school; and provide the site and 15% of the capital cost of building
and furnishing the school. The State will then pay the balance of that
capital cost, together with 80% of the running costs plus the full s'alary of the teachers. (20) It will be obvious, therefore, that the availability of schools affiliated to minority churches depends upon
demographic factors. If these result in the local unavailability to
certain parents of a school reflecting their religious convictions, the
free school transport system may enable their children to attend one
in an adjoining area; but this option would not assist those who belong to very small religious groups.
In tbis connection it is appropriate to note Article 44.2.4º of the
Constitution, which provides:
"Legislation providing State aid for schools shall not discriminate between schools under the management of different religious denominations, nor be such as to affect prejudicially the
right of any child to attend a school receiving public money
without attending religious instruction at that school".
For many years it was a requirement that periods of formal religious instruction should be indicated on national school timetables,
and be fixed so as to facilitate the withdrawal of pupils whose
parents disapprove of that instruction. (21) But a new currículum
introduced in 1970 stated that religious instruction should be
integrated with that in secular subjects, and it appears that this has
been acted upon. Plainly, these new arrangements make it more
difficult for pupils to avoid religious instruction of which their parents or guardians disapprove. A High Court challenge to the constitutionality of these arrangements is pending, (22) and it has been
reported that the Department of Education believes that this

(20) See JOHN COOLAHAN, lrish Education: History and Structure (Ouhlin 1981), Chap. 10.
(21) Rulesfor Nationa/ Schoo/s (Stationery Office, 1965), Rule 69.
(22) The !rish Times, 17 September 1991.
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challenge will succeed. (23)
Save for the issue just mentioned, the constitutionality of the
primary education arrangements described is unassailable. Pointing
out that the State's constitutional obligation is not to provide, but to
provide far, free primary education, the Supreme Court upheld them
in Crowley v lreland [1980] l.R. 102.
Religious instruction in national schools is normally given by
those who teach in them. Unlike secular instruction it is not supervised by the Department of Education inspectors. Such supervision
is the responsibility of the relevant church authorities.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Second-level education is provided in a variety of institutions,
the majority of which have a religious ethos.The oldest group are the
secondary schools,. in their origin private voluntary institutions
linked to the churches. Most belong to Roman Catholic religious
orders, though sorne are affiliated to the Protestant churches and
there is a Jewish secondary school in Dublin. All these schools
benefit from State funding, ranging from administration and maintenance costs to the salaries of teachers and 80% of the cost of new
buildings. (24) The basic funding mechanism (apart from salaries
and building costs) is direct capitation grants in the case of Roman
Catholic schools; in that of the Protestant schools the State pays a
block grant to the inter-church Secondary Education Committee,
which distributes it. Since there are many areas of the country where
no Protestant secondary schools are available, so that students wishing to attend one have no alternative but to become boarders, the
Secondary Education Committee may use its funds to provide
boarding grants. (25)

(23) The lrish Times, 25 April 1992.
(24) Coc>LAHAN, op. cit., Chap. 12.
(25) TIMOTHY KELLY, "Education" in MICHAEL HURLEY S.J. (ed.), lrish Anglicanism 1869-

1969 (Dublin 1970), pp. 62-63.

Of their very nature such schools provide religious instruction,
supervision of which is the responsibility of the authorities of the
relevant church. They are required to make arrangements under
which pupils whose parents disapprove of such instruction may
withdraw from it. (26) The same holds for the institutions of more
recent vintage, the comprehensive schools and community schools.
These are the product of demographic and other social trends
-including a decrease in the numbers of religious, leading to the closure of schools- which meant that there were areas of the country
where post-primary education was in jeopardy. The comprehensive
schools are fully-funded -as to building and running costs and salaries- by the State, but they are nonetheless essentially denominational in character. The same is true for the community schools, in
which the State funds the running costs and salaries and, subject to a
local contribution, the greater part of the building costs. (27)
The State is not constitutionally obliged to fund second-level
education, but it is permissible for it to do so. Nor do existing arrangements violate Article 44.2.2º's non-endowment of religion
principie, for Article 44.2.4º may be said to create an exception to
that principie. As we ha ve seen, it specifically contemplates State aid
to denominational schools. Moreover, Article 42.4 provides:
"The State ... shall endeavour to ... give reasonable aid to private
and corporate educational initiative, and, when the public good
requires it, provide other educational facilities or institutions
with due regard, however, far the rights of parents, especially in
the matter of religious and moral formation ". .
One peculiarity in regard to community schools should be noted.
The deed of trust under which such schools are go'verned requires the
board of management to appoint a chaplain "... nominated by the
competent religious authority", (28) who is to be employed outside

(26) ÜlOLAHAN, op. cit., p. 159.
(27) Ihid., pp. 218-220: also Lou1s O'FLAHERTY, Management and Control in lrish Education: The Post-Primary Experience (Dublin 1992).
(28) Defined to mean "... in relation to the Roman Catholic Church or the Church of Ireland,
the Ordinary and in any other case the person or persons who according to the rules or th~_consti
tution of the Church or Faith concemed is or are for the time being the religious superior of the
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result is a wide range of reformed denominations. (2) From the 19th
century onwards, various new christian churches have been founded,
such as apostolic churches, pentecostal churches, the Salvation
Army, as well as (other) greater or smaller evangelical churches.
In this century religious variety increased with the advent and
permanent settlement of adherents of non-christian religious beliefs,
notably of Muslims, but also Hindus and Buddhists. Immigration has
led to the presence of christian communities organised on a national
or ethnic basis, such as Orthodox Churches, Molukkan churches,
christian movements from the Caribbean. (3) Religious sects also
have followers in the Netherlands. (4)
Lastly, there are a number of humanist organisations, most notably the Humanist League (Humanistisch Verbond), which enjoy
the sarne freedom under the Constitution as their religious counterparts.
As a consequence, a large number of minority churches exist, of
which the total number of followers is quite substantial. It must be
realised, however, that many of the christian churches are closely
related either by long-standing tradition or -for the newer Reformed
Churches- by common heritage. They may share the same social and
cultural patterns and have similar structures of organisation. Out of a
total population of 15 million people, the Roman Catholic church
has approximately 5 million members; the Protestant Churches
together have the same number of members.

(2) lt should he noted that the two main Reformed Churches (the Nederlandse Hervormde
Kerk and the Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland) and the Lutheran Church (EvangelischLutherse Kerk in het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden) are engaged in a process of unification.
(3) Small congregations may convene as "living-room churches". See M. OoMEN and J.
PALM, Excursie: Allochtoon Christendom, in: H. ScHAEFFER et al. (eds.), Handboek godsdienst in
Nederland, Amersfoort 1992, p. 60.
(4) See T.A.M. W1TIEVEEN, Overheid en nieuwe religieuze bewegingen, 's-Gravenhage
1984. Sects are heyond the scope of this contrihution.
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2.

RELIGIOUS MINORITIES AND THE DEVELOPMENT ÜF THE LAW

The open structure of the law concerning church and religion in
the Netherlands makes it easy to take religious rninorities into account. However, in the course of time various specific developments
have taken place with regard to religious rninorities. Occasionally,
problems still arise. Three developments can be discerned in this
area.
Even though a large number of christian rninority churches exist,
they often share basic views on law and society. The pattern of law
and society itself is so profoundly influenced by general christian
and humanist traditions that in many cases legal arrangements are
not regarded as specifically taking religion into account. Nevertheless, christian minorities may have specific beliefs which conflict
with general rules of law. In these instances exemptions are often
made. For example, there are provisions in legislation for conscientious objections concerning insurAnce. A traditional point of discussion has been the proper method of taking a legal oath. In an early
stage, conscientious objection to rnilitary service was covered by
law. (5) Complying with the wishes of rninorities sometimes may be
less visible. Obligatory general medica! vaccination was finally rejected in view of the expected conscientious objection.
It is here that a tendency can be discerned in the law to focus on
the individual's personal religious conviction, rather than on the
conviction of the (rninority) church· to which the individual belongs.
(6) In other words, exceptions to the general legal rules, often apply
to individuals as adherents of specific beliefs and not as members of
a specific church.
A second developrrtent concerns non-christian belief. Early on
allowances were made in the law with regard to non-christian religion, notably Jewish belief. These. included arrangements for the observance and celebration of a weekly day of rest, or for specific re(5) See B. SCHUMACHER, Militaire-dienstweigering en vredesmoraal, Tilburg 1986; also,
B.P. VERMEULEN, De vrijheid van geweten, eenfundamenteel rechtsprobleem, Arnhem 1989.
(6) See S.C. DEN DEKKER - VAN BIJSTERYELD, De verhouding tussen kerk en staat ·in het licht

van de grondrechten, Zwolle 1988, p. 203.
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quirements concerning food. These regulations provide a structure
for taking into account other christian religions. Thus, a basic pattern
existed, which in time had only to be extended to other religious
traditions. It is obvious, however, that other religious practices are
not as easily inculturated in the Iaw, for instance, practices concerning burial rites or alternatives to church beII ringing. · On the
other hand, numerical reasons rnay harnper the actual realisation of
equal rights.
The third developrnent concerns traditional christian belief. The
renewed forrnulation of freedorn of religion under the revised Constitution of 1983 and the guarantee of freedorn of non-religious beIief as well as the adoption of other new fundamental rights, has led
to a rethinking of church and state relationships. This has resulted
not only in the extension of rights to beneficiaries other than the existing ones, but also in the abolition of these rights altogether. In
sorne areas of the Iaw, discussion has been raised whether the dominance of the christian pattern is justifiable in a religiously pluralistic
society. (7)

3.

MINORITY CHURCHES

As LEGAL ENTITIES

The structure which the law provides for the church as a legal
entity is as suitable to religious minorities as it is to majority churches. Churches forrn a category of entities in civil law and as such they
are legal entities sui generis. The Civil Code states that churches
shall have legal personality. (8) The same is true for independent
units of churches and for structures in which they are united. In this
fashion centralised church organisations, decentralised church organisations, and srnall independent churches are taken into account in
an equal fashion.

(7) For instance, there is currently debate with regard to the position of the Sunday as a
general day of rest and with regard to traditional christian holidays.
(8) Art. 2:2 Civil Code [Burgerlijk Wetboek].

Any religious community can constitute itself as a "church".
There is no prior government supervision and there are no further
conditions which have to be rnet. (9) The law does not regulate the
interna! organisation of a church, as it does in the case of associations and foundations. The Civil Code merely states that churches,
their independent units, and structures in which they are united are
governed by their own "statute" in so far as this does not conflict
with the law. (10)
The legislation contains no definitions of churches, independent
church units or the structures in which churches are united. The executive branch of government and the courts rnay, nevertheless, have
to deal with questions in this field. Generally speaking, courts are
careful not to. enter into theological discussions. Mínima! conditions
formulated by the court are that "a religion must be concerned" and
its adherents must have a "structured organisation". ( 11)
The Civil Code speaks of a church "statute" which presupposes
an interna! order - a "structured organisation" in the words of the
court. For conducting legal transactions, such as acquiring property
or employing a church minister, other than in name of an individual
person sorne sort of interna! order is necessary. The churches are free
in the way they structure themselves, albeit under the condition that
the statute shall not conflict with the law. The Civil Code exempts
churches from the application of general rules relating to legal entities, though analogous application is allowed in so far as this is compatible with the church statute and the nature of the interna! relations. (12)
·
This open legal regime Ieaves open a large number of possibilities not only for old christian minority churches, but also for new
religious communities and religious movernents. Nevertheless, relig-

(9) Churches are not obliged to register with public authorities.
( 10) This specific clause does, however, leave questions as to the precise extent of the
freedom of organisation granted. See s.c. DEN DEKKER - VAN BllSTERVELD, op. cit.. p. 236 ff.
Other legislation, such as the Works Council Act, may influence -and restrid- the freedom of
church organisation.
(11) HR 31oktober1986, NJ 1987, 173.
(12) Art. 2:2, par. 2, Civil Code. Also HR 15 maart 1985, NJ 1986, 191.
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ious communities themselves may prefer other legal forros. The
Humanist League, not being a religious organisation, is an association according to civil law, to which the normal rules regarding associations apply. Islamic legal bodies are, likewise, not constituted
as "churches" but organised as associations or foundations for the
maintenance of a house of prayer and the employment of spiritual
leaders. (13) It lies within reason, however, that questions actually
involving religion will be approached by the executive and courts
with equal reservation. Por the application of legislation other than
the Civil Code, they may be regarded as a church.
Associations and foundations can be dissolved by the court. The
question as to the justification of making possible the dissolution of
a church as a legal entity has not yet been decided in the legal doctrine. (14) As yet, this question has provento be solely a theoretical
one.

4.

MINORITY CHURCHES AND THEIR FINANCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
WrrHTHESTATE

Equal treatment of the various religious denominations and of
non-religious belief is a guiding principle for financia! relationships
with the state. Differences may nevertheless exist in actual financia!
positions with regard to the public authorities. How far these actual
differences stretch is hard to assess, both absolutely and relatively. lf
and to what extent they appear, differences find their basis in objective circumstances.
No general state support to church or religion exists. Neither is
there a system of church tax as in Germany. Special contracts between churches and the state are not a part of the Netherlands system
of church and state relationships. (15) The system of separation of

(13) It seems that other non-christian or non-jewish religious organisations, such as those of
Hindus and Buddhists, are, likewise, constituted as associations or foundations.
(14) J.J.M. MAEIJER, Rechtspersonen, godsdienst en levensovertuiging, Amsterdam 1986, p.
30-31; T.A.M. WITIEVEEN, op. cit., p. 265.
(15) A special situation was the agreement reached between the state and the churches with

church and state as it is understood in the Netherlands does leave
room for direct or indirect financia! support to church and religion.
Financia! support may be provided as a consequence of the discharge of general obligations such as care for monuments. (16)
Various social activities may be subsidised as well. The actual significance of this indirect support for minority churches may vary. Old
christian minority churches do maintain ancient church monuments'.
The new branches of the Reformed Churches as well as other new
church organisations as a rule do not; neither do non-christian or
non-jewish religious communities. Social activities may be carried
out by minority churches, (17) but then again, others may predominantly confine themselves to worship and church ceremonies. The
picture is diffuse. The denominational or non-denominational background of social activities in itself may not be a criterion for granti11g
or denying subsidies. lf this background leads to objective differences in terms of the subsidisable activity, distinction may be made
on the basis of these objective differences. (18)
In recent years severa! developments have taken place in the financia! relationships between church and state, most notably with
respect to minorities of religion and belief. It is in this instance that
fiscal facilities in the forro of tax deductions for donations to,
amongst others, religious causes and to the church have been
explicitly extended to organisations based on non-religious belief. In
practise, the law was already applied in favour of the Humanist
League prior to its revision. (19)

regard to the historie (salary and pension) obligations of the state. On the basis of this agreement
the obligations were bought off by Act of Parliament. [Wet van 7 december l 983, Stb. 638].
( 16) Subsidy regulations are pertinent to maintenance and repair of the buildings. For
(church) monuments as well as other church buildings, see also below, section 7; for social
activities, see below, section 6; for mass media, see below, section IO.
( 17) In fact, these activities are more frequently carried out by normal associations or
foundations with a denominational background, see below, section 6.
(18) ARRvS 18 december 1986, AB 1987, 260.
( 19) Fiscal facilities can be found in the Income Taxes Act, the Property Taxes Act,
Corporation Taxes Act as well as the Succession Taxes Act. In this respect, the Purchase 'Faxes
Act can also be mentioned.
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More complex, and subject to profound discussion, have been
direct subsidies with regard to new houses of prayer as well as direct
support with regard to spiritual care in public institutions such as the
armed forces and penitentiary institutions. Though the facilities
themselves were the subject of debate, the discussion can only be
judged properly in connection with the position of religious minorities and non-religious belief. The main developments in both areas
will be discussed below.
From 1976 till 1984, two successive ministerial regulations were
in force concerning subsidies to muslim houses of prayer. (20) These
regulations were a "follow-up" to the -more generally applicable,
but similarly temporary- Church Construction Premium Act (Wet
premie kerkenbouw). The Act itself was a reaction to subsidy practises of local communities. (21) Just prior to its enactment its scope
of application was extended to the construction of houses of nonreligious belief. Under the Act, a mosque was built, as well.
At the time of the expiration and possible renewal of the subsidy
regulations, objections in Parliament and elsewhere were made
against this type of financia! support with reference to the principie
of separation of church and state. Objections were also made to the
restriction -and thus unequal treatment- of the benefits of the regulation to Mediterranean Muslims. Finally, it was argued that the justification of building up an infrastructure which Christian churches
by tradition already had, had at least to a large extent, already paid
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cerned, such circumstances do not presently exist. In the meantime,
slightly different problems have arisen with regard to the actual use
of buildings as houses of prayer, contrary to local planning regulations, as well as with regard to the use of buildings which for technical and safety reasons are not fit. (23)
The discussion of financia! relations between church and state
included a debate of the position of the specialised ministries. The
conclusion was that spiritual care in public institutions such as the
armed forces and penitentiary institutions must be safeguarded. Part
of the discussion concerned the allocation of full-time posts among
the denominations, following increased claims by the Humanist
League in this area. (24) For non-christian and non-jewish religions,
the numerical situation does not justify contracts of employment and
impedes the implementation of specialised ministries. Difficulties
have also arisen in connection with the heterogeneity of the Islamic
population. Though the legal structure has not yet been adapted, in
practise spiritual assistance is given by non-christian minorities on a
reimbursement basis.
Protestant and Catholic counsellors in specialised ministries
work in close cooperation. Within Protestant Churches, the various
denominations are not represented on a strict basis of proportionality. In the nominations made to the government minister by the joint
Protestant Churches, minority churches are placed on equal footing
with other denominations. (25)

off.

In its final reaction to the report of a government comrnittee
which was set up to advise on the future of the financial relationships
between church and state, the Cabinet stated that special circumstances may justify financia! government support to church and religion. (22) As far as subsidising (Islamic) houses of prayer is con-

(20) Globale regeling inzake subsidiering gebedsruimten (1976-1981); Tijdelijke regeling
gebedsruimten voor Moslims (1981-1984), in: Rapport tevens beleidsadvies van de nietambtelijke werkgroep ad hoc Religieuze voorzieningen voor etnische minderheden in Nederland
(werkgroep-Waardenburg), Rijswijk 1984, p. 96-98 and p. 100-104.
(21) See s.c. DEN DEKKER - VAN BUSTERVELD, op. cit., p. 37 ff.
(22) Cabinet standpoints: 12 maart 1991, Kamerstukken Jl, 1990-1991, 20 868, nr. 3;

standpoint of the previous Cahinet: 1 november 1989, Kamerstukken Il, 1989-1990, 20 868, nr. 2.
Parliamentary debate: UCV 47, 22 juni 1992, Handelingen Jl, 1991-1992. Committee report:
Overheid, godsdienst en leven.wvertuiging, eindrapport van de Commissie van advies inzake de
criteria voor steunverlening door de overheid aan kerkgenootschappen en andere genootschappen
op geestelijke grondslag, 's-Gravenhage 1988. lnterim-report: Interimrapport verdeling
geestelijke verzorgers in de krijgsmacht, 's-Gravenhage 1986.
(23) See helow, section 7.
(24) Resulting, for ,the armed forces, in a rather complex arrangement.
(25) As a result, the smaller churches may, relatively speaking, even have more suhsidised
church ministers. The same is true to a larger extent for the Humanist League, whose counsellcÍrn,
in the absence of a regular church structure, work almost exclusively in subsidised functions.
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5.

EDUCATION ÜF CHURCH MINISTERS (26)

With respect to the way churches organise the education of the
new generation of church ministers, a distinction must be made between christian minority religions with a long-standing tradition and
newer religious, notably reformed, denominations. A second distinction of importance is that between state universities and private universities. Until recently, the structure of education of church ministers remained relatively unaltered. Complex developments in
(structures of) academic education induced by the government as
well as new trends in religious education it<>elf have initiated
changes of which the long term consequences in the education of
church ministers cannot yet be completely assessed. As for the education of non-christian religious leaders, the situation is still in the
early stages of development.
Until the Higher Education Act of 1876, (27) faculties of theology at state universities educated students for the office of church
minister in the main reformed church. Following the implementation
of this Act, academic theological education was separated from the
education of church ministers. The church was responsible for the
appointment and supervision of the church theological professors
posted at the university. Purely academic theological education and
academic church education of church ministers were thus complementary. This system is called the duplex ardo.
In the course of the Jast century the small traditional Protestant
Churches also posted their education for religious office at state universities. (28) As a transitory measure, the state continued to finance
the education of ministers for the Reformed Church as well as it <lid
for the other church colleges, a situation which still exists. Other
small Protestant Churches as well as the Old Catholic Church joined

(26) For a more detailed overview and discussion, see A.H. SMITS, Scholing en opleiding,
in: H. ScHAEFFER et. al. (eds.), Handboek Godsdienst in Nederland, p. 552-564.
(27) See J. DoNNER, De vrijheid van het bijzonder wetenschappelijk onderwijs, Zwolle
1978. Also, H. DROP, Algemene inleiding onderwijsrecht, Zwolle 1985.
(28) Remonstrants ( 1873), Mennonites ( 1877), Lutherans (1877) - financed by the state.
See A.H. SMITS, op. cit., p. 552 ff: H. DROP, op. cit., p. 227 ff.
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this system later on. (29)
At the end of the l 9th century, the first prívate university on a .
denominational (Reformed) basis was founded and two others
(Roman Catholic) would follow. The theological faculties of these
universities educated students for church office as well as providing
them with an academic theological education; the simplex ardo.
These universities are financed by the state provided they meet the
general academic and financial standards set by the government.
Small reformed denominations have set up church colleges to
educate students for the office of church minister. (30) Under the
present terminology of the law, these colleges are universities as
well, and they are financed by the state. The Roman Catholic Church
also maintains such colleges.
In the field of academic education various changes have taken
place. A restructuring of the duplex ordo was necessary to guarantee
similar positions for church officials and professors as their private
university counterparts. Budget cuts have stimulated a process of
conglomeration. The unification of the main Reformed Churches and
the Lutheran Church has likewise complicated the field of education.
Churches of various denominations also run colleges of higher
professional education, sorne of which are governmentally acknowledged and financed by the state. Others are not. In these colleges,
teachers and pastoral workers are educated. Apart from these colleges, there are various educational centres, focused on various
functions within the church. These centres are financially and otherwise under the sole responsibility of the church. Noteworthy is the
system of special professorial chairs at universities, financed by
specific interested organisations.
In 1962, higher professional education for the education of Humanist counsellors was initiated. (31) This type of education is

(29) Union of Baptist Communities (1970), League of Free Evangelical Communities
( 1970), Old Catbolic Church (1969).
(30) Reformed "Kampen" (1854), Christian Reformed "Apeldoom" (1892), Reformed.
"Kampen (vrijgemaakt)" (1944). On principie grounds, only a partial subsidy may be accepted.
(31) See P. CLJTEUR, Humanisme, in: H. SCHAEFFER et. al. (eds.), Handboek godsfijenst in
Nederland, p. 144-145.
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acknowledged and paid for by the state. Since September 1989, the
institution is recognised as a university.
Although suggestions have been made to do likewise for Islamic
imams in the Netherlands, short term results are not very likely. (32)
Differences of opinion and different national backgrounds impede
actual initiatives. One school was founded in 1983 which graduated
its first imams in 1988. In practise, the school serves only very specific communities of Muslims.

6. RELIGIOUS MINORITIES AND SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Traditionally, a strong preference exists in the Netherlands to
organise social institutions on a denominational basis or on the basis
of other sets of beliefs. (33) Although in theory it is possible to
organise social institutions as independent units of the church, these
institutions usually are normal associations or foundations based on
a certain religion or belief. The intensity of connections with the corresponding church may vary. Generally speaking, hospitals have a
weak denominational basis whereas institutions such as homes for
the elderly may have a stronger denominational identity. It is not
surprising that majority denominations are better represented in social organisations. Minority denominations, however, do have their
social institutions as well.
The various categories of social institutions on a denominational
basis are governed by the general legislation pertinent to such institutions. Within this legislation, the denominational background is
taken into account. This means that there may be specific provisions
protecting the identity of such institutions, in addition to the basic
provisions on identity of organisations in the Civil Code.
Schools are a special type of institution, if only for the reason
that they are governed by a special article in the Constitution. This
article, Article 23, is the most elaborate article in the Constitution.

(32) See N. LANDMAN, o.e., p. 269-270.
(33) See also below, section 10.

Distinction must be made between prívate schools and public- .
authority schools. Like other institutions, private schools are usually
not run by a church itself. They tend to be associations or foundations based on a certain denomination. The constitutional freedom of
education exists of the freedom to found and administer schools of
any denomination. (34) Education is a complex field of law.
Prívate schools are financed by the state under the condition that
they fulfill the standards of education and meet the financing conditions. In setting the conditions, the state must respect the guaranteed
freedoms. Many denominational schools of christian religious minorities exist, most notably of reformed denominations. (35) Islamic
and Hindu schools have also been founded. Jewish schools have a
long-standing tradition.
According to the Constitution, public-authority education shall
be given with respect to everyone's religious or non-religious belief.
This clause is viewed as entailing a principie of positive neutrality,
in other words, a positive attitude towards religion and belief. In the
various education Acts, this principie has been further specified.
The Elementary Education Act provides for (optional) religious
education and education in non-religious belief in public-authority,
i.e. non-denominational, schools. The Act states that this education
will be given by teachers appointed for this purpose by the respective churches or organisations of non-religious belief. In a long series of court decisions, it was decided that humanist education shall
be offered on an equal basis as religious education. (36)

(34) The freedoms of "stichting, richting, inrichting"; foundation, denomination, and
organisation.
(35) The various Education Acts specify numerical criteria far founding subsidised private
schools. Budget cuts and dwindling populations in schools have tempered the situation. New
initiatives of cooperation between private and public-authority schools within local communities
are also under discussion.
(36) Amongst others, ARRvS 18 maart 1988, AB 1988, 342: ARRvS 20 augustus 1990, AB
1991, 102.
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7. RELIGIOUS MINORITIES AND PLANNING LAW
Planning law has consequences for the churches, minority and
majority churches alike. In this field, churches deal predominantly
with the legislative and executive branch of (local) government. The
subject matter is primarily concerned with the use of church buildings, and to a Jesser extent church bell ringing or its equivalents.
Street manifestations may be mentioned as a related subject. Although churches of the various denominations are governed by the
same rules, problems arise mostly with islamic communities and
very small evangelical movements. One of the difficulties líes in the
acceptance of their forros of worship by neighbours and other persons affected. In recent years, quite sorne litigation has taken place
in this area.
The Public Manifestions Act, enacted in 1988, (37) contains a
provision on church bell ringing as well as other forros of religious
convocation. Its purpose is two-fold. Firstly, it explicity allows these
expressions as a consequence of freedom of religion or belief. Secondly, it empowers the municipal council to regulate these expressions with respect to duration and volume of sound.
Churoh bell ringing is still a generally accepted form of eX.pression and local communii:ies concerned have used their powers of
regulation mainly for islamic convocations. Normally, these convocations are permitted once a week under a set maximum of sound
frequency. For special occasions, special allowances may be made.
A very small number of local cotnmunities allow islamic convocations daily or more than once a day. (38)
For the building a house of prayer, or the use of a building as a
house of prayer, the general rules of planning law apply. In practice,
religious communities, often islamic communities, but also small
evangelical communities, use buildings contrary to their legally

(37) Wet openhare manifestaties (20 april 1988, Sth. 157) enacted as a consequence of the
revision of the Constitution of 1983. Curtailment of church hell ringing in the -former- Act on the
religious bodies [Wet op de kerkgenootschappen] was since long a dead letter. See also S.C. DE~
DEKKER-V AN 81JSTERVELD, op. cit., p. 211-213.
(38) See.N. LANDMAN, op. cit., p. 309.
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designated purpose. Local councils tend to tolerate or ratify these
situations. Sometimes they do not. Courts have taken the view that
despite the strict wordings of the Constitution on freedom of religion
and belief, local community regulations in this area can be enforced.
In deciding on concrete issues, special attention should be paid by
the local authority when fundamental freedoms are involved. In
practice, the results of the court decisions (often temporary rulings)
tend to be in favour of the religious communities. (39)
As was seen before, no (central) government subsidy is granted
for the building of new houses of prayer. (40) Local communities,
however, sometimes find ways of providing indirect support. In areas of city renovations, local governments may help with the costs of
transfer to renewed and better suited and safer buildings. (41)
Local communities may also play a role in preserving ancient
monuments. As the national Ancient Monuments Act and the related
subsidy regulations are not exhaustive on the subject, local communities, and on a more modest scale, provincial authorities, maintain lists of monuments and provide subsidies for the maintenance
and repair of such monuments, including church monuments. These
subsidies may benefit minority churches possessing ancient church
buildings.
Street manifestations of evangelical groups have given rise to
difficulties and the decisions of local communities have been challenged in court. With respect to the fundamental rights aspect of
these cases, the court has adopted a line of reasoning similar to that
applied in the cases concerning illegal use of buildings as houses of
prayer. (42)

(39) See, for an analysis of court cases on local community regulations and fundamental
rights, S.C. DEN DEKKER - VAN BllSTERVELD, Algemene heperkingen van grondrechten en
jurisprudentiele belangenafwegingen, in: TvO l 990, p. 270-274; and, id., Gemeenten en algemene
heperkingen van klassieke grondrechten, in: Gemeentestem l 99 l (nr. 6925), p. 382-386.
(40) Security measures, however, may he supported; see the documents mentioned in
footnote 22.
(41) One local community (Amsterdam) is reported as having a special suhsidy regulation.
(42) See VzARRvS 17 augustus 1990, AB 1991, 44; and, slightly modified, ARRvS 15 juli
1991, AB 1992, 27.
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8.

POWERS ÜF CHURCH MINISTERS; STATUS ÜF CHURCH MINISTERS

No differences exist between religious denominations with regard to the powers and status of their church ministers in church and
state law. This is partly a result of the structure of the law itself;
furthermore, the legal notion of "church minister" has a built-in
flexibility which is open to interpretation.
Where matrimonial law and family law are concemed, the effects of religious ceremonies are solely confined to the religious
sphere. They have no secular effect. The Civil Code regards marriage only in its civil relations and civil law takes precendence over
church law in this area. According to the Civil Code, no religious
ceremonies with respect to marriage may take place uniess preceded
by a civil marriage. (43) Changes in civil status (birth of children,
deaths, divorce) can only be validly registered with the municipal
public authority.
It is ciear that this regulation is equally applicable to majority
and minority churches. The decision on who is entitled to perform
religious ceremonies is a matter for the church to decide. Though a
religious ceremony in the field of matrimonial law has no secular
effect whatsoever, it has- been decided by the court that a (former)
spouse can be forced to comply with religious divorce proceedings.
(44)
Outside of the field of matrimonial law, church ministers feature
in various types of legislation. Dispensation from military service is
granted to church ministers. Church ministers can be dismissed by
the church without a prior perrnit from a public authority. Church
ministers are mentioned in iegislation conceming spiritual care in,
among others, penitentiary institutions.
In all these instances, minority religions and church minorities
have been taken into account as the need arose, either by interpretation of the notion of "church minister" or by express adjustrnent of
(43) Art. 1:68 Civil Code [Burgerlijk Wethoek], Art. 449 Criminal Code [Wethoek van
Strafrecht]. See also HR 22 juni 1971, NJ 1972, 31.
(44) Th~ case concerned the delivery of a divorce letter ("get") hy the husband for a rabbinal
Gewish) divorce, HR 22 januari 1982. NJ 1982, 489.

the regulations in the desired fashion. The military service legislation is perhaps the most elaborate in this field; not surprisingly, in
view of its consequences. The Act and its secondary regulations
point out fairly specifically, for a wide range of religious denominations, which person (functionary or trainee) is entitled to dispensation. The enumeration is not exhaustive. Provision of dispensation is
left open to those in a "similar position". On this basis, dispensation
is granted to Hindu and Islamic religious functionaries as well as
Humanist counsellors. (45)
In the specialised ministries, applicable regulations have been
extended to non-religious beliefs, and it is generally acknowledged
that non-christian and non-jewish religious denominations are included. In this instance, however, other questions can be raised. Profound discussion has taken place conceming the basis and criteria for
allotting places to religious and non-religious counsellors. (46) As
for the Hindu and Islamic comrnunity the need for spiritual care may
be there, but to start with, the numerical situation does not justify
contracts of employment for their counsellors such as others have.
Apart from these more practical hurdles, it must be concluded that as
a principie equal treatment of all religious and non-religious denominations is beyond dispute. As a principie too, it is up to the
church itself to decide which criteria a person should meet to be a
counsellor in its name.

9.

MINORITIES AND RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS AND WEEKLY DAYS ÜF
REST

The Labour Law of 1919 (Arbeidswet 1919) already contained a
provision which is still in force, for persons belonging to churches
that ceiebrate their weekly day of rest on the Sabbath or the Seventh

(45) See Agvh.RvS 3 april 1992, AB 1992, 483. Similarly by interpretation ofthe notion of
"church minister" in the field of (employment and) dismissal is extended to non-christian and nonjewish belief; HR 30 mei 1986, NJ 1986, 702.
(46) See ahove, section 4.
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Day. Other legislation too takes minority days of rest into account.
The Shops (Closing) Act 1976 states that the owner or manager of a
shop who belongs to a church which celebrates its weekly day of rest
on a day other than Sunday, or declares in good faith that his religious conviction compels him to keep another day of rest, may open
his shop on Sunday and be closed on that other day.
As far as specific festivities of minority religions are concerned,
the Supreme Court acknowledged that in principie the employee is
entitled to a day off on such occasions when notification is given in
time. According to the court, this would be otherwise if the absence
of the employee would severely impede the normal business of the
company. The court also stressed that religious holidays and weekly
days of rest of non-christian religions need not be regarded strictly in
the same fashion as christian holidays. It acknowledged that Sundays
and christian holidays not only have a religious function but a general social function, as well. (47)
Collective Labour Agreements (CAO's) contain provisions concerning religious holidays and weekly days of rest, relating to christian religion. (48) Sorne Collective Labour Agreements contain provisions on non-christian religious days. These vary with respect to
the total number of days to be acknowledged and the ways of settlement. (49) Recently an Act on Conscientious Objection in Labour
Relations has been enacted. (50) This Act prohibits dismissal on
grounds of conscientious objection. Guidelines of conduct both far
employer and employee have been published to give substance to
this Act. (51) Despite the fact that the Bill is facused on con-

(47) HR 30 maart 1984, NJ 1985, 350.
(48) A survey carried out hy the Department of Social Affaires in 1992 (unpuhlished) shows
that 26 out of 153 investigated CAO's (covering 75% of the employee's working under CAO)
contain provisions on work on christian days. They cover 25% of the employees under the
investigated CAO's.
(49) See Nota inzake verlof van werknemer.1· op niet-chri.1·teli;ke fee.1·1-en 11edenkda11en,
Stichting van de Arheid, 's-Gravenhage 1987, discussed in: De vrijheid van !l'!dsdienst en de
islam in nederland, Stichting inspraakorgaan Turkcn in Nederland, 's-Gravenhage 1992, p. 23-24.
(50) Sth. 1994, 134.
(51) Gewetensbezwaren in dienstbetrekkin11, advies van de Sodaal Economische Raad (nr.
10), 's-Gravenhage 1990; Nota over 11ewetensbezwaren in arbeidl'relatie.1·; een leidraad voor
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~cicntious objection to (certain aspects of) the work itself, it may
play a role with respect to objection to work on certain days.
Allowances far other activities based on religion and belief on
Sunday morning other than the traditional christian ones have been
made in the revised Sunday Act. For these activities, the Act makes
cxceptions to the rules on producing noise without strict necessity
and organising or participating in public meetings on Sunday morning. During the discussions at the time of the revision of the Sunday
Act, made necessary by the revision of the Constitution, the position
of Sunday in relation to other days of rest was discussed. With reference to the traditional and social functions of the Sunday, it was
stated that equal treatment of various religions and beliefs did not
demand a strict equalisation of the various days. Tendencies to incorporate Sunday as a normal working day, however, do exist. (52)
As far schools, the Compulsory Education Act (Leerplichtwet)
which is pertinent to both private and public schools, states that the
responsible adults are freed from their obligation to see to it that the
minor attends the school in the case of specific religious obligations.
Request to do so should be made at least two days in advance to the
head of the school. According to the law, the head of the school <loes
not have a strict obligation to comply with the request.

10. REPRESENTATION IN PUBLIC COMMUNITIES, BROADCÁSTING
TIME ÜN TELEVISION

The preference far organising social institutions on denomina~
tional, philosophical, or political principies (53) has its counterpart
in the organisation of institutions in the public realm, notably
through the idea of representation. The idea of representation is not
only firmly entrenched in the election system. It is also significant

11ndememin11en, Stichting van de Arbeid (publikatie nr. 3), 's-Gravenhage 1990.
(52) See S.C. VAN BIJSTERVELD, Even boodschappen doen, maar ook op zondag? De
Winkelsluitingswet gewijzigd, in: Provincie en gemeente februari 1993, p. 11-13.
(53) See A. LIJPHART, Verzuilin11, pacijicatie en kenterin11 in de Nederlandse politiek. 1968.
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with respect to the composition of public boards or appointments to
public office. As a rule, churches and other organisations are not represented as such in public boards and the like, but in the personal
composition a balance is sought with regard to denominational and
political backgrounds.
In the broadcasting legislation, the idea of representation plays a
significant role. Broadcasting time is allocated to broadcasting companies according to the number of members they have. Each company, organised as an association according to the Mass Media Act,
must represent a societal, cultural, religious or spiritual tendency and
focus on the satisfaction of the corresponding needs of the population. There are broadcasting companies with protestant, catholic,
political and "neutral" tendencies. One broadcasting company with a
small evangelical background has succeeded in qualifying among
the larger companies.
Broadcasting time is allocated to special broadcasting societies
as well. Churches and organisations based on non-religious belief are
qualified as such. The percentage of broadcasting time is regulated
by law, as is the focus of the programmes to be broadcasted. Financia! facilities are specified in the legislation.
Many churches, including minority churches, enjoy broadcasting
time on television and radio. Eight churches, smaller and larger ones,
work together in this field. Five churches broadcast under their own
name in the broadcasting time for churches. (54) For the purpose of
broadcasting, the Roman Catholic Church works together with the
Catholic Broadca>ting Company (KRO), a company as described
above. The Hu11 ... :1ist League has a Humanist Broadcasting Foundation (HOS).
Since 1989 the Islamic Broadcasting Foundation (IOS) has been
allocated broadcasting time. Requests made since 1980 were initially
denied on grounds of lack of representativity as well as more techrii-

(54) Mennonites, United Brethren, Lutherans. the two main reformed denominations, the
Salvation Army, Remonstrants, Old Cathoiics work together in the IKON. Three smaller reformed
denominations as well as Baptists and the Free Evangelical Comrnunities broadcast independently
in the Broadcasting Time far Churches.
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cal grounds. The new Mass Media Act of 1988 provided new
possibilities and subsequently new attempts were made. These
finally succeeded, though it appeared that the initial fears of lack of ·
representativity were justified. Under public-authority pressure, cooperation within the IOS was realised later on between Islamic
communities of various national backgrounds. (55) A Hindu broadcasting foundation (OHM) has recently been allocated broadcasting
time as well.

11.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In many areas of the law, equal treatment and equal facilities for
minority religions and church minorities have been realised. The
revision of the Constitution of 1983, which guaranteed freedom of
religion and non-religious belief on an equal basis, made severa!
adjustments in the law necessary. In adjusting the law special
attention was given to equal treatment of various religious and nonreligious denominations.
Equal protection of religions is, in fact, based on a long-standing
legal tradition in dealing with minority religions. Thus, a basic
pattem existed which in the course of time had only to be extended
to other religions. More recently, as non-christian and non-jewish
adherents have grown stronger, new adjustments to the law have
been made. The same is true for non-religious belief. This development, in tum, has stimulated the Constitutional Legislature to incorporate freedom of non-religious belief in the new constitution.
Obstacles to actual realisation of civil rights on a par with those
granted to majority religions are often only practica! and numerical
factors for which tailor-made solutions are generally found. In sorne
instances, problems have their roots in religious practises which do

(55) Zie N. LANDMAN, o.e., p. 256-258. Dueto problems, the competen! public authority has
recently transferred the IOS broadcasting time to the Netherlands Muslim Council (NMR).
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not easily mesh with general social and cultural traditions and the
organisation of society.

NORMANDOE

THE LEGAL POSITION OF RELIGIOUS MINORITIES
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

INTRODUCTION

The dominance of the established Church of England following
the sixteenth-century Reformation meant that the history of law relating to minority religious groups has been characterised broadly by
a movement from restrictive law to the development of liberalizing
law enabling religious freedom. The last two hundred years have
seen a general and gradual eradication of disabilities suffered principally by Roman Catholics, Jews and those Protestant churches
(known as Nonconformist churches, such as the Baptists and the
Methodists) dissenting from the established Church of England. (1)
This century, the process has been marked by the inclusion of more
non-Christian religions in the general scheme of religious civil liberties. Today, the common opinion is that the constitutional arrangements of the United Kingdom, coupled with the impact of European
law and convention, allow for a reasonably well-developed (though
often criticised) degree of religious freedom. (2)
The purpose of this paper is to identify the central legal problems which face religious minorities in the United Kingdom at pre-

(1) See generally St. J.A. ROBILLIARD, Religion and the Law: Religiou.1· Liberty in Modern
English Law (Manchester University Prt·"· 1984), and A. BRADNEY'S excellent, Religions, Righrs
and Laws (Leicester University Press, 1"' •·· ,.
(2) S.H. BAJLEY, D.J. HARRIS and B.L. JONES, Civil Liberries: Cases and Materials (3rd
edn., London, 1991) Ch. 8. See also S. PouLTER, English Law and Ethnic Minority Cu.1·rom.1·
(London, 1986), and S. POULTER, Asian Tradirions and English Law: A Handbook (1990). •· ..
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sent as well as the solutions which the law affords to these problems.
The "majority" established Church of England, the Roman Catholic
Church, the Anglican Church in Wales and the "majority" established Church of Scotland (organi&ed with a Presbyterian system of
government which the Monarch is bound by oath to protect, and
separate from the Anglican disestablished Episcopal Church in
Scotland) are not discussed in this paper. It seeks to describe ('1)
general principies and legal definitions of "religious minorities"; (2)
the legal position and the status of the interna! organisation of minority religions; (3) the arrangements which exist for the legal distribution and protection of rights of religious minorities; and (4) limitations on the exercise of their rights and the extent to which civil
courts might interfere in the enjoyment of these rights.

l.

BASIC PRINCIPLES: LEGAL DEFINITIONS ÜF RELIGIOUS MINORITIES

There is considerable statistical evidence which indicates that
the numbers of "minority religi©ns" in the United Kingdom are
growing. This actual grnwth is taking place within a general framework of legal freedom which possesses both a domestic and a European side. There is sorne confusion, however, in domestic law, a8Qut
the precise meaning of a minority religion - for legal purposes the
concept does not seem to have any relevance. Numerically, when set
against the entire population, all religious groupings might be said to
be minorities.
l.

The General Principie

The law in Britain does not forbid the practice or observance of
any religion. The judges have enunciated from time to time the general principie of religious equality and freedom as a characteristic of
the common law system. (3) The United Kingdom executive adop-

(3) For judicial acceptance of the principie of religious neutrality, see (for example) Re Curroll [1931] l KB 317 CA at 336 per SCRVITON L.J.: "[i]t is, 1 hope, unnecessary to say that the
Court is perfectly impartial in matters of religion"; see also Neville Estufes Ltd v Mudden [ 1961) 3
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tion of the European Convention on Human Rights prescribes that .
"[e]veryone has the right to freedom of expression, conscience and
religion" (Art. 9 (1)). The Convention, however, has not been incorporated into domestic law and such a right, therefore, is at present
not directly enforceable in municipal courts. Nevertheless, the judiciary frequently appeals to the Convention as a persuasive authority
and as an aid in the interpretation of legislation. There is a presumption that domestic legislation is consistent with the terms of the Convention. A bill is at present being drafted for the consideration of
Parliament proposing the incorporation of the Convention into domestic law.
As we shall see, the European Court of Human Rights and the
European Court of Justice have in recent years dealt with a small
number of cases concerning religious freedom in the United Kingdom. Nevertheless, once again, as a general principie, though the
jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights has been recognised, if there is a finding by that court that the religious rights of an
individual have been infringed in breach of the European Convention on Human Rights, the individual does not derive from that decision any rights enforceable in the United Kingdom. An interpretation by the Court of Justice, however, of a matter of community law,
will give rise to rights directly enforceable in municipal courts. (4)
2.

Religious Minorities: Statistical Infonnation

A large number and range of religious faiths exist in Britain and
numerically these faiths ar~ growing rapidly. According to various
surveys, in 1970 the membership of non-Trinitarian churches (such
as Mormons and Spiritualists) was 1.7 million, whereas by 1987
their membership was 4.3 million people. The membership of
Christian Trinitarian churches has fallen from 40.4 million in 1970
to 37.5 million in 1987. The Church of England's membership

Ali ER 769 at 781 per CROSS J.: "[a]s between different religions the law stands neutral".
(4) For a short description of this area of law, see A.W. BRADLEY, "The Sovereignty-of Parliament - in Perpetuity?", in J. JoWELL and D. ÜLIVER (eds.), The Chunging Constitutinn (2nd
edn., Oxford 1989) 25 at 43-50.
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(names appearing on the church's electoral rolls) was 2.5 million in
1970 and 1.5 million in 1988. The Church of Scotland has about
790,000 members. The Methodist Church, the largest of the Free
Churches, has over 430,000 adult full members and a community of
1.3 million. Baptists are organised in groups most of which belong to
the Baptist Union of Great Britain and number 160,000 members.
The United Reformed Church has approximately 121·,000 members.
The Salvation Army has about 55,000 members. One in ten British
citizens claims to be a Roman Catholic. The .Religious Society of
Friends (Quakers) number 18,000. The Christian Brethren have two
branches - the Open Brethren numbering 43,500 and the Exclusive
Brethren numbering 7,600. The "house movement", which began in
the 1970' s, has it is estimated almost 110,000 members.
The most numerous non-Christian community is Islam: its
membership has grown from 0.3 million in 1970 to 1.5 million in
1987 with an estimated membership of 2.2 million by the year 2000.
There are, moreover, large numbers of Sikhs (approximately
300,000) and Hindus (300,000). The Jewish community has a membership of around 300,000. These are the main "religious minorities". (5)
3.

Legal Definitions of Minority Religíons

The fact that a religious grouping is numerically in a minority
prima facíe has no formal legal significance. The description of a
religious group as "minority" is simply the statement of a social fact.
As a distinguishing mark, the fact than a religion is practised by a
numerical minority in society <loes not mean that it enjoys more
rights or less rights, than a religious community whose membership
is greater numerically. Rather, the crucial question is whether a
community is "a" religious community or "a" religion. Once this is
established then legal consequences may flow, but the fact that it is
numerically a minority is, according to the form of the law, a legal
irrelevance.

(5) P. BRIERLEY (ed.), UK Christian Handbook 1989190 (MARC Europe, 1988).

The legal meaning of "religion" may vary depending on the .
context in which it is used. Similarly, various tests hme been devised by the judiciary in order to determine whether a body is a
"religious" society or denomination. There are, it seems, three major
tests - doctrinal, liturgical and organisational. First, evidence that a
community holds a belief or faith in a deity may give rise to the understanding that a community is a religious community. (6) Secondly, evidence that a community is a "worshipping" community may
give rise to the understanding that it is a "religious" community when its members humble themselves in reverence and recognition
of a dominant power and control of any entity or being outside their
own body and life. Submission to an object worshipped, veneration
of that object, praise, thanksgiving, prayer or intercession are ali
indications of "worship". (7) If these are present as things which a
group <loes it is likely to be classified legally as a religious group.
Thirdly, the interna! organisational structures of a community may
give rise to the understanding that it is a religious community: if a
society operates a distinction between lay and clerical members, for
example, it is more likely to be classified as a religious denomination. (8) These properties are summed up in the judicial proposition
that a body must have a distinct membership, tenets, principies of
worship, discipline and government before it will be classified Iegally as a religious denomination. (9) Consequently, Sikhism, Islam,

(6) In re South Place Erhicul Sociery: Barra/et v AG [ 1980] 3 Ali ER 918 per DILLON J.
(7) R v Re11istrar General, ex parle Se11erdal [ 1978] 3 Ali ER 886 per BuCKLEY L.J. (CA).
Under the Places of Puhlic Worship Registration Act 1855 huildings may he registered as such.
The act applies to places of worship of ali denominations except the Church of England. Registration is not mandatory hut canies with it importan! legal consequences: see fn. (22] post. The CA
in this case dedded that a Church of Scicntology "chapel" was not a place of religious worship Scientology was not a "religion".
(8) See, far instance, Wulsh v Lord Advocate [1956] 3 Ali ER 129 HL especially LORD
MACDERMOIT al 135.
(9) General A.1-.1·embly o{the Free Church o{Scotland v Lord Overton (1904] AC 515. See
also the Australian case of Church o{ rhe New Fuith v Commis.1·irmer j(Jr Puyroll Tux (1983) 57
ALJR 785 (Aust HC) at 789 per MASON ACJ and BRENNAN J.: "... far the purposes of the law, the
criteria of religion are twofold: first, helief in a supematural Being, Thing or Prirrdple; and
sécond, the acceptance of canons of conduct in arder to give effect to that helief, though canons of
conduct which offend against the ordinary laws are outside the area of any immunity, privilege or

----- --1
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the Jewish faith, the Exclusive Brethren, the Strict Baptist Church,
the Church of Christ of Latter Day Saints, and Jehovah's Witnesses
have been classified judicially as religious sects or denominations.
(10)
In other words, there are objective legal criteria to determine
whether something is or is not a religion - though these criteria remain vague and uncertain. In sum, the tests are not subjective. A
body or community may consider itself to be "religious'', it may
subjectively understand that its doctrines constitute a religion (for
instance), but in law it will not be so considered unless it passes
these tests. Thus, for example, the South Place Ethical Society
(which abandoned prayer in 1869) has been held by the judges not to
be a religion. (11) Similarly, the Seaman and Boatmen's Friends
Society, the Evangelisation Society and the Free Masons have been
held not to be "religious denominations". (12)

11.

LEGAL POSITION AND INTERNAL ÜRGANISATION

The legal position of religious minorities varies minimally as
between faiths. The most common arrangement is that a (minority)
religious community is treated in law as a voluntary association - a
group of persons associated together for the purpose of practising or
advancing religion. They are classified as contractual societies
whose members are bound together as a matter of prívate agreement.
(13) Legally, there are not corporations. They have no separate legal
identity and, unlike corporations, they are not treated in law as a

right conferred on the grounds of religion''.
(!O) For the last three mentioned, see ÜFFORD V. HiscocK ( 1917) 86 LJKB 941; cf. NocK V
MALLINS (1917) 87 LJKB 62; HAWKES V MOXEY (1917) 86 LJKB 1530; WALSH V LORD
ADVOCATE (1956] 3 Ali ER 129.
(l l) See n. [6] supra.
(12) BRATf V AUTY (1917) 86 LJKB 305; FLINT V Cc>URTHOPE (1918) 87 LJKB 504: United

Grand Lodge of Ancient, Free and Accepred Masons of England v Holborn Borough Council
[ 1957] 3 Ali ER 281.
(13) For voluntary associations, see HALSBURY, Laws
edn., London, 1991) para. 20 l.

,4· England,

Volume 6, Clubs (4th.,

person. They cannot as a body sue at law, nor can they be sued. They
are incapable of holding property as a body - though institutions
within them may be legal owners of property, and these institutions
may themselves enjoy the legal status of corporations. (14) There is,
however, little legal evidence for the application of this idea to
actual religious communities - only rarely have specific religious
bodies been classified by the judges as voluntary associations. The
Roman Catholic Church, for example, has been held recently to be a
voluntary religious association. (15)
A consequence of this classification is that the interna! rules of a
religious association exist as terms of a contract. The contract is
contained in orto be implied from the rules. (16) As a general principie, the civil courts do not take cognizance of the rules of a voluntary religious association. However, the civil courts will enforce
such rules to protect the disposal and administration of property. (17)
The rules of a voluntary association cannot oust the civil courts from
determining the legal question of whether or not an institution within
the association has acted within the (contractual) terms of its interna!
constitution. ( 18) The actions of interna! committees may be subject
to judicial review by the civil courts. (19)
However, the interna! organisation of sorne religious minorities
may be recognised by statute. The Baptist Church, the Methodist
Church and the Presbyterian Church of Wales, for example, have
their own internal law, formulated by governmental institutions
within those churches. When Parliament passed the Baptist and
Congregational Trusts Act 1951,' enacted to authorise the appointment of trust corporations as trustees of Baptist and Congregational
charities, it gave statutory recognition to the "constitution" in the

(14) For example the Representative Body of the Church in Wales which, as a corporation,
holds the church's property in trust for the church's memhers: Welsh Church Act 1914, s. 13.
(15) BuCKLEY V CAHAL DALY (1990) NUB 8.
(16) BAKER V JONES ETAL (1954] 2 Ali ER 553.
( 17) FoRBES VEDEN (1867) LR 1 Se & Di V 568.
(18) See n. [16] supra and Warners v Trustees f!f'Cheriton Oddfellows Social qub_ (1993)
lRLR 58.
(19) HALSBURY, Laws of England, Volume 1, Adminisrrative Law, paras. 85, 232 et seq.
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Baptist "handbook". Similarly, when Parliament enacted the Methodist Church Act 1976, it gave statutory recognition to and made
further provision for the interna! "constitution" of the Methodist
Church in its <leed of union and model trusts deeds. (20) However,
statutory recognition of this sort <loes not destroy the contractual
nature of a religious association - nor <loes it destroy the basic principle that the courts will not take cognizance of that body's interna!
rules. (21)

III.

LEGAL RIGHTS ÜF RELIGIOUS MINORITIES: PROTECTION

The basic principle which allows for religious freedom, in terms
of the exercise or performance of acts pursuant to religious belief, is
not to be found in any single constitutional text. Though it has been
described here as a principie, it is in effect simply a deduction drawn
from a series of cases and legislative enactments which have allowed
for the free expression and exercise of religious conviction. In this
section we shall examine sorne of the key areas in which freedom
has been legally recognised and protected for religious minorities.
The following areas illustrate the method by which religious
freedoms are protected in the absence of a general constitutional
provision. Arrangements for the legal protection of religious freedom are made by state institutions (Parliament and the courts) in a
piecemeal way - usually when a specific instance calls for the resolution of a problem, usually in the course of or as a result of litigation. The following examples also illustrate the schematic context in
which a religious freedom is conferred and protected.
1.

Rights to Create Religious Charities: Trusts and Succession

A charity is broadly exempt from tax. Trusts for the advance-

(20) See B.E. BECK, "Ministerial discipline in the Methodist Church in Great Britain", 3 (2)
Ecclesiastical Law Journal (1993) 36.
(21) President of the Methodist Conference v Parfitt
Presbyteria{I Church ofWales [1986) IRLR 194.

[1984) ICR 176; Davies v

ment of religion are given charitable status. The enjoyment of charitable status is subject to the limitation that the religious object must
be for the public benefit. This is often difficult to establish and it has
given rise to fine distinctions, though it has been recognised that advancing religion is itself an exercise which confers benefit on society. This is a presumption which may be rebutted. (22)
As a general principie the advancement of any religion might be
treated as charitable. The judges have decided, however, that if a religion is adverse to "the foundations of all religion and ... subversive
of all morality", the scheme will not enjoy charitable status. (23) The
judges have also decided that the benefit to the public must be tangible: a scheme for the purpose of the cloistered Roman Catholic order of Carmelite nuns, who did not carry on their work outside the
convent, has been held not to have sufficient public benefit to enable
it to enjoy charitable status. (24) A trust for the Exclusive Brethren
was held to be charitable: their doctrine of the "separation from evil"
meant they were a religious sect and thereby raised the presumption
of their charitable status - nor were their practices contrary to public
policy. (25) The charitable status of the Unification Church (the
"Moonies") has been questioned. (26)
Moreover, registration of a building (for example) as a "place of
meeting for religious worship" may gain exemption from the payment of local taxes. (27) The basic scheme within which these rules
operate, therefore, is that of exemption - the law allows for the advantaging of a religious community and object because it is religious

(22) See, for example, G. MOFFAT and M. CHESTERMAN. Trusts Law: Texts and Materials
(London, 1988) 664-5.
·
(23) RE WATSON [1973] I WLR 1472 at 1452-3 per PLOWMANJ., following Romilly MR in
THORNTON V HOWE (1862) 31Beav14 at 19.
(24) GILMOUR V ÜlATS [1949] 426; cf. Re Pinnion [1965) Ch. 85.
(25) HoLMES V Aa (1981) The Times, 12 February 1981: compare AG v BBC [1981] AC
303 (charitable status of a faction of the Exclusive Brethren questioned).
(26) See 926 HC Deb 23 February 1977. For the Children of God Sect (a charity) see
PICARDA (1981) 131NLJ436, 1064.
(27) General Rates Act 1967, s. 39. See BAILEY, HARRIS and JONES, Civil Liberti~s; op cit..
See, for example, the Exclusive Brethren case whose worship did not qualify as it was not
"public'', Broxtowe BCv Birch [1983]All ER 641.
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and of benefit to society. lt is in a sense a discriminatory scheme in
favour of religion by which a religious objective falls outside the
scope of the general legal rule.
One area which has created considerable litigation is when a
testator or settlor imposes a religious condition as one of the terms of
disposing of property. Theoretically, if the terms of a trust are themselves discriminatory on grounds of religion, that trust may fail as
contrary to public policy. The courts, though, seem reluctant to defeat disposals of property on this ground and there is no case in
which such an arrangement has been held to be contrary to public
policy. (28)

2.

Religious Rights and Marriage

As a basic principle, for example, a marriage ceremony must
conform to the requirements of the Marriage Acts 1949 to 1990.
Nevertheless, the civil law permits the operation of marriage ceremonies required by the interna! rules of individual faiths. Marriages
conducted according to the rites of the Quakers and the Jewish faith
are permitted by civil law when also the civil requirements are satisfied. (29)
Until recently a building could be used as a place for the solemnization of marriage only if it was a "separate building" for religious
worship. In the Islamic tradition a building may not be used separately for religious worship - mosques are often used as schools.
This posed a problem for the celebration of marriages according to
Islamic rites and the Marriage (Registration of Buildings) Act 1990
abolished the "separate building requirement". (30)
One persisting problem area is that of consent. Domestic law requires that parties to a marriage consent to that marriage. In a series
of cases, it is now possible that (for example) Sikh "arranged marriages" will not offend this rule if there is no evidence that the ar1

(28) CLAYTON V RAMSDEN (1943] AC 420; Blathwayt v Lord Cawlev [1975] 3 Ali ER 625;
see also RE MoRRISON'S WILL Trusts [1939] 4 Ali ER 332.
(29) Marriage Act 1949, s. 47 and s. 26 (!) (d).
0

(30) This had been recommended in a White Paper of 1990, Cm 939 (1990) para. 3.33.

rangemcnt involves duress (for which there are technical definitions ). (31)
3.

Public lnsults to Religious Belief' the Criminal Law

Religious doctrine may in limited circumstances also have the
protection of the criminal law. The statutory offence of blasphemy
was abolished in 1967 and the offence now survives as a strict liability criminal offence at common law. (32) The last reported
prosecution in Scotland was 1843, (33) but there have been sorne
prosecutions for blasphemy in England and Wales including a notable case in 1979. (34)
The elements of the offence are difficult to state comprehensively. In short, however, liability arises when words are such as to
outrage or insult the Christian's religious feelings. The defendant
must have intended to publish the offensive materials but it seems an
intention to outrage and insult need not be proven - liability arises
simply from the act of publishing and the accompanying circumstance that they outrage and insult. (35)

(31) The consent requirement is found in the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973. s. 12 (e). One
test employed by the Court of Appeal in SINGH V SINGH [ 1971] P 226 is that consent is lacking if
there has been a threat to life or liberty. It is suggested that if there is no threat of these types, an
arranged marriage may be lawful. On the other hand, in HIRANI V HIRANI (1984) 4 FLR 232 the
test was simply whether the party's mind was overborne - this opens up greater possibilities for
marriages to be challenged on the basis of lack of consent. See A. BRADNEY, "Arranged
marriages and duress", Journal ofSocial We(fare (1984) 278.
(32) For an interesting discussion, see K.O. ROUTLEDGE, "The Report of the Archbishop of
Canterbury's Working Party on Offences Against Religion and Public Worship'', 1 (4) Ecclesiastic11/ Úlw Journal ( 1989) 27.
(33) HENRY V ROBINSON (1843) l Brow 643. See G. ÜORDON. The Criminal Law of Scotland
(2nd. ed., 1978) for tbe argument that blasphemy may no longer be a crime in Scotland. See also
G. MAHER. "Blasphemy in Scots law", Scots Law Times (1977) 257.
(34) WHITEHOUSE V LEMON [!979] AC 617. See also Gay News Ltd and Lemon v United
Kingdom (Application 87!0n9) (1982) 5 EHRR 123 - the European Court of Human Rights held
that a blasphemy prosecution of homosexual non-believers (in attributing homosexual practices to
Jesus) did not interfere with freedom of expression - the prosecution was justified to protect the
right of citizens from having their religious feelings 'Offended.
(35) For a basic description of the law, see R. CARO (ed.), CROSS and JONES, lntroduction to
Criminal fow (lOth. ed., London, 1984) Ch. 5.
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No offence is committed by speaking or publishing op1ruons
hostile to the Christian religion or to deny the existence of God if the
publication is not abusive or scurrilous. (36) Nor is the likelihood of
a breach of the peace (public disorder) a necessary prerequisite. The
offence is restricted to attacks on Christianity -other religious beliefs
are not protected by the criminal law of blasphemy- if an attack is
rnade on the Islamic religion, for example, no offence is committed.
lt has been held judicially that this arrangement is not offensive to
the European Convention on Human Rights. (37) In 1985 the Law
Commission recommended the total abolition of the offence. No
legislation has as yet abolished it or extended it to cover nonChristian religions - judicü1l opinion seems to be divided as to
whether it ought to be extended to protect non-Christian religions.
(38)

4.

Employment Law: Rights of Religious Observance in Work

A degree of protection is given in the area of work and employment in a variety of settings. As a basic point, however, there is no
general legislation preventing discrimination on religious grounds in
the area of employment.
The Race Relations Act 1976 covers only discrimination on
grounds of colour, race, nationality or ethnicity - it <loes not <leal
with discrimination on- religious grounds. The omission of religious
grounds was the result of a deliberate policy - the statute was designed to combat racial discrimination, not religious discrimination.
(39) However, it has been decided judicially that the statute does

(36) Roun.EDGE, op cit. at 27.
(37) Supra, n. (34]. Por a general discussion, see D.W. ELLIOT, "Blasphemy and other expressions of offensive opinion", 2 (13) Ecclesiastical Law Jouma/ (1993) 70.
(38) LORD ScARMAN considered it ought to he extended (but that the judges could not do so)
in WHITEHOUSE V LEMON (1979] AC 617 at 658. The opinion of the Divisional Court in R v Chief
Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate, ex parte Choudhury (1991] 1 QB 429 at 451 was that it
ought not to be extended: an extension would "encourage intolerance, divisiveness and
unreasonable interference with freedom of expression": the case concemed Salman Rushdie's
Satanic Verses.
(39) A. BRADNEY, Religions, Rights and Laws (Leicester University Press, 1993) 109.

protect Sikhs who were regarded as a racial as well as a religious
grouping. (40) The sarne principie has been used in relation to Jews
who have been treated as a racial and a religious grouping. (41) In
other words, if there is discrirnination against a group classed legally
as a "race", and that "race" is coincident with a "religion", it is possible that the Race Re!ations Act might be used to protect against religious discrirnination when this is conceived as racial discrirnination. If it can be established that a race is a!so a religion, then this
legislation affords sorne protection. Rastafarians, on the other hand,
have been classified legally as a religion and not a race - for these,
therefore, no protection is afforded by the Race Relations Act 1976.
(42)

One rnajor problern is when there is a conflict between the terrns
of an employrnent contract (an agreernent between employer and
ernployee) and the terms of a canonical contract (an agreernent between the rnernbers of a voluntary religious association) - that is,
when the interna! rules of a religious group require or forbid a practice which contradicts the terrns of the ernployment contract.
(lnterestingly, in litigation, the problern has never actually been seen
in these terrns - as a conflict of contracts). There is sorne protection
for rnernbers of religious cornrnunities who wish to perforrn religious
observances during working hours. The question arises usually when
a person is disrnissed from ernployrnent having practised a religious
observance contrary to the terrns of his ernployment.
The Ernployrnent Protection (Consolidation) Act 1978 gives
every employee a right not to be unfairly disrnissed -it irnposes a
duty on the ernployer not to dismiss unfairly. The statute spells out
perrnitted reasons for a disrnissal - if these are not present, the disrnissal is unfair and illegal: there is a!so an overriding principie that

(40) MANDELA V DOWELL LEE [ 1953] 2 AC 548 (HL) (the case contains discussion of the
word "ethnic", which was treated as not having a strictly racial or.hiological sense - it refers to a
community which shared certain characteristics, such as a cultural tradition).
(41) Seide v Gillette Industries [1980] !RLR 427 (Employment Appeal Trihunal).
(42) Crown Supplias v Duwkins [1991] IRLR 327 (EAT) at 331 perTUCKER J.: "[t]here is
in our view insufticient [evidence] to distinguish them [Rastafarians] from the rest of the AfroCarihhean community ... They are a religious sect and no more".
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thc cmployer must have acted reasonably. The statute has been the
suhjcct of sorne judicial consideration with decisions going both
ways in rclation to inter afia the World Wide Church of God, Muslims and Seventh Day Adventists. (43) As a general principle religious discrimination will make a dismissal unfair and illegal but the
rule seems to be narrow. If the employer makes reasonable efforts to
accommodate the religious convictions of an employee, and the
courts deem those arrangements to be reasonable, the dismissal will
be fair and lawful. Most of the decided cases turn on whether the
employer has made alternative arrangements and whether the employee has been reasonable in not accepting them. (44)
Though the law generally on employment is fragmented in its
treatment of the problem of religion in work, the law on the employment of teachers is rather more fully and clearly developed. Under the Education Act 1944 no person shall be disqualified from being a teacher (in a county school or a voluntary school) by reason of
his religious opinions, or by reason of his attending or omitting to
attend religious worship. Similar protection is given to teachers employed in state-maintained special agreement schools. Religion may
be a criterion of employment, however, in voluntary-aided schools
(and in denominational schools in Scotland). Again, it has been decided judicially that if a person fails to take advantage of a reasonable accommodation provided by the school authorities that person
cannot lawfully exercise his/her legal rights. (45) There is also a
substantial body of law regulating trading on Sundays. (46)

5.

Law and Religious Education

Parents in Great Britain are under a legal duty to ensure that
their children (between 5 and 16) receive full-time education nor-

(43) Forthe unreported cases of Post Ojfice v Mayers (World Wide Church ofGod), Ali and
orhen v Capri (Muslim) and Esson v L.ondon Transport (Seventh Day Adventists), see A.
BRADNEY, op cit., 108.
(44) See L.indhorst-Jones v Aber Building Supplies (1986) The Times, 19 Novemher 1986.

(45) AHMAD V !LEA [ 1975] l Al! ER 574 (CA).
(46) For a discussion of the basic law and the issues, see V1scouNT BRENTWOOD, "In favour
of keeping Sunday special", 2 Ecc/esiastica/ L.aw Journal (1990)'14.

mally by attendance at school. The problem is when members of different faiths wish or are required to ensure that their children are
educated according to the térms prescribed by that faith. Between ·
1944 and 1988 there was a gradual move away from the imposition
of Christianity in education. The Education Reform Act 1988 seems
to alter this rrtovement now seeking to centralise Christianity in religious education. (47)
In England and Wales religious education is an element of the
basic currículum but not part of the core currículum - these curricula
have to reflect the "fact" that religious traditions of Britain are in the
main Christian though syllabuses must also take into account the
other principal religions. Parents have the right to withdraw their
children from such classes and the right to send their children elsewhere if the type of religious education .which they desire is not
available. The provision of religious education is dependent as a
general rule on the status of the school involved.
The legislation also deals with worship - these provisions again
vary with the different types of school. In all maintained schools
pupils ·are required to take part in a collective act of worship, but a
parent has the right to withdraw a child. In county schools, for example, the act of worship must be "wholly or mainly of a broadly
Christian character". Parents of boarding pupils in maintained
schools have a right to withdraw their children to attend worship on
religious days set aside by their religious body. There is evidence to
suggest that many of these formal rules have not as yet been implemented in practice and that the quality of religious education "was
generally unsatisfactory". (48) The law also provides for the operation of "church schools", which may include Christian, Jewish or
Muslim school. - in these, religious education is organised in accordance with the trust deeds establishing the school. (49)

(47) Por an excellent discussion of the law and the issues, see A. BRADNEY, Religions.
Rights and L.aws, op cit., Ch. 4.
(48) Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Education, The /mplementation r~f' the Currículum Requirement of the ERA, 1991,6.
(49) See G. DUNCAN, The Church School (NSPRE, 1991); P. DooLEY, "Muslim private
schools'', in G. WALFORD (ed.), Prívate Schooling (Paul Chapman Publishing Limited, t991): see
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IV.

CRITIQUE: RELIGIOUS NEUTRALITY -

A MYTH?

We have seen that, as a basic principie, commentators are of the
opinion that there is a reasonably well-developed degree of religious
freedom for (minority) religions. However, it is misleading to suggest that there is an operative principie of religious neutrality of religious indifference to which the state defers.
The existence of civil laws dealing with religious matters, and
conferring religious rights, necessarily implies that the state is not
neutral in terms of religion. When a problem involving religion
arises, in order to solve that problem, state institutions are presented
with the choice of being protective towards that religion or not. lt is
arguable that legislative enactments of Parliament and judicial decisions are reflections of a bias towards or against a religious persuasion or practice. Typically the problem arises when a member of a
religious community complains about the infringement of a right to
practise his/her religion. The mattei becomes most problematic in
relation to individuals claiming exemptions from the requirements of
the law because of a religious conviction.
A good example is the legislation created by Parliament giving
Sikhs specific exemptions from having to wear helmets in certain
situations. Under the Road Traffic Act 1972 it was a criminal offence to ride a motor-cycle without a crash-helmet. According to
Sikhism, a male Sikh is obliged to wear a turban. The Motor-Cycle
Crash-Helmets (Religious Exemption) Act 1976 was enacted specifically to give Sikhs an exemption from this requirement. Similarly, the Employment Act 1989 exempts Sikhs from wearing protective helnwts on construction sites. These examples may be conceived as illustrations of the non-neutrality of the legislator and of
the law. The Rastafarians believe that hair should not be cut
(appealing inter alia to Leviticus 21:5). If this were to mean that a
Rastafarian could not wear a safety-helmet, why should they not
enjoy a similar exemption? lt has been observed that "Such laws
create a penalty for religious observance leading an adherent to ask

also. A.

BRADNEY,

op cit., 66-69.

how much their religion means to them; a penalty and a question
which does not arise in the case of exempted religions". (50) In other
words, by virtue of the liberating exemption Iaw the Sikh is able to
exercise bis right to be employed in the construction industry or as a
motor-cyclist - whereas the Rastafarian, who enjoys no such exemption, is unable to exercise his right to be employed in these
fields. The Rastafarian's inability to work in these areas, an inability
arising from a religious conviction, is obstructed by the absence of a
legal right to exercise that religious conviction. (51) One possible
method of analysing such schemes is, of course, to explain them on
the basis that different concepts of justice are being used by legislators in their resolution of problems presented to them. These arrangements may be challenged as unjust on an application of a principie of justice that Iike must be treated alike. Applying a concept of
justice as satisfying demand, on the other hand, the schemes may be
classified as just.
An interesting area which has not been explored by commentators on this subject is the rights of minorities within religions. To
what extent does the interna! Iaw of the Church of England, for example, protect the interests and wishes of rninorities in that church?
There is sorne evidence to suggest that rninorities in the General
Synod have rights in debate or that rninorities not sharing the
"official" doctrinal view of the church have rights to dissent from
that view. There is evidence that over the issue of the ordination of
women the General Synod has made efforts to protect those who are
opposed to women priests from having to have them in their parishes. And there are schemes allowing the. opposing rninority to
Ieave the church with Iegally prescribed financia! provision. These
are important questions today but they remain Iargely neglected in
the Iiterature. Once again, the propriety of such schemes within

(50) Ihid., 7; see also 156-161. Compare W. SHADES, Moral Pluralism and Le11al Neurra/iry
(Kluwer Academic Pul>lishers, 1990). See also G. ZELLICK, The Law, Reli11ion ami rhe Jewish
Communiry (Jewish College, 1987).
(51) A. BRADNEY, op cit., 6-7.
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churches depends in part at least on the operative concept of ecclesiastical justice.

V. LIMITATIONS ÜN THE EXERCISE ÜF RELIGIOUS RIGHTS

We have already seen that the constitutional right of religious
freedom may confer upon an individual the right to escape from the
requirements of the general law. (52) However, the principie of protection is not without qualifications. Usually the religious rights
which the law confers and protects in a piecemeal fashion are themselves subject (as we have seen) to specific exceptions. These exceptions limit in a particular way the extent to which, and the way in
which, specific religious rights may be exercised and enjoyed. For
example, a person has a right not to be dismissed from employment
on the basis of unfair religious discrimination - but the right is subject to a duty imposed on that person to be accommodating and to
accept reasonable compromises offered by employers. (53) The general principie is subject, equally, to the principle that a religious
community (oran individual member of that community) is not free
to operate an internal system of rules, a forro of worship, or a set of
doctrines, if these are in conflict with the ordinary civil law.
It may often be· the case that a religious practice is forbidden
because it is repugnant to the general law - and there is no exception
built into the law. There are many examples in key areas. Sorne religions may practise polygamous marriages, but these are forbidden
by parliamentary statute. (54) This is legal equal treatment of like

(52) The concept of a "constitutional right" is not strictly one known to law. Rights exist
simply as "legal rights", or legal "freedoms": they either exist hecause the law confers the right
expressly or impliedly (through the imposition of a duty); or else they exist hy virtue of the silence of the law, because the law does not forbid what is done. See J. MoRISON and N. ÜOE. 3 (2)
European Review of Public Law (1991) 539.
(53) See supra nn. [43], [44].
(54) Matrimonial Causes Act, 1973, s. 11. See also Privare lnternational Law: Polygamous
Marriages: Capacity to Contrae! a Polygamous Marriage and Related /ssues, Law Commission
No. 42 and Scottish Law Commission No. 96 (1971).
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cases. Sorne religions refuse their members to have medical treat- .
ment - yet this will not function as a defence to a prosecution for
manslaughter by virtue of wilful neglect. (55) Similarly, civil disobedience on religious grounds is not permitted if this results in a
violation of the criminal law. (56) A motorist's religious beliefs cannot constitute a "reasonable excuse" for a failure to provide a specimen of blood contrary to the Road Traffic Act 1972. (57) Again, a
remedy in the courts may not be given if the courts consider it not
within their jurisdiction to entertain a matter which is a prívate internal matter of the religious community in question - judicial review
of the internal management of the Jewish community has been refused, for instance, on the ground that it was an issue of private and
not of public law. (58)

CONCLUSIONS

According to the form of the domestic legal system, that a religion is a minority religion has little legal significance. Numerically
there are many religions or religious communities which are
"minorities", though there is no legal definition of a minority religion, nor is there a clear definition of "religion". Equally, there is no
central formal document or fundamental law which confers religious
freedom to religious groupings generally - majority or minority. The
basic operative principle, constructed deductively from a host of
single instances, suggests a legal neutrality towards the question of
religious freedom. The law has developed piecemeal. Specific laws
provide specific religious freedoms in different practical contexts.
Conceptually, it is arguable that the "principle" of legal neutrality is

(55) R. V SENIOR [ 1899] 1 QB 283 and the Peculiar People Sect.
(56) R. V HORSEFERRY Magistrate's Court, ex parte Siadatan [1991] 1 Ali ER 324 (OC):
the case concemed puhlic order offences under the Puhlic Order Act 1986 and disturbances following the publication of Salman Rushdie's Satanic Verses.
(57) R. V JOHN (1974] l WLR 624 (CA) following R. V LENNARD (1973) 1 WLR483.
(58) R. V CH!EF RABBI o{ the United Hebrew Congregarions of Great Britain and the
Commonwealth, ex parte Wachmann (1993] 2 Ali ER 249.
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itself a fiction. By conferring a religious exemption the legal system
itself contains a partiality to that religious conviction if the system
does not treat like alike and extend the exemption to a!l religious
minorities requiring it.
Whether these schemes are "just" depends, needless to say, on
the concept of justice used as the basis of criticism - applying concepts of justice based on need, utilitarian ideas of the greatest happiness for the greatest number, or even on desert, may give rise to an
understanding that such schemes may be just (or unjust). This is a
political not a legal question. What students of this area of the law
actually strive towards is to construct an idea of general justice
which ought to govern the legal treatment of all religious groups. At
present the operative concepts of justice in the United Kingdom,
governing the distribution of religious rights, seem to be based upon
the notion of need and upon the notion of demand - it is these, rather
than an overriding idea of equality, which actas determinants in designing legal rules conferring religious rights. The greater the number demanding different treatrnent, and the louder that demand becomes, the more likely the possibility of actual special legal treatment. It is mainly in this respect that the sociological fact of majorities or minorities becomes important politically. (59)

law. (60) There have been proposals for the amendment of the
criminal law on blasphemy, proposing that the offence ought to be
extended to cover statements which are offensive to non-Christian
religions as we!l as the Christian faith. (61) In sum, the question
"what rights do religious groups enjoy?" is very different from the
question "what rights ought religious groups, minorities or majorities, to enjoy?". The latter requires the construction of a general theory of religious justice. And this is principally a political question. It
is this which is not evident in the United K.ingdom's arrangements. It
is only when we have a clear concept of religious justice, a concept
of justice as between faiths, that we can resolve questions such as
"<loes a religious group enjoy qualitatively better rights than another
group?". In any event, the basic legal arrangements in Great Britain
allow for a minimalist but fundamental religious freedom for minorities in specific circumstances and these are constantly subject to
refinement and reform.

In conclusion, the nature of the development of religious freedom in the legal system seems to contribute to claims of religious
injustice or inequality. The system which progresses by piecemeal
development actually generates attacks -on it as unjust. There are key
areas, again, in which there have been calls for reform. The Muslim
Institute's Manifesto, for example, propases the introduction of a
system of Muslim personal law to enable Muslims in Great Britain
to be governed by the sharia in family matters and not by municipal

(59) Various tests may be constructed as the basis of distribution of religious rights, around
concepts of utility, need, desert, demand, equal treatment and so on: numerical association; quantity of religion; quality of religion.; association with the state; historical tests - in the final
analysis, the principal question for the legislator is: does this claimed religious right deserve
protection? In answering the question, the above factors may be relevant.

(60) K. SIODIQUI (ed.), The Muslim Manifesto (The Muslim Institute, 1990) 35: see A.
BRADNEY, op cit., 51.
(61) Offence.< Against Religion and Pub/ic Worship, Law Commission, No. 145 (1985). For
an earlier study, see J.R. SPENCER, "Blasphemy: The Law Cornmission's Working Party" (1981)
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W. COLE DURHAM, JR.*

TREATMENT OF RELIGIOUS MINORITIES IN THE UNITED
STATES

l.

INTRODUCTION

The history of religious liberty in Europe is a history of interactions between the state, dominant religions (typically one, ora small
number) and smaller groups that clearly constitute minorities within
the overall population. The real test of religious liberty is how these
smaller groups are treated, since the dominant religions generally have
sufficient political power to protect their own interests.
In contrast to the situation in Europe, focusing on "religious
minorities" in the United States does not narrow the range of inquiry
in coming to terrns with religious liberty. The distinctive fact about
American experience is that every religious group is a minority. The
largest single religious group in the United States is the Roman
Catholic church, with 58,267,424 adherents. (1) This is only slightly
more than one-fifth of the total population. (2) Next come the
Southem Baptists, with 15,232,347 members. These are followed in
sequence by the United Methodist Church (8,785,135); the National

(*) Professor of Law, J. Reuben Clark Law School, Pravo, Utah, U.S.A. A.B., Harvard
College, 1972; J.D., Harvard Law School, 1975. The author wishcs to thank Derek Jarvis and Erik
Davis for research assistance in the preparation of this paper.
(1) THE WORLD ALMANAC AND BooK OF FACTS 727 (1994).
(2) As ofthe 1990 census, the population ofthe United States was 248,709,873.
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Baptist Convention, U.S.A. (8,000,000); the Church of God in Christ
(5,499,875)(Pentecostal); the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
(5,245, 177); the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormons) (4,336,000); the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) (3,778,358); the
National Baptist Convention of America (3,500,000), and the African
Methodist Episcopal Church (3,500,000). The foregoing are merely
the ten largest denominations in the United States; there are literally
hundreds of smaller groups. Among these are approximately
5,300,000 Jews, divided between Orthodox (l ,000,000), Conservative
(2,000,000) and Reform (1,300,000) groups, and approximately
6,000,000 Muslims adhering to various branches of Islam. (3)
This fragmented and highly pluralistic character of religious
experience is a fundamental factor in American religious history.
From the beginning, North America was settled by religious minorities. While it is true that in sorne regions, one group or another was
dominant for a time (e.g., the Puritan Congregationalists in New
England, the Anglicans in Virginia), this was never the predominant
experience. Groups were always aware that even if they were dominant in one area, they were in a minority position elsewhere in
America or Europe. Moreover, virtually all groups had experienced
the vicissitudes of persecution and minority status, and this shaped
interna! attitudes toward religious libertY within varying religious
traditions. Protestantism has no doubt exerted a dominan! sway
throughout American history, but Protestantism in America has always been a highly fragmented phenomenon.
In view of these realities, it is impossible to describe treatment of
religious minorities within the United States without giving a more
general overview of the history of religious liberty there. Accordingly,
I first provide a historical overview of the development of the law of
religious liberty in the United States. This account necessarily includes accounts of treatment of various minority groups--the Mormons, the Jehovah's Witnesses, the Amish, the so-called "new religions" (Unification Church, Hare Krishnas, Scientology, etc.), and
Native American groups. I then tum to the series of more concrete

(3) Id. at 726-27.

issues that are the subject of the other papers at this conference.
Throughout this article, I have found myself asking a fundamental
comparative question: In what ways is the American experience relevaht to emerging trends in Europe today? As a comparatist, I am
sensitive to the fact that traditions of religious liberty are likely to take
different shapes and to yield differing institutional structures in
Europe. And yet I believe it would be a mistake to simply assume that
American experience is irrelevant. With the exception of Native
American and Asian religions, virtually all religious denominations in
the United States have European roots or strong European ties. More
significantly, the demography of European countries has become increasingly pluralistic over the past fifty years, so that the experience
of religious diversity is becoming a shared phenomenon. As Europeans look beyond their own national boundaries, members of what
may be majority denominations in one country will recognize that in
the broader European or global setting, they, like Americans, are ali
members of religious minorities. Even if they belong to religious
majorities in their home country, they have co-religionists who are
part of minority religions elsewhere. These realities inevitably underscore the need to achieve universal protection of religious liberty.
They also explain the growing consensus on this issue in intemational
human rights documents such as the Intemational Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, (4) the European Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and Freedoms, (5) and the Concluding Document of
the Vienna Meeting in the Helsinki Process. (6)

(4) Intemational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, G.A. Res. 2200A, U.N. GAOR, 21st
Sess., Supp. No. 16 at 52,55, U.N. Doc. A/6316 (1966), 999 U.N.T.S. 171 (1976) (hereinafter
sometimes referred to as the "Civil and Political Covénant").
(5) 213 U.N.T.S. 222 (hereinafter the "European Convention").
(6) Concluding Document of the Vienna Meeting 1986 of Representatives of the Participating
States of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, Held on the Basis of the Provisions
of the Final Act Relating to the Follow-up to the Conference. '17 Jan. 1989, 28 l.L.M. (1989)
(hereinafter "Vienna Concluding Document").
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Il.

HISTORICAL ÜVERVIEW

A.

Freedom of Religion in Colonial Times

Western Europeans carne to the North American continent in the
16th and 17th centuries for a variety of economic and social reasons.
(7) One of the forces driving this migration was a need to find a haven
in which to practice divergent religious beliefs. People from a variety
of faiths felt this need, particularly those in the British Isles who held
tenets that contrasted with the teachings and practices of the state
established Church of England. (8)
Many divergent Protestant sects, most notably the Puritans who
organized the group that settled Massachusetts, as well as English
Catholics, carne to the New World seeking refuge from religious
persecution. (9) The "Pilgrims" and other Protestant minorities found
the Church of England "corrupt" and "too papist" and resented any
attempted "legislation of morality" by what they perceived to be an
"insufficiently reformed" body. (1 O) Even English protestants who
had taken refuge in Holland eventually found themselves in North
America. ( 11) Adherents of the Ro man church suffered from tremendous anti-Catholic sentiment in England at this time, (12) and at
least sorne found refuge in the vast expanses of the New World,
particularly in Maryland. ( 13)
Yet despite, or perhaps because of, their own struggles against
intolerance and persecution, the new colonists were slow to establish
religious freedom as a fundamental aspect of the societies they

(7) See general/y

ÜSCAR THEODORE BARCK, COLONIAL

COLONIAL AMERICA: A CoMPACT H1STORY

(1971);

created. Initially, few of the colonies showed any tolerance for beliefs
other than the specific brand of Christianity espoused by the majority
of its original settlers. ( 14) The idea of freedom of religion and
conscience was anathema to many of the great minds of the day.
Uriah Oakes stated that religious freedom was the "first born of ali
Abominations". ( 15) lncrease Mather rebuked the colonists' "hideous
clamours for liberty of conscience" and Nathaniel Ward declared that
all adherents to minority faiths had the "free liberty to keep away from
us". (16)
Not only were religious minorities unpopular in the original
colonies, they were usually illegal. The former victims of religious
domination and coercion were coercive in their own right when they
became rulers. ( 17) The Puritans apparently did not find the legislation of morality as onerous when it was their own morality they were
legislating. ( 18) Religious intolerance and the dominance of a particular set of beliefs was almost always codified in sorne form. ( 19)
The early Protestant colonists were not above using the state to
enforce religious orthodoxy and social homogeneity. The colonists'
use of the machinery of the state to establish their preferred religious
order went so far as to resemble a religious dictatorship in severa!
colonies. In Massachusetts, the penalties for religious dissension included hanging, or sometimes exile, which in that hostile environment
could be the equivalent of a slow death. (20)
However, sorne colonies, like Rhode Island, were rather tolerant
of religious minorities, at least minority forms of Christianity, from
the beginning of colonization. (21) Toleration began to spread in the
17th century as Europeans began searching for altematives to religious warfare and as sorne churches themselves began to formulate
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arguments for religious freedom. (22)
The growth of toleration as an ideal was fueled in the United
States by many factors, including the religious diversity of the new
immigrants, the necessity of interaction with members of other faiths
for economic growth, and the latent Protestant distrust of the coercive
powers of the state, particularly of the English colonial govemments.
(23)
Toleration of religious minorities became even more widespread
in the l 8th century. The writings of John Locke on toleration began to
take hold. The Protestant Great Awakening spawned seores of offshoot faiths and fragmented established churches. Though many of
these faiths remained intolerant of other beliefs, there were simply too
many of them for one to gain dominance throughout the colonies.
Such diversity eventually made toleration necessary to continued
existence. The Great Awakening also "reemphasized the individual
and private character of the Protestant religious experience" and the
importance of the "gathered church", (24) both of which directly opposed the enforcement of religious belief. (25)
This influx of new faiths ended formalized religious persecution
in the colonies by the time of the American Revolution. James Madison's "Memorial and Remonstrance Against Religious Assessments"
marked the beginning of the end for established religion in America,
paving the way for religious liberty not only for the colony of
Virginia, but for the emerging national government as well. (26) Howev~r, even after formation of the Union, many of the new states had
constitutionally established religions for quite sorne time, including
the New England states whose constitutions maintained such provisions until 1833. (27) Though persecution had died out, discrimina-

(22) PFEFFER, supra note 8, at 12-13.
(23) MoRGAN, supra note 12, at 7-12.
(24) W!NTHROP S. HUDSON, RELIGION IN AMERICA 21-23 (4th ed. 1987).
(25) MORGAN, supra note 12, at 12.
(26) PFEFFER, supra note 8, at 14; Douglas Laycock, A Survey ofReligious Liberty, 47 OHIO
ST. L.J. 409, 411 (1986).
(27) FITZPATRICK, supra note 10, at 12; SANFORD H. COBB, THE RISE OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY IN
AMERICA 515 (1968) (Massachussetts was the last state to disestablish its Church).
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tion remained, (28) particular!y against Catholics and non-Christians.
Many Americans "were wi!ling to recognize as true churches al!
churches that possessed an essentially evangelical faith". (29) The
great colonial revivalist George Whitefield, for example, had a vision
of a heaven that embraced al! Christians. (30) But of course, such
broad-mindedness was limited to Christians, and most often to
Protestant Christians. Even Rhode Island with its reputed tolerance of
religious minorities had a history of anti-Quaker and anti-Catholic
sentiment. (31)

1

B.

The l 9th Century: The Reign of Mainstream Protestantism

1.

The Persecution ofthe Mormons

The unofficial dominance of mainstream Protestantism over
American Society continued to grow in the l 9th century. One clear
example was the treatment of the Mormons--one of the l 9th century's
more controversia! "new religions."
From the inception of Mormonism in 1820, its members faced
hostility and persecution. They were driven from New York to Ohio
to Missouri to Illinois and finally, after the murder of their leader by a
mob, they left the country, travelling across the continent to the Great
Basin (now Utah). At the time, the area was still part of Mexico,
though it was added to the territory of the United States as a result of
the Mexican War shortly after the settlement of Sa!t Lake City in
1847.
The l 860s saw the passage of a series of federal anti-polygamy
laws which were clearly directed at the Mormons. (32) The antipolygamy laws were challenged by Mormon believers as a violation

(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)

PFEFFER, supra note 8, at 14.
FITZPATRICK, supra note 10, at 14.
Id. at 14-15.
Id. at 10.
Laycock, supra note 26, at 416.
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of religious liberty. In Reyno/ds v. United States, (33) the first case
reaching the Supreme Court on this issue, the Court affirmed the
defendant's bigamy conviction, holding that "Congress was deprived
of ali legislative power over mere opinion, but was left free to reach
actions which were in violation of social duties or subversive of good
order". (34) Thus, the Court drew the line between permissible and
impermissible regulation of religious liberty using the belief-action
dichotomy. While the right to religious beliefs was absolute, state
authority could intervene with respect to religiously motivated actions.
Only belief, and not behavior, was protected. (35)
This test provided an excessively narrow ambit for religious
liberty. lt failed to recognize that externa! conduct is a critica! aspect
of religious freedom. To use modern parlance, religious freedom
includes the right to manifest one's beliefs. While Reynolds rightly
recognized that states must have sorne right to set limits on the
manifestation of religion, the Court had an overly narrow view of how
those limíts should be drawn. The freedom of the individual to practice a religious act was clearly subordinated to the state's regulatory
interest (36) and an individual was "protected [in] his right to believe,
but not [in] his right to act on those beliefs". (37) In essence, such a
policy allows minority groups freedom of religion in theory but not in
practice.
In the throes of the Mormon persecutions, the Court did not even
continue to protect the right to believe. In 1890, the Court sustained
an Idaho statute that required ali votcrs to sign an oath swearing they
did not belong to any organization espousing polygamy. (38) This
legislation transparently targeted the Mormons, even those who
merely believed in the religion but did not practice polygamy. (39)

(33) 98 U.S. 145 (1878).
(34) Id. at 164.

2.

Anti-Catholicism and sectarian education.

Another religious group that met with consistent opposition in the
l 9th century was the Roman Catholic Church. The anti-Catholic
animus has roots in English antipathy toward the Catholic powers of
Europe. British anti-Catholic sentiment was not simply religious but
also had a tinge of nationalism and xenophobia, to the point that at
certain periods in British history, the words "traitor" and "papist" were

! 40) MoRGAN, supra note 12, at 42.

(35) MoRGAN, supra note 12, at 41.
(36) THE SUPREME Cou1n ON CHURCH ANIJ STATE 349 (Robert
(37) Laycock, supra note 26, at 417.

Thc Court saw "nothing unreasonable in ldaho's concluding that persons who assm:iated with [such an organization] were not suitable
mcmbcrs of thc electorate". (40)
Thc Court continued to sustain hostile governmental action
against the Mormons until the main body of the Church abandoned
thc practice of polygamy in 1890. Not only were its members
disenfranchised, but the legal entity holding church property was
dissolved and its property was seized. (41) As one commentator has
characterized the result, "The religion clauses had failed at their most
fundamental task: they had failed to prevent government persecution
of a religious minority". (42)
The l 9th and early 20th centuries saw the lower courts uphold the
regulatory power of the state as against a variety of other religious
claimants, including the Salvation Army, palmists, and preachers who
were so loud as to cause a disturbance during services. The only
religious claimant to be victorious in challenging a secular regulation
of religion during the ,period was a Protestant fundamentalist. (43)
Until the l 940s, the judicial climate was not particularly friendly for
divergent and minority religious groups.

s. Al ley, ed.

1988).

(38) Davis v. Beason, 133 U.S. 333 ( 1890); see ,1/so Laycock, supra note 26, at 417; MORGAN,
supra note 12. at 41-42.
(39) PFEFFER, supra note 8, at 147.

(41) The Late Church of Jesus Christ ofLatter-day Saints v. United States, 136 U.S. 1 (1890).
( 42) Laycock, supra note 26, at 417.
(43) MoRGAN, supra note 12, at 44, citing Hardwick v. Board of School Trustees, 54 Cal. App.
696 ( 1921) (holding that children who have religious scruples against dancing with members of the
opposite sex cannot be expelled from public school for their refusal to participate in requ~red social
dance class).
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virtually synonymous. (44) It was also tied to worries of an incipient
democracy about the potential influence of a hierarchical church in
undermining democratic instincts. (45)
Anti-Catholic sentiments were further compounded when, after
the French and Indian War, the Quebec Act of 1774 granted freedom
of religion to Catholics in Canada. This intensified worries that Catholicism was a threat to the American way of life. (46)
Nineteenth century Americans continued to harbar this sense of
the Catholic threat in a mix of religious, ethnic, and xenophobic
hostilities that has been come to be known as "nativism". (47) A new
wave of evangelism in the early part of the century tumed America
into a "militantly" Protestant country. (48) The continuing rise of
newer denominations coupled with an unprecedented social mobility
fueled the ever increasing sense of religious toleration among Protestants, but this tolerant spirit did not yet extend to Catholics. (49) At
the same time, a large wave of Irish and Gerrnan Catholic immigrants
gave most Americans their first real experience with Catholics. (50) Ill
treatment of immigrant minorities is all too common a theme in the
annals of religious disrespect.
The general feeling that Catholicism was a threat to American
liberties persisted ( 51) and Catholic immigration was seen by sorne as
a purposeful invasion with the goal of supplanting the American
Protestant way of life with a hierarchical, coercive society under the
Vatican's domain. (52) There were outbreaks of street fighting and
buming of Catholic churches in the l 830s and l 840s. (53) The openly

anti-Catholic "Know-Nothing" political party swept elections in several states in the l 850s and made a substantial showing in the
presidential election of 1856. (54)
The major l 9th century battle between "ascendant American Protestantism and an assertive, 'foreign' Catholic community" was fought
over education and the rise of public schools. (55) Catholics attending
the public schools of the time were faced with a de facto Protestant
establishment in which instruction had a Protestant cast and Bible
instruction was from the Protestant King James version. (56) Catholics
made severa! attempts both to remove this Protestant influence from
public schools and to gain access to public school funds for support of
the sectarian schools they had created in response to what they perceived as education-based religious coercion. (57) Each of these
attempts met with vehement resistance by the Protestant majority. A
proposed revision of the First Amendment which would have made it
specifically unconstitutional to provide public funds to sectarian
schools passed the House and barely missed passing the Senate. While
this effort was not successful at the federal level, severa! states
amended their constitutions to impose such strict separation requirements in the area of education. (58)
One of the few bright spots for the Catholics in the l 9th Century
was the Supreme Court's decision in Bradfield v. Roberts. (59) In that
case, the Court allowed the govemment to purchase medica! care for
its wards from a Catholic hospital. Bradfield is an important precedent
for the notion that church-state separation <loes not imply that
govemment may not pay religious organizations for services rendered.

(44) Id. at 6-7, 46.
( 45). This has parallels in the Morrnon persecution. Sorne of the key figures in the Morrnon
persecutions used the inflamatory issue of polygamy to strike at the Morrnon church, but their real
worry was its hierarchical structure and social ordering principies.
(46) MoRGAN, supra note 12, at 15-16; fJTZPATRICK, supra note 10 at 15-16.
(47) Laycock, supra note 26, at 417; MORGAN, supra note 12, at 46.
(48) MORGAN, supra note 12. at 45.
(49) Id.
(50) Id. at 46.
(51) Laycock, supra note 26, at 417.
(52) MoRGAN, supra note 12, at 47.
(53) Laycock, supra note 26, at 417; MORGAN, supra note 12, at 47.

(54) Id.
(55) MORGAN, supra note 12, at 44.
(56) Laycock, supra note 26, at 418.
(57) MORGAN, supra note 12, at 48-50.
(58) Id. at 51.
(59) 175
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C.

The 20th Century: The Emergence of Classical Free Exercise
Doctrine

Increased support far sectarian schools

1.

Though sorne adverse animus toward Catholics and others persists
in the United States to this day, (60) religious minorities have
achieved strong protection in most areas. In education, the Supreme
Court's decision in Pierce v. Society of Sisters (6 I) placed private
religious education on secure footing. There, the Supreme Court overtumed an Oregon law requiring all children to attend public schools
through high school. This decision is known as the "Magna Carta" of
parochial schools in the United States as it established the rights of
minority believers to have their children educated in accordance with
their beliefs. (62) In subsequent decisions, the Court upheld laws
allowing a state to loan school books purchased with public funds to
religious schools, (63) provide transportation to parochial school students; (64) give tax exempt status to sectarian schools (65) and allow
parental tax deductions for educational expenses of children enrolled
in both public and private schools. (66)

2.

The Jehovah's Witnesses Cases and "Unpopular" Minority
Activities

While Catholicism was beg'inning to win a secure place in
American society, other divergent groups emerged to attract the fires

of religious persecution. Severa! cases in the middle decades of the
20th Century involved the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, more
commonly known as Jehovah's Witnesses. (67) Their doctrine was
vigorously intolerant and sometimes vehemently anti-Catholic. (68)
Cities throughout the country attempted to stop their "aggressive
missionary" (69) activities with a variety of ordinances, including
solicitation licensing schemes worded so as to allow city officials'
virtually unbounded discretion to deny licenses to whomever they
wished. (70) The Witnesses routinely refused to comply with these
ordinances, claiming the Government had no right to regulate religion,
and local authorities just as routinely arrested and jailed them for their
non-compliance. (71) This struggle gave rise to a rash of litigation
culminating in severa! notable Supreme Court cases. Little by little,
these resulted in broadened freedom for minority religions that went
far beyond the belief-action dichotomy worked out in the Mormon
cases.
The Witnesses won their initial victories in the fight against discretionary licensing schemes. In LoveJJ v. City of Griffln, (72) the
Supreme Court struck down a local statute requiring permits for
canvassing and door-to-door solicitation which were aimed directly at
the Witnesses. The Court reasoned that the statute provided officials
insufficient guidelines for making licensing decisions and thus allowed too much individual discretion in the determinations. Though
the case was decided on free speech grounds, the effect was to protect
the actions of a minority religious group. (73)
The Court provided divergent groups with further protection in
this area its the landmark decision in CantweJJ v. Connecticut. (74)
The Cantwells, ali Jehovah's Witnesses, were convicted of Iicensing

(60) Laycock, supra note 26, at 418; MoRGAN, supra note 12, al 47-48.
(61) 268 u.s. 510 (1926).
(62) See LAYCOCK, supra note 26, at 418; ALLEY, supra note 36. at 31: P>HrER, supra note 8,
at 153.
(63) Cochran v. Board of Education, 281 U.S. 370 (1930); Board of Education v. Allen. 392

u.s. 236 (1968).
(64) Everson v. Board ofEducation, 330 U.S. 1 (1947).
(65) See Walz v. Tax Commission, 397 U.S. 664 (1970).
(66) Mueller v. Ali en, 436 U.S. 388 ( 1983). For further discussion of cducational issues, see
Section Vl below.
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(73) See general/y MORGAN, supra note 12, at 59-60; Laycock. supra note 26, at 419
(74) 310 u.s. 296 (1940).
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violations and disturbing the peace in a predominately Catholic
neighborhood for making public, "vitriolic" (75) anti-Catholic statements directly to severa! Catholic members of the community. (76)
Notwithstanding the Cantwells' rather extreme conduct, the Court
overtumed the convictions, The Court restated its arguments from
Lovell against "unbridled" (77) official discretion in licensing statutes,
adding that the convictions for disturbing the peace also violated the
Cantwell's First Amendment rights to free speech. (78)
The Cantwell decision was particularly significant in that it was
the first case to expressly hold that the free exercise clause, which as
originally drafted operated as a constraint only on Congress and the
federal govemment, was applicable to state action as part of Fourteenth Amendment due process liberty. In the years since Cantwell
was decided, the fact that minority groups could bring first amendment religion clause challenges against state as well as federal action
has done much to extend their rights. In addition to extending the
availability of free exercise claims, the Court made it clear that
freedom of religion belonged to the highest echelon of values in the
American constitutional scheme. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the Court expressly moved beyond the belief-action dichotomy of
Reynolds, holding that free exercise of religion "embraces two concepts, - freedom to believe and freedom to act". (79) The Court was
careful to qualify this expansion of free exercise beyond the realm of
mere belief, noting that "[t]he first is absolute but, in the nature of
things, the second cannot be". (80) But the extension of the protection
of religious freedom beyond interna! belief into the realm of manifestation was confirmed, if not yet fully charted.
The significance of the expanded notion of religious liberty began
to emerge in flag salute cases involving the Jehovah's Witnesses.
American patriotism was at fever pitch in the early ! 940s due to the

(75) MORGAN, supra note 12, at 60.
(76) Id.
(77) PFEFFER, supra note 8, at 139.
(78) MORGAN, supra note 12, at 63-64.
(79) Cantwel/, 310 U.S. at 303.
(80) Id. at 303-04.

onset of World War II. (81) Manifestations of this patriotic fervor
included daily, mandatory flag salutes and recitations of the "pledge
of allegiance" for school children. The Witnesses consider such demonstrations equivalent to worshipping graven images and thus contrary to the teachings of the Bible. (82)
The issue was placed before the Court in Minersville School
District v. Gobitis. (83) Though this case was decided after Cantwell,
Justice Frankfurter's opinion for the Court continued to track the older
Reynolds analysis, holding that the regulations mandating flag salutes
were purely secular and thus immune to attack from claimants arguing
religious motivations for non-compliance. (84) He went on to state
that the govemment had the right to promote respect for national
symbols and foster unity and loyalty, regardless of opposing religious
views. Frankfurter found that compulsory flag salutes did not impose
religious beliefs but were merely a reasonable exercise of state power
in pursuit of rational state interests. (85) The dissent saw mandatory
flag salutes as an attempt to force individuals to violate "their deepest
religious convictions" (86), adding that nothing could be more
coercive than demanding that an individual commit what she deemed
to be a profane act. (87)
Popular reaction to the decision was "immediate and ugly". (88)
The case gave the Witnesses instant national notoriety and for the next
three years they were the victims of continua! violence and persecution based on their attitude towards the American flag. (89) Once
again, an American religious minority was made to suffer at the hands

(81)
(82)
(83)
(84)
(85)
(86)
(87)
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MoRGAN, supra note 12, at 68.
Laycock, supra note 26, at 419.
310 u.s. 586 (1940).
See supra text accompanying notes 32-36.
Gobitis, 310 U.S. at 595.
Id. at 601 (Stone, J .. dissenting).
Id. at 604.
PFEFFER, supra note 8, at 128.

(89) Id. at 128-29. Sorne of the more shocking instances of this widespread persecution
included destruction of church and personal property, abuse at the hands of local law enforcement
officials, forcible removal from cities, and in one instance, the castration of a Witness.
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of its fellow citizens merely because its beliefs did not directly
coincide with those of the majority.
Fortunately, the Gobitis decision's impact was destined to be
short-lived. Commentators noted the irony inherent in the government
of a free country penalizing a refusal to acknowledge a symbol of that
freedom. (90) Others were troubled by what they perceived to be an
implication that national unity was more important than religious
values. (91)
In any event, when the issue was again litigated, the district court
that heard the case flatly refused to follow the opinion of the Gobitis
court. (92) On appeal, in West Virginia Board of Education v.
Bamette, (93) the Supreme Court affirmed the lower court's decision,
thus overruling Gobitis after only three years. Though argued on free
speech grounds, the majority opinion extended and entrenched the
rights of religious minorities to differ from the mainstream by stating:
If there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it is
that no official, high or petty, can prescribe what is orthodox in
politics, nationalism, religion or any other matters of opinion or
force citizens to confess by word or act their faith therein. (94)
Though the Court's holding in the Jehovah's Witnesses cases did
not create a totally unlimited right to' religious action, it did provide
them with substantia!ly e~hanced religious liberty protections.

3.

The Seventh Day Adventists and More Rigorous Protection of
Religious Freedom

The Christian majority in the United States worships on Sundays,
but there are, of course, a number of groups that have other days of

(90) Id. at 129.
(91) MoRGAN, supra note 12, at 70-71.
(92) P>EFFER, supra note 8, at 129.
(93) 319 u.s. 624 (1943).
(94) Barnette, 319 U.S. at 642. However, the present day Court may not agree that no official
may prescribe the orthodox in terms of religion. See discussion of Employment Division v. Smith,
494 U.S. 872 (1990), infra notes 104-07 and accompanying text.
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rcligious worship--most commonly those that celebrate a Saturday
sabbath. The difficulties faced by a Seventh Day Adventist woman
named Sherbert led to one of the next significant broadenings of
religious liberty protection in the United States. (95) Sherbert was
fired because she refused to work on Saturdays. (96) The state refused
to give her unemployment compensation because she had voluntarily
rejected suitable work (i.e., Saturday work) when it was offered to her.
(97) In Sherbert the Supreme Court reasoned that South Carolina's
policy placed an impermissible burden on Sherbert's free exercise
right because it forced her to choose between obtaining a govemment
benefit and following her religion. (98) Such a burden could only be
justified if the state had a compelling interest in imposing the burden
and this could not be achieved in any other way. (99) In Sherbert's
case, the Court held, the state's purpose of making certain that payments only went to those who were involuntarily unemployed would
not be undermined by granting an exemption for Sabbatarians. In
effect, Sherbert mandated the carving out of an exemption where this
would constitute a way to achieve compelling state interests in a
manner less restrictive or intrusive with respect to asserted religious
liberty rights.
Sabbatarians seeking relief from Sunday closing laws were less
successful than Sherbert. On that front, the Court has held that the
State's interest in assuring a uniform day of rest cannot be accomplished by exempting those who worship on another day. (100)
The result is that in states forbidding work on Sunday observant Jews
and other Sabbatarians have a mandatory five-day work week, with
part of the mandate coming from religious belief, and part coming
from the state.

(95) Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398 (1963).
(96) Id. at 399.
(97) Id. at 401.
(98) Id. at 404.
(99) Id. at 406.
(100) Braunfeld v. Brown, 366 U.S. 599 (1961).
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defendants in the case were Native Americans who were fired from
their jobs at a private drug rehabilitation center because they ingested
peyote as part of a Native American ritual. The history of peyote use
as part of the Native American religion can be traced back at least
four hundred years. (105) There was no question about the genuine
character of the religious use in question. While peyote is a hallucinogenic drug, it is not a drug that is pleasant to take.
The Court distinguished the facts in Smith from those in Sherbert
by emphasizing the criminal dimension of the drug laws at stake in
Smith. But the Court went out of its way to emphasize that no
compelling interest needs to be demonstrated in order to sustain a
governmental burden on religion. A concurring opinion noted that
there was no reason to reject the established precedent of Yoder
because the facts in Smith arguably met the Yoder test. That is, in
view of the compelling state interests behind drug policy, it would
have been possible to deny the peyote users' claims without abrogating the classical compelling state interest test.
The Smith decision evoked massive response both among religious denominations and among human rights and civil liberties
groups. Not only did the decisi.on mark a pronounced departure from
prior law, but it would clearly have detrimental implications for
minority religious. groups. Under Smith, the rights of religious minorities could ali too easily become the victims of intentional or
inadvertent infractions of religious liberty. As a practica! matter,
Smith changed the relative leverage between religious minorities (or
religious majorities for that matterJ and secular bureaucrats. Previously, a believer or religious group could approach a public official
or body that was taking action with effects that burdened religion and
point to free exercise principies as a basis for reaching an altemative
solution. Smith put ali the leverage in the hands of the government
officials.

(105) People v. Woody, 394 P.2d 813, 817 (Cal. 1964).

E.

Laws that Burden a Particular Religion - the Santeria Case

During its 1992 term, the Supreme Court heard a case that could
have led to review of the Smith decision, had it not been decided on
narrower grounds. ( 106) The case in volved a municipal ordinance that
explicitly targeted the animal sacrifice practices of the Santeria
religion. Santeria is a mixture of African tribal religion an.d
Christianity that is practiced primarily by Cubans and Cuban expatriates. Adherents of this religion sacrifice various small animals,
such as chickens and pigeons, at various important life junctures, such
as birth, marriage, death, and illness. The structure of the law made it
very clear that the law was aimed at a specific religion, and thus was
not a neutral law of the type needed to invoke the Smith decision.
That being the case, the municipal ordinances in question had to be
reviewed under the strict scrutiny standards of Yoder, and not
surprisingly, they did not pass muster.

F.

The Religious Freedom Restoration Act

Negative reaction to the Smith decision quickly prompted the
formation of a broad-based coalition that proposed passage of a
federal statute known as the Religious Freedom Restoration Act
("RFRA"). (107) The aim of this statute is essentially to undo the
damage done by the Smith decision. lt does not necessarily solve ali
potentially outstanding religious liberty issues. (The coalition covered
such a broad band of groups that many differed sharply about how
classical free exercise principies should apply in a variety of circumstances, but ali agreed that the compelling state interest/least restrictive alternative should be the standard courts should apply in
resolving outstanding disputes.
Passage of RFRA was delayed for a number of reasons. The most
significant was that the Roman Catholic Church opposed the bill,

(106) Church ofthe Lukumi Babalu Aye, !ne. v. Hialeah, 113 S. Ct. 2217 (1993).
(107) Pub. L. No. 103-141 (Nov. 16, 1993), 107 Stat. 1489, coditied at42 U.S.C.A -~§2000bb.
1988(b) and 5 U.S.C.A. §504(b)(l)(C) (Supp. 1994).
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primarily because of fears that it might inadvertently assist efforts to
create a free exercise-based abortion right. With the Supreme Court's
refusal to abandon the core precedent of Roe v. Wade (108) in 1992,
(109) however, the Catholics finally agreed to join in support of a
slightly modified bill. A subsequent hitch then emerged because
prison officials in a number of states worried that RFRA would create
unworkable problems for prison administrators. Proposed amendments
from this quarter were ultimately rejected. The legislation was passed
by Congress and signed by the President on November 16, 1993.
This legislation renews the broad protections afforded religious
liberty that have evolved over the course of this century. ( 11 O) This
evolution parallels the development of notions of religious liberty
under the European Convention. With the enactment of RFRA, the
United States and Europe again have solid protections for religious
liberty, which is in sorne senses thus both the newest and the oldest of
the internationally recognized human rights.

(108) 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
(109) Planned Parenthood ofSoutheastern Pennsylvania v. Casey, 112 S. Ct. 2791 (1992).
(110) The key provisions of RFRA read as follows:
(a) In General. - Govemment shall not substantially burden a person's exercise of
religion even if the burden results from a rule of general applicability, except as
provided in subsection (b).
(b) Exception. - Govemment may substantially burden a person's exercise of religion
only if it demonstrates that application of the burden to the person-( I) is in furtherance ofa compelling governmental interest; and
(2) is the least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmental
interest.
(c) Judicial Re!ief.--A person whose religious exercise has been burdened in violation
of this section may assert that violation as a claim or defense in a judicial
proceeding and obtain appropriate relief against a government. Standing to assert a
claim or defense under this section shall be govemed by the general rules of

standing under article 111 of the Constitution.
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, Pub. L. No. 103-141 (Nov. 16, 1993), § 3. RFRA also
provides that successful claimants may be awarded attomeys fees, id. at § 4, and that the reach of the
federal establishment clause in assuring separation of church and state is unaffected. Id. at § 7.

III.

TREATMENT OF "NEW RELIGIOUS MOYEMENTS"

During the last third of the twentieth century, as part of a more
general resurgence of religiosity in the United States, many new
religious movements ha ve experienced rapid growth. (111) Like other
divergent religions before them, the Unification Church, the International Society for Krishna Consciousness, Scientology, the Family,
and other such groups have rapidly become the targets of persecution
and ad verse social reaction. The treatment of such. groups provides a
useful vantage point for evaluating late twentieth century efforts to
grapple with the perennial problems of religious freedom. Moreover,
because this latest wave of new religious movements took root earlier
and has been the subject of more extensive evaluation in the United
States (112) than in Europe, description of American experience may

(111) David G. Bromley & Edward F. Breschel, General Population and lnstitutional Elite
Support for Social Control of' New Religious Movements: Evidence fi"om Nationa/ Survey Data. 1O
f3LtlA VIORAL SCIENCES ANO THL LAW 39, 40 (1992).
( 112) There is now an extensive literature addressing the subject of new religious movements
in the United States. Prominent anti-cult works include J. CLARK, M. LANGONE, R. SCHECTER & R.
[)ALY, DESTRUCTIVE CULT CONVL>RSION: THEORY, RESEARCH AND TREATMENT (1981); R. ENROTH,
YoUTll, BRAINWASHING ANO THL EXTREMIST CULTS (1977); Susan Landa, Children ,wd Cu/ts: A
Practica/ Guide, 29 J. Fam. L. 591, 593-96 (1991); T. PATRICK, LET OUR CHILDREN Go! (1976);
Rudin, The Cu/t Phenomenon: Fad or Fact?, 9 N. Y. U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change 17, 24-30 (1979-80);
!\.J. RUDIN & M. RUDIN, PRISON OR PARADISE: THE NEW RELIGIOUS CULTS (1980); c. STONER & J.
PARKE, ALL Goos CHILDREN: THE CuLT EXPERIENCE - SALVMJON OR SuvERY?(1977).
Works taking more neutral or sympathetic positions include: Douglas Aronin, Cults,
Deprogramming and Guardianship: A Model Legis/ative Propasa/, 17 Colum. J. L. & Soc. Probs.
163, 164-65 (1982); Dick Anthony, Religious Movements and Brainwashing Litigation: Eva/uating
Key Testimony, in IN Goos WE TRUST: NEW PATTERNS OF RELIGIOUS PLURALISM IN AMERICA
(Thomas Robbins and Dick Anthony, eds.) 295, 297 (2d rev. ed. 1990); David G. Bromley & Edward
F. Breschel, General Population and lnstitutiona/ Elite Support for Social Control of New Religious
Movements: Evidence fi-om Nationa/ Survey Data, 10 BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES AND THE LA W 39, 40
(1992); D. Bromley, A. Shupe, & J. Ventimiglia, Atrocity Tales, the Unification Church and the
Social Construction of' Evi/, 29 J. OF COMMUNICATION 42 (1979); Colloquium: Altemative
Religions, Government Regulation, and the First Amendment, 9 N.Y.U. REV. L. & Soc. CHANGE 1
( 1979-80). David Katz, Regulating Unpopular Religious Sects and Deprogrammers, 5 ÜLENDALE L.
REV. 115, 115 & n. 2 (1983); Frank MacHovec, Cults: Forensic and Therapeutic Aspects, 1O
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES AND THE LAW 31, 32 (1992); Note, High-Demand Sects: Disclosure
Legislation and the Free Exercise Clause, 15 NEW ENG. L. REV. 128 (1979); James R: P. Ogloff &
Jeffrey E. Pfeifer, Cu/ts and the Law: A Discussion of the Legality of Al/eged Cu/t Activities, 1O
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be particularly helpful given the European focus of the present
volume.
lt is fair to say that the general sense in the United States now is
that early reactions to such groups tended to reflect exaggerated fears.
While claims are legion, scientific research has yet to demonstrate a
direct causal link between participation in unconventional groups and
adverse impact on mental health. ( 113) One of the more detailed
studies dealt with 66 individuals who had left the Unification Church.
The study showed that 36% of these had serious emotional problems
after leaving, yet later most had recovered and continued to express
positive regard for the group they left. ( 114) Another study of 50
subjects showed no mental illness. (115) Review of the data supporting widely cited early claims of harm has suggested that the
claims were exaggerated and indeed that in many cases, membership
in unpopular religious groups is therapeutic. (116) Al! too often, the
question whether harm occurs is highly subjective, and in the difficult
field of psychological harm, it is often hard to establish that there was

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES ANO TflE LAW 117, 129 (1992). Craig J\ndrcws Parten, Whcn Courts Come

Knocking al thc Cu/t's Door: Religious Cults and thc First Amcndmcnt, 9 COMM/ENT 279, 287-90
(1987); Pfeffer, Equ,1/ Protection for Unpopular Sccts, 9 N.Y. U. REY.

OF

L. AND Soc. CllANGE 7,

1O ( 1979-80); James T. Richardson, Cult/Brainwashing C;iscs 1md Freedom of'Religion, 33 J. Church

& State 55 (1991 ); Thomas Robbins, New Religious Movcments on thc Frontier of Church and State,
in CULTS, CULTURE AND TllE LAW: PERSPECTIVES ON NEW RELIUIOUS MOYEMENTS 22 n.I (T.
Robbins, W. Shepherd, & J. McBride cds. 1985); Sage, Thc War on the Cults, 5 HUMAN BEHAVIOR
40, 43 (Oct. 1976); B. Van Driel & J. Richardson, Print Media Covcrage of New Re/igious

Movements: A Longitudinal Study, 38 J. COMMUNICATION 37 (1988); James E. Wood, Jr., New
Religions and the First Amendment, 24 J. Church & State 455, 457 (1982).
(113) John L. Young & Ezra E.H. Griffith, A Critica/ Evaluation of Coercive Persuasion as
Used in theAssessmehtofCults, 10 Behavioral Sciences and the Law 89, 98 (1992); G. W. Hartz &
H.C. Everett, Fundmnenta/ist Religion and lts Etrect on Mental Health, 28 J. Relig. and Health 207
(1989).
(114) M. Galanter, Unitication Church ("Moonie") Dropouts: Psychological Readjustment

Atfer Leaving a Charismatic Re/igious Group, 140 J\m. J. Psychiatry 984 ( 1983).
( 115) J. T. Ungerleider & D.K. Wellisch, Dcprogrnmming (invo/untary departure), Coercion,
and Cults, in Cults and New Religious Movements (M. Galanter, ed.)(Washington, D.C.: American
Psychiatric Ass'n, 1989).
(116) Young & Griffith, supra note, at 99, citing B.K. Kilbourne, The Conway and Siege/man
Claims against Religious Cu/ts: An Assessment of Their Data, 138 AM. J. OF PSYCHIATRY 925
( 1983).

not a rn.:disrosition for thc harm or a pre-existing condition prior to
in\"11lvcmcnt with a ncw rcligious movemcnt.
Not only thc likclihood of harm, but also the number of people
likcly to be affcctcd has becn overstated. In fact, new religious groups
tcnd to suffcr substantial membership attrition, and early estimates of
thc number of converts werc probably excessive. (117) More expcricncc has shown that the activities of these movements are not
arprcciably different in kind from those of more traditional religions,
rarticularly if one considers what the traditional religions were Iike at
comparable stages in their historica[ development.
In general, unpopular new religious movements are precisely
those that most need the protection of freedom of religion principies
against persecution from the dominant groups in society, and ungrounded fears should not be allowed to compromise sound principies
of religious freedom. To the extent there are genuine abuses, these are
sufficiently grave and society's interest in avoiding them is sufficiently
compelling that they can be addressed without difficulty using
existing legal remedies. ( 118)
Legal developments in the United States with respect to the
treatment of new religious movements have been discernible in four
major areas: (1) efforts to establish that new religious groups engaged
in forms of "coercive persuasion" or "brainwashing" that justified
denying them normal religious freedom protections; (2) efforts to
legitimate and legalize deprogramming efforts; (3) efforts to recover
punitive damages and damages for infliction of mental distress or
other harms; and (4) efforts to restrict proselytizing and solicitations
by new groups in a limited range of public settings.

( 1 17) Richardson. supra note, at 70 (noting high attrition rates and indicating that groups such
as Hare Krishna and the Unification Church each have no more than two or three thousand members
nationwide).

Early estimates, often used by anti-cult groups as a scare tactic, had calculated the

See, e.g., Richard Delgado,
Religious Totalism: Gentle and Ungentle Persuasion Under the First Amendmen~ 51 S. CAL. L.
REY l. 6 n.25 (1977)(up to 3,000,000 members in 200 to 1000 cults); Landa, supra note, at 591 n.l
number of adherents of new religious movements in the millions.

( 2.500 to 8,000 cults in the United States, with membership ranging from a few individuals to tens of
thousands ).
(118) Ogloff & Pfeifer, supra note, at 140.
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The effort to demonstrate that new religious movements engage in
"coercive persuasion" has been central to the strategy of anti-cult
groups in each of the other three areas of their legal endeavors.
Obviously, it is only if the new movements use persuasive techniques
that are fundamentally different than those used by "normal" religions
that they may be deprived of religious freedom protections. Establishing distinctive forms of coercive conduct is also vital for
establishing the causal links necessary to give rise to liability for
mental distress or other torts. Finally, it is only if new religious groups
are causing distinctive harms that they may be subjected to different
types of regulations than other groups.

A.

The Theory of Coercive Persuasion: Pseudo-Science
Masquerading as a Justification for Persecution

Two individuals have played a particularly central role in the
development of coercive persuasion theory as it applies to new .
religious movements. ( 119) The first is Margaret Singer, a psychologist who has attempted to apply findings drawn from studies of
communist brainwashing during the Korean War to religious contexts.
( 120) The secémd is Richard Delgado, a law professor who has
developed a series of creative arguments that suggest that Singer's
coercive persuasion findings can be used to justify a variety of anticult remedies. Essentially, Delgado's argument was that new religious
movements exploit "totalistic" environments combined with sleep and
food deprivation and other coercive persuasion techniques to induce
irrational, automaton-like conversions. (121) In effect, the convert is
made a slave of the group, in violation of constitutional constraints
proscribing involuntary servitude and more generally, in violation of

modero canons of respect for human autonomy. (122) By limiting the
amount potential converts know about the new religion before
subjecting them to the force of a totalistic environment, the movement
makes it impossible for the new recruit to give genuine informed
consent to the conversion-inducing conduct of the religious group and
to other psychological harms the group inflicts. (123) In light of the
foregoing, normal freedom of religion protections do not apply and
state action aimed at deprogramming coercively converted individuals
is appropriate. (124)
The integrated psychiatric/legal theory advanced by Singer and
Delgado became a central tenet of the anti-cult movement. (125)
Unfortunately, closer analysis has discredited the purportedly scientific foundations of the theory. The Singer model of coercive persuasion resembles most closely models presupposed by early popularized
versions of brainwashing: i.e., a model according to which coercive
pressures transform an individual into a kind of automaton instilled
with the beliefs of the oppressor. (126) A first major problem with
Singer's position is that the more credible researchers on mental
coercion have repudiated the view that externa! events can completely
overwhelm free will. (127) Even in situations where physical deprivation was so severe that approximately one-third of the POWs in
the environment died, studies have found that clarity of thought
processes was not diminished. (128) What typically happened in the
POW setting was not conversion (in the senses of inner attitudinal

(122) Richard Delgado, Religious Totalism as Slavery, 9 N.Y.U. REV. OF L. & SOC.
CHANGE 51 (1979-80).
(123) Richard Delgado, Cu/ts and Conversion: The Case tbr lntbrmed Consent, 16 GEORGIA
L. REV. 533 (1982).
(124) Richard Delgado, When Religious Exercise Is Not Free, 37 VANO. L. REV. 1071
(1984).

(119) Anthony, supra note, at 296-97.
(120) Singer is a clinical psychologist with a private practice who eams a substantial amount
from her work as an expert in cult cases. She has been an adjunct professor at the University of
California at Berkeley, but has never held a tenure track, or far that rnatter, a paid position at
Berkeley. Richardson, supra note, at 59 n.12.
(121) Delgado, supra note 117.

(125) Anthony, supra note, at 296.
(126) Anthony, supra note 112, at 300.
(127) See ROBERT J. LIFTON, THOUGHT REFORM AND THE PSYCHOLOGY OF TOTALISM 4 (1961);
EDGAR H. SCHEIN, COERC!VE PERSllAS!ON 18 (1961).
(128) Dick Anthony & Thomas Robbins, Law, Social Science and the "Brainwashing" Exception to the First Amendment. 1O Behavioral Sciences and the Law 5, 17 ( 1992).
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change) but collaborative behavior; (129) to the extent attitudinal
change also occurred, it could generally be accounted for by other
predisposing factors. (130)
An even deeper problem with Singer's research is that she
attempts to extrapolate from situations of intense physical coercion to
situations lacking that critical factor. For the more authoritative
experts it was precisely the combination of incarceration and physical
mistreatment that differentiated communist coercive persuasion from
other forros of social influence. ( 131) Without this dividing line, it
was virtually impossible to distinguish coercive persuasion from
typical situations such as those encountered in college fratemities,
Catholic orders, self-help organizations such as Alcoholics Anonymous, mainstream religious denominations, psychoanalytic training
institutions, and conventional child-rearing practices. (132) Singer
simply asserts that techniques involving the manipulation of friendship and affection can be quite as effective in brainwashing people,
but she has no empirical suport for this position. (13 3) In light of the
foregoing, it is not surprising that groups such as the American
Psychological Association have gone on record in opposition to the
Singer theory. (134) Indeed, her theory could have significant untoward repercussions if invoked as a ground for diminished capacity,
insanity, or duress in criminal defense situations. (135)
In short, the core empirical foundation of the Singer/Delgado
theory tums out to be pseudo-science--a sophisticated but ultimately
failed effort to legitimate religious prejudice by dressing it in scientific garb. An empirical study suggests that the factors Delgado and
Singer use to distinguish cult persuasion from other social settings are
viewed negatively only when a cult is involved, as opposed to the
situation when influence is exercised in the military or a traditional

seminary setting. ( 136) Moreover, careful analysis of Delgado's argumentation suggests that it justifies overriding traditional freedom of
religion protections only in the very unlikely situations where coercive
pressures are so overwhelming that they totally deprive the individual
of any volitional input into life choices. (137) Accordingly, the activities of new religious movements do not have features that warrant,
depriving them of normal religious freedom protections.

B.

Deprogramming: An Unwarranted Intrusion on Religious
Freedom

"Deprogramming" efforts in sorne form are probably as old as
religious disagreements between parents and children. One of the
earliest recorded efforts (one that failed) involved St. Thomas
Aquinas, whose upper class parents were distressed when their fourteen-year-old son decided to join the lower class Dominican Order.
Thomas was kidnaped from the Order by his brothers and kept a
prisoner for about a year, until his parents finally relented and allowed
him to remain true to his commitment to the Dominicans. (13 8)
Similar efforts have proliferated in recent years in response to the
emergence of new religious movements. The American Civil Liberties
Union estimated that by the late l 970s, five to ten deprogrammings
were occurring each week. (139)
The typical scenario involves parents who are unalterably opposed to the conversion of their child (often a young adult) to a new
group. Either on their own or with the assistance of a professional
deprogrammer, they forcibly abduct the child from the group, and

(136) See Ogloff & Pfeifer, supra note 112, at 135.
(137) Robert N. Shapiro, Of'Robots, Persons, and the Protection of'Religious Belief's, 56 S.
(129) Anthony, supra note, at 310.
(130) See Anthony & Robbins, supra note, at 16-17.
(131) Anthony, supra note 112, at 304.
(132) Id. at 305-306.
(133) Richardson, supra note 112, at 61, 69.
(134) Anthony, supra note 112, at 322-324.
(135) See Anthony & Robbins, supra note 128, at 20-21.

Cal. L. Rev. 1277, 1300-1302 (1983). Shapiro concludes that there are robot situations where
deprogramming may be justified, but such cases have "not materialized in any setting other than a
science fiction movie." Id. at 1302.
(138) FREDERICK COPLESTON, A HISTOR\' OF PHILOSOPHY 20 (Vol. 11, Part 11, lmage Books
ed. 1962) ..
(139)

u.s. NEWS &

WORLD REPORT 44 (March 27. 1978).
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then imprison and sequester the child with someone who will
aggressively challenge the newly adopted beliefs. ( 140) Ironically, the
deprogrammers typically use techniques substantially more coercive
than the cult techniques that supposedly justify their intervention.
(141)
The parental conduct involved is at least formally violative of
.kidnaping statutes and laws proscribing conspiracy to violate civil
rights. (142) In an effort to legitimize deprogramming conduct, two
legal approaches have been pursued, for the most part unsuccessfully.
The first involves invoking conservatorship or guardianship statutes
that allow parents to obtain legal custody over their cultist children.
While a number of states have countenanced the use of such procedures to facilitate parental deprogramming efforts in the pa~t, (143)
the California Court of Appeals decision in Katz v. Superior Court
( 144) helped to quell increasing resort to this technique at a fairly
early stage. ( 145) The Katz court held that the statutory provisions
that authorized imposition of a conservatorship were impermissibly
vague; ( 146) that even under the most favorable interpretation of the
evidence of coerced persuasion, the applicable law would not authorize creation of a conservatorship, (147) and that granting a conservatorship would be violative of freedom of religion principies.
( 148) In denying .the imposition of a conservatorship, the court declared: "To do less is to license kidnaping for the purpose of thought
control". (149) In general, sound principies of respect for religious
liberty have led as a practical matter to rejection of the conservator-

ship approach. (150)
A second approach to legitimizing deprogramming conduct
involves developing defenses to lawsuits brought by deprogramming
subjects against those who attempted to deprogram them. In sorne
cases, a claim of necessity has been upheld as a defense against
criminal kidnaping charges, ( 151) but not all jurisdictions have
accepted this theory. (152) Consent, even if given retroactively, has
also been used as a basis for insulating deprogramming conduct from
liability. In Peterson v. Sorlien, (153) the Minnesota Supreme Court
held that a 21-year-old woman could not prevail on a false imprisonment claim brought against her deprogrammers, because after
three days of coerced confinement, she ceased objecting to deprogramming efforts. This consent was held to retroactively negate
false imprisonment, even though the woman ultimately rejected the
deprogramming and returned to her religious group. The availability
of a consent defense turns, of course, on whether there is ever a point
at which consent occurs, which is likely to be the case only if the
deprogramming is successful.
Deprogramming efforts have fallen into disrepute, primarily
because of the serious violations of human rights they typically entail.
The fact that defenses for deprogrammers have proven uncertain and
unreliable is a corollary of the fundamental illegitimacy of deprogramming conduct in most settings.

C.

(140) See Douglas H. Cook, Tort Liability for Cult Deprogramming: Peterson v. Sorlien. 43
Ohio St. L.J. 465, 469 (1982).
(141) See Katz, supra note, at 125.
( 142) Parton, supra note 112, at 287-90; Cook, supra note 140, at 4 70-71.
(143) Id. at 290-92; Aronin, supra note 112, at 165-66.
(144) 73 Cal. App. 3d 985, 141 Cal. Rptr. 234 (1977).
(145) Richardson, supra note 112, at 56 n.3.
(146) 73 Cal. App. 3d at 971, 141 Cal. Rptr. at 245.
(147) Id. at 959, 983, 141 Cal. Rptr. at 237, 253.
(148) Id. at 983-989. 74 Cal. Rptr. 253-56.
(149) Id. at 983, 74 Cal. Rptr. at 253.

The Pursuit of Damage Claims Against New Religious
Movements
In recent years, litigation efforts targeting new religious move-

(150) See, e.g., Colombrito v. Kelly, 764 F.2d 122, 131 (2d Cir. 1985) (even if Unification
Church's conversion methods were unlawful, this would not justify the use of custody technique in an
effort to legitimize abduction, unlawful restraint, assault and enforced behavior modification to
counterconvert).
(151) United States v. Patrick, 532 F.2d 142 (9th Cir. 1976).
(152) People v. Patrick, 541P.2d320 (Colo. Ct. Ap. 1975).
(153) 299 N.W.2d 123 (Minn. 1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 1031 (1981).
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ments have shifted to claims for ordinary and pumtlve damages
against religious groups. In part, such litigation can be seen as part of
the more general proliferation of "clergy malpractice" actions, except
that as against the newer groups, there is in effect a charge that the
very structure of religious life in the new communities can be a source
of harm for which recovery is available. Typical actions are brought
by disaffécted group members seeking to recover for harms (typically
mental suffering) inflicted while they were actively involved in the
religious organization they are now suing.

Molko v. Holy Spirit Association far the"'Unification of World
Christianity, ( 154) for example, involved claims by two disaffected
members of the Unification Church for fraud and deceit and for
intentional infliction of emotional distress. The key issue in the case
was whether the "reliance" element of fraud had been met. The court
held that because the church did not disclose its identity in the process
of recruiting the plaintiffs, and because subsequent coercive persuasion or brainwashing may have impaired their ability to react when
they learned the true identity of the church, there was a material
factual dispute as to whether they justifiably relied on the initial
deception in deciding whether to join the church. Because the case
was before the court on motions for summary judgment, this was
sufficient to require that the case be remanded for tria!. Having
concluded that the facts might turn out to justify liability for fraud, the
court then went on to hold that the same deceptive nondisclosure of
the church's identy might also be found at tria! to meet the outrageous
conduct requirement necessary to establish a claim for intentional
infliction of emotional distress.
While the Molko case leaves open the possibility that new
religious groups may have to go to trial to resolve factual questions
associated with fraud and emotional distress, however, the court was
careful to make it clear that any resultant liability would at most
involve burdening religiously motivated efforts to recruit new

mcmhcrs hy dcccptive means. ( 155) The state's compelling state
intcrcst in dctcrring fraudulent conduct was held to be sufficient to
ovcrcomc that minimal burden on (rather suspect) religious conduct.
Bccausc of the narrowness of its holding and the care with which it
analyzcd potcntial religious liberty issues, the case can scarcely be
rcad as a general indictment of the practices of new religious
movements or as an indicator that coercive persuasion theory can be
easily invoked to support more traditional false imprisonment or
emotional distress claims.
A second case, George v. lntemational Society far Krishna
Consciousness of California ("ISKCON"), ( 156) has been more
troubling for new groups. That case involved a claim by a former
Hare Krishna and her mother against various ISKCON entities and
leaders for false imprisonment (daughter only), intentional infliction
of emotional distress (mother and daughter), libe! (mother and
daughter), and wrongful death of the former Hare Krishna's father
(daughter only). The facts of the case are complex, but essentially, the
claim is that even though the daughter (a fifteen-year-old at the time)
voluntarily joined ISKCON and cooperated with ISKCON leaders in
hiding from her parents at various locations in North America, she
was falsely imprisoned by the group. The argument for this claim was
that while the normal physical restraints required for false imprisonment were lacking, liability could nonetheless be found, either
because the group had deprived her of the resources to retum home,
or because her status as a minor vitiated her consent to all her
interactions with ISKCON, or because she was the victim of
Singer/Delgado coercive persuasion. Further, both the mother and the
daughter claimed that ISKCON had intentionally inflicted emotional
distress. The daughter's distress allegedly flowed from living a slavelike existence in a totalistic environment established by ISKCON
leaders; the mother's distress resulted from the conduct of those

( 155) 46 Cal.3d 1092, 1116, 762 P.2d at 59, 252 Cal. Rptr. at 135.

(154) 46 Cal. 3d 1092, 762 P.2d 46, 252 Cal. Rptr. 122 (1988), cert. denied, 490 U.S. 1084
(1989).

(156) 213 Cal. App. 3d 729, 262 Cal. Rptr. 217 (1989) [George I], cert. granted andjudgment
vacated, 499 U.S. 914 (1991), moditied on remand, 3 Cal. App. 4th 52, 4 Cal. Rptr:·2d 473
(l 992)[George 11].
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leaders in feigning cooperation in finding the daughter while in fact
helping the daughter to remain hidden from her parents. The libel
claims arase from a document issued by ISKCON when it became
clear that thc daughter was going to defect. Finally, the wrongful
death action was predicated on the claim that the life of the Hare
K.rishna's father was shortened because of the stress and anxiety of
trying to find the missing daughter.
Following tria!, the jury initially rendered a verdict in against
ISKCON that totaled over $32,000,000, including compensatory
damages of $1,837,500 and $1,510,000 for the daughter and the
mother respectively, and the balance in punitive damages divided
between them. Following the tria! court's conditional granting of a
motion for new tria!, the Georges accepted a remittitur that reduced
the mother's compensatory award on the emotional distress claim to
$400,000 and the punitive awards to $5,000,000 on the daughter's
false imprisonment claim, $2,000,000 for emotional distress, and
$500,000 for libe!.
On appeal, the California Court of Appeals concluded that
ISKCON's conduct gave rise to tort liability against the mother but not
against the daughter. Essentially, the court's rationale was that the girl
was sufficiently mature to have joined the group on her own, and imposing tort liability for ISKCON's use of "dietary restrictions, methods
of worship, and communal living arrangements and schedules" would
be "inimical to the free exercise of religious liberty". (157) However,
ISKCON's conduct in lying to her parents and facilitating the
daughter's hiding was sufficiently outrageous to support the mother's
intentional infliction claim. As to the libel claim, the court concluded
that the statements about the daughter were qualified in a manner that
avoided liability, but the statements about the mother, which in effect
called her a child beater, were · sufficient to support liability. The
daughter's wrongful death action was sustained because whatever level
of collaboration she may have had with ISKCON leaders in hiding
from her parents, it was the conduct of those leaders which was found

( 157) 4 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 494.

by the jury to have shortened the father's life, and the daughter was
entitled to compensation for the loss.
The majar concem in the case was the award of punitive
damages. From ISKCON's perspective, this award was "plainly
intended as a death blow to the entire religion". (158) In arder to pay
the judgment plus accrued interest, ISKCON would have been forced
to sell substantially ali of its United States assets, thereby sharply
restricting its activities and possibly even being forced to shut down
its operations in the country. (159) If allowed to stand, the George
decision would stand as. a precedent for the proposition that a lawsuit
by one disgruntled former member of a church should be allowed to
hobble and possibly destroy the operations of the target religious
organization throughout the United States. The case was appealed to
the Supreme Court and remanded without opinion for further consideration in light of post-appeal case law on addressing the punitive
damage issue. On remand, the California Court of Appeals held that
the mother's compensatory awards for emotional distress and libe!
were sound, and that the only issues requiring retrial were "the
amount of punitive damages necessary to punish and deter defendants
without financially destroying them", (160) and to this end, an
assessment of the "reprehensibility of defendants' conduct". ( 161) This
requirement would appear to proscribe punitive awards of the
magnitude originally handed down in George, but even so, a small
number of lawsuits against ISKCON by former members may be
sufficient to cripple the entire movement. (162) Most new religious
movements are facing substantial numbers of lawsuits by disaffected
members.
Substantial questions remain about whether liability structures
(particularly punitive damage rules) that allow religious movements to

(158) George v. ISKCON ofCalifornia, 262 Cal. Rptr. 217, 256 (Cal. App. 1989), cert.
(159) Richardson, supra note, at 68.
(160) 4 Cal. Rptr. at 518.
(161) Id.
( 162) Following the new opinion rejecting the original punitive dama ge award, the case settled.
The terms of the settlement are confidential and it is not possible to ascertain whether the risk of
punitive damages was taken into account in arriving at the final settlement.
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be held hostage by embittered forrner members can be squared with
principies of religious freedom. Significantly, the George decision
excised from the damage award any liability that could have arisen
from normal religious interaction of a religious organization and its
adherents. As a result, ali liability to the daughter (the former
adherent) was denied. In that respect, the final opinion in the case can
be read as being sensitive to religious freedom concems.

D.

Limiting Constraints on Proselytizing and Solicitations

The right to engage in m1ss10nary evangelism has long been
recognized as a central aspect of constitutionally protected religious
liberty in the United States. (163) The Supreme Court has noted, for
example, that "[t]he hand distribution of religious tracts is an age-old
forrn of missionary evangelism" and that "[t]his form of religious
activity occupies the same high estate under the First Amendment as
do worship in the churches and preaching from the pulpits". (164) Not
only is the activity itself protected, but licensing schemes which
would tax the right to engage in proselytizing activities or confer
discretion on local officials that would perrnit arbitrary obstructíon of
relígious actívities have been struck down as impermissible constraints
on freedom of relígion and freedom of speech. (165)
In the 1980's, in direct response to sorne of the evangelizing
efforts of new religious ~ovements, two new strategíes emerged. The
first was an effort to impose more burdensome registration and disclosure obligations on new religious movements than on more
conventional religious groups. The state of Minnesota, for example,
had a charitable solicitations act that was designed to protect the
contributing public and charitable beneficiaries against fraudulent
practices. As originally enacted in the l 960s, ali religious organiza-

tions were exempted from the act. (This accorded with federal practice
and practice in most states. Reporting and disclosure requirements that
may be appropriate for secular charities have long been thought to .
involve constitutionally questionable burdens on religious organizations and to lead to inappropriate church-state entanglement.) In 1978,
the Minnesota Legislature amended the solicitations act to provide
that only those religious organizations would be exempt that received
more than half of their total contributions from members or affiliated
organizations. This new legislation was neutral on its face, but it in
fact targeted new religious movements that are more heavily d.ependent on solicitations than religious organizations with established
donor bases. In Larson v. Valen te, ( 166) the Supreme Court held that
even assuming the state's interest in avoiding fraud was compelling,
the statute was unconstitutional, because it was not "closely fitted" to
furthering that interest, and the inherent discriminatory treatment of
newer religious groups accordingly could not withstand constitutional
scrutiny.
A second strategy has been to impose regulations that restrict
solicitation and proselytizing efforts of new religious groups in certain
public settings well-suited for making individual contacts such as fair
grounds or airports. Analysis of these cases aimed at curtailing proselyting rights in those areas has tumed more on arcane questions of
free speech doctrine than on traditional religious freedom analysis.
Without going into detail, the Supreme Court has been willing to
sustain coptent-neutral "time, place and manner" restrictions. For
example, the Court has sustained a regulation that restricted the right
to sell or distribute any literature on state fair grounds except pursuant
to a license to do so at a particular booth or location. ( 167) Vital to
this decision was the genuine neutrality and lack of arbitrariness in the
administration of the regulations as between the Hare Krishnas who
challenged them and other individuals or groups who desired to
communicate with fair-goers.
More recently, the Court has analyzed regulations dealing with

(163) See, e.g., Murdock v. Pennsylvania. 319 U.S. 105 (1943)(affirming evangelizing rights
of Jehovahs Witnesses).
(164) Id. at 108-09.
(165) Id. at 109-17.

(166) 456

u.s. 228 (1982).

(167) Heffron v. lnternational Society for K.rishna Consciousness. lnc., 452 U.S. 649_( 1981 ).
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distribution of literature and solicitation of funds in public airports.
(168) The case tums on complex "public forum" analysis. The basic
idea behind this analysis is that the extent of permissible contentneutral regulation of expressive conduct on govemment property depends on the nature of the property or "forum" in question. Regulation
of speech on public property that has traditionally been available for
public expression or that has been designated as a public forum must
survive "strict scrutiny" (i.e., the regulation must be narrowly drawn
to achieve a compelling state interest.) Other govemment property
does not constitute a public forum, and there, regulation need only
withstand review that analyzes the reasonableness of the regulation.
Applying this analysis, the Court held that a public airport is not a
public forum, and therefore, the challenged regulation need only
withstand a "reasonableness" test. Five justices (a majority of the
Court) held that solicitation regulations were reasonable, but there was
not majority support for sustaining the regulation restricting distribution of literature. ( 169) Thus, the right to distribute religious literature
in airports remains, but right to solicit funds in the process may be
regulated. At a minimum, it is fair to say that the Supreme Court has
yet to achieve a principled solution in this area that is at once elegant
and persuasive.

IV.

DEFINJTION OF RELIGION

A threshold question that every legal system must face is the
question of how the notion of "religion" is to be defined. (170) This
tenn, its derivatives ("religious," "religiously," etc.) and related tenns
("church," "conscience," etc.) appear more than 17,000 times in

(168) Intemational Society of Krishna Consciousness, !ne. v. Lee, 112 S.Ct. 2701, 2709 &
2711 (1992).
(169) Intemational Society for Krishna Consciousness, Inc.·v. Lee, 112 S.Ct. 2711, 2712-15
(1992)(0'Connor, J., concurring in par!).
(170) See Val D. Ricks, To God God's, to Caesar Caesar's, and to Both the Defining of
Religion, 26 CREIGHTON L. REY. 1053 (1993); W. Cole Durham, Jr., Religious Liberty and the Cal/

ofthe Conscience, 42 DEPAUL L. REY. 71, 82-85 (1992).

federal and state statutes within the United States. This count does not
include occurrences of such terms in municipal ordinances and
administrative regulations, and it also does not include matched
opposing concepts such as "secular." Leaving aside the quantitative
dimensions of the problem, it is clear that any system that affords
recognition to religious freedom as a basic human right will
necessarily have to grapple with the problem of defining the range of
human activities that are covered by the term and are therefore eligible
to lay claim to religious freedom rights.
There is an extensive literature on this problem in the United
States. What makes the problem so difficult is that there is strong
consensus that the constitutional ban on "establishment of religion"
implies that it is impermissible for the state to favor sorne forms of
religion over others by manipulating the definition of religion. Thus,
efforts to limit "religion" to "known religions" (particularly when a
dominant religion has the right to determine or at least influence the
decision as to whether other religions are "known" or not), or to
religions that are historically rooted and have a stable membership, are
transparently illegitimate. (171) Definitions of this type obviously
favor established religions over new religious movements. Of course,
the fact that a religious denomination is widely known or that it has a
long history helps to establish its bona fides as a religion. But these
are sufficient rather than necessary conditions for classifying a
movement or belief system as a religion. This type of definition would
have disqualified ali the great world religions at sorne point
sufficiently early in their histories. For this reason, the Supreme Court

(171) The Human Rights Committee established pursuant to the lntemational Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights, has been quite clear about this in its official interpretation of the
religious freedom provision of the Covenant (Article 18). According to the Committee, the
terrns belief and religion are to be broadly construed. Article 18 is not limited in its application
to traditional religions or to religions and beliefs with institutional characteristics or practices
analogous to those of traditional religions. The Committee therefore Yiews with concern any
tendency to discriminate against any religion or belief for any reasons, including the fact that
they are newly established, or represen! religious minorities that may be the subject of hostility
by a predominan! religious community.
See Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 22( 48) Conceming Article 18
(CCPR/C/21/Rev.l/Add. 4, 27 September 1993).
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of the United States has held that new or unconventional beliefs, or
even beliefs adhered to by only a single person, deserve protection as
religious beliefs. (172)
This is not the place to provide a comprehensive account of the
array of theories that have been developed in the United States to deal
with this problem. l can only identify sorne of the major positions. An
early view suggested that the term "religion" be limited to belief
systems that included belief in a supreme being. But this view was
ultimately invalidated because it obviously discriminated against nontheistic religions. (173) A somewhat broader view suggests that religious beliefs can be identified because they invariably involve
references to beings or aspects of existence that go beyond normal
notions of space and time. They refer to a transcendental realm,
notions of existence beyond this life, and in general involve beliefs
that certain actions may ha ve extra-temporal consequences. (174)
Here again, however, the proposed definition contains an inherent bias
toward traditional religions of transcendence. Still another view seeks
to limit religion to belief systems identified with definitive texts such
as the Bible or the Koran. ( 175) This would be broad enough to
include religions that have only oral traditions, but could exclude
religions that are not tied to definitive texts, such as many Native
American religions. A still broader notion is that religion extends to
any set of beliefs about "ultimate concerns". ( 176) This approach may
err on the side of over-inclusion, since it is not capable of distinguishing "religious" from political or philosophical beliefs.
What ali the foregoing views have in common is an assumption
that it is fundamentally the role of the state to define religion. An

(172) Frazee v. lllinois Dept. of Employment Security, 489 U.S. 829 (1989).
(173) See, e.g., Torease v. Watkins, 367 U.S. 488 (1961)(Government may not "impose
rcquirements which aid ali relig·ions as against non-believers, [nor can it] aid those religions based
u pon a belief in the existcnce of Godas against those religions founded on different beliefs.")
(174) Jesse H. Choper, Defining "Religion" in the First Amendment, 1982 U. ILL. L. REY.

altcrnativc view would be simply to defer to the views of individuals
or groups who claim that their views are religious. That is, if a group
or individual claimed that a particular belief was religious, the state
would be prohibited from claiming the contrary. lf pushed to
extremes, such a view would be unworkable, since this would allow
the cloak of religion to be invoked to shield ali manner of nefarious
activities.
A more rcstricted version of this approach, however, may
represent the preferred solution. ( 177) That is, the state is obligated to
respect sincere and bona fide claims. The state's obligation not to
prefer one form of religion to another and to respect the religious
freedom of individuals and groups creates an obligation to give broad
deference to the claims of individuals or groups that their beliefsystems are religious. This presumption is subject to rebuttal only
when there is strong evidence that the belief is not sincere] y held or is
merely a ruse designed primarily to immunize the purported believer
from otherwise applicable legal obligations, or entails conduct grossly
violative of human rights.
This appro~ch affords broad latitude to the rights of religious
believers to define religion in accordance with their own religious
beliefs. And yet it is not as excessively broad as might at first be
thought. As a practica! matter, relatively few people make claims to
have non-traditional religious beliefs. Social pressures alone, br taken
together with the hold of existing religious beliefs, are sufficient to
substantially curtail this risk. Many groups may reject the !abe!
"religious" on philosophical or ideological grounds. Arguably, for
example, Marxism is a world view that fulfills in the lives of its
believers the functions of traditional religion. But Marxists themselves
are typically loathe to characterize themselves as adherents of a
religion.
In many cases, groups may prefer to have their activities
perceived as being política! or secular in nature - among other things
because they want to avoid alienating adherents of particular religious

579.
(175) GEORUE FLETC:HER, LOYALTY: J\N ESSAY ÓN THE MORALITY OF RELATIONSHIPS 89-100
( 1993).
(176) See Note, Toward a Constitutiom1/ Dctinition of Re/igion, 91 HARV. L. REY. 1056
( 1978).

( 177) See Ricks, supra: Durham. supra, note 170, at 82-85.
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traditions, or because they may believe their views will be more
credible íf they take a secular forro.
As a practica! matter, the range of situations in which the
definition of relígion turns out to be a real problem is relatively
limited. In American law, they tend to arise in connection with taxsham churches, drug churches, feigned conscientious objection, and
Satan worship.
These cases can all be dealt with adequately under the deferential
approach I advocate, taking into account the caveats for insincere
professions of belief that are used merely as a ruse to evade legal
obligations, or that entail conduct grossly violative of human rights.
Tax authorities are quite adept at identifying churches formed
primarily for the purposes of evading taxes. (178) Similarly, courts
have had no difficulty distinguishing religions that make bona fide use
of drugs (e.g., peyote in the Native American Church) (179) from
marijuana users who cynically organized a religion around their
marijuana use. (180) Officials administering conscription statutes have
relatively little difficulty identifying feigned believers (and particularly when altemative service is required, relatively little is lost by erring
on the side of respecting conscience). Finally, worship that involves
physical injuries to human beings can be dealt with either as gross
violations of human rights or as a religious liberty right outweighed
by legitimate and compelling state interests. (That is, even if Satan
worship is a religion with free exercise rights, this does not put
unbounded liberty in the hands of Satan worshippers.)
The presumed deference approach to the definition of religion
may appear to be adequate in systems which use the definition of
religion to exclude certain groups from eligibility for public benefits

(178) See, e.g., United States v. Ebner, 782 F.2d 1120 (2d Cir. 1986); United States v. Daly,
756 F.2d 1076 (5th Cir. 1985); Ecclesiastical Order of The lsm of Am v. Commissioner, 80 T.C. 833
(1983), affü, 740 F.2d 967 (6th Cir. 1984), cert. denied471 U.S. 1015 (1985).
(179) See, e.g., People v. Woody 394 P.2d 813 (1964).
(180) See, e.g., United States v. Kuch, 288 F.Supp. 439 (D.D.C. 1968); Hemdon v. United
States, 405 F.2d 882 (lst Cir. 1968); see a/so Employment Division v. Smith, 494 U.S. at 917-19
(1990)(Blackmun, J., dissenting) (pointing out that establishment clause defenses to drug convictions
have never been successful except in peyote cases).

even though these groups genuinely view themselves as religions and
are not engaged in fraudulent behavior or other conduct grossly
violative ofhurrian rights. For example, the attempt in Hungary during
the summer of 1993 to de-register all but the traditional churches was
motivated at least in part by worries that the state would be obligated
to fund sorne of the new religious movements such as the Unification
Church or Krishna Consciousness. Difficulties in this area appear to
be not so much problems with the definition of religion as discomfort
with or discrimination against sorne types of religion.
In general, experience in the United States is that broad definitions of religion do not lead to significant problems, but on the
contrary, do much to reinforce the sense that divergent religious
groups are being treated fairly.

V.

LEGAL STRUCTURES

A VAILABLE TO RELIGIOUS ORGANIZA TIONS

The legal structures . available to religíous organizations for
organizing their worldly affairs are creatures of state law in the United
States. This means that there are over fifty separate jurisdictions with
rules goveming the creation of legal entities for religious organizations. These cannot be discussed in detail here. A description of the
major types of statutory regimes and certain broad features of the
American approach will have to suffice.
A group of believers in the United States that has taken no action
of any kind to acquire entity status is automatically treated as a
voluntary association govemed by common law rules. This is seldom
an attractive way for a religious body to hold property or to organize
its affairs, however, since there are too many uncertainties about
whose consent needs to be obtained and what processes should be
used to make effective legal acts such as transferring title to property,
changing officers, and so forth.
In order to reduce such uncertainties, churches often hold church
property in trusts. Use of the trust device was very common prior to
the twentieth century and is still frequently encountered. All states,
with the possible exception of Louisiana, allow church property to be
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held in this manner. A trust can be created by will or by the action of
one or more prívate parties, without any recourse to the state for initial
approval. lf there are disputes about administration of a trust, these
issues may be taken to court, but courts may not resolve such issues
by referring to religious doctrines. (181) In the absence of such
disputes, no state involvement of any kind is necessary for use of the
trust structure.
Over the course of the twentieth century, it has become much
more common for religious organizations to incorporate. (182)
Broadly speaking, there are three types of statutes governing incorporation of religious organizations. One approach, most clearly
evidenced by New York, is to provide separate incorporation statutes
for different religious traditions, with the statute tailored to meet
specific needs or concems of different traditions. (183) Where this
approach is used, there is always a "catch-all" provision that can be
used by any religious organization not covered by a denominationspecific statute (184) This approach has not been widely followed-primarily because of worries the religions afforded special statutory
coverage might be perceived as receiving special treatment.
A second broad approach is simply to treat religious organizations
as a form of not-for-profit corporation and to allow them to incorporate under cónventional not-for-profit corporation acts. (185)
This avoids any possible perception of favored treatment, not only
among religions, but also vis-a-vis other not-for-profit organizations.
A difficulty with this approach, however, is that states often wish to
regulate secular not-for-profits in ~ays that are either inappropriate
for religious liberty reasons orare otherwise unnecessary.
A third approach, signaled by a religious corporation act adopted

(181) Thus, in Presbyterian Church v. Hui! Church, 393 U.S. 40 (1969), the Supreme Court
held that a state court could not apply a departure-from-doctrine test to determine whether church
property should be vested in a national or a local church under a trust.
(182) See Dallin H. Oaks, Trust Doctrines in Church Controversies. 1981 B.Y.U. L. Rev. 805,

by California in the early l 980s, has been to subdivide a state's
general not-for-profit law and to provide distinctive provisions for
religious corporations that afford them greater deference and protection out of respect for religious liberty principies. ( 186) This
approach has been followed in the Model Non-Profit Corporation Act,
( 187) and is likely to be followed by many jurisdictions addressing
the issue in the future.
·
One of the most significant aspects of incorporation under any of
these approaches is the ease with which corporate status may be
obtained in the United States. Typically, ali that is necessary to obtain
corporate status is to file articles of incorporation which meet the
formal requirements of the pertinent corporation law. After paying a
modest filing fee (typically $50 to $ l 00) to the state office that
registers corporations, state personnel confirm that no other organization is currently using the name proposed in the articles, verify that
the various provisions of the articles are consistent with state law,
enter the organization in state indexes for future reference, and
approve the articles. This entire initial establishment process is
essentially ministerial and capable of being completed (on the state
side) within an hour or two at most. Approval of such articles is
routine, and involves no significant review of an organization's activities. Any effort to do so at the time of initial incorporation would be
regarded as being analogous to impermissible advance censorship.
Regulation of abuses occurs not at the point of acquisition of
juristic personality, but only after abuses have actually occurred. The
primary sanction for abuse is loss of tax exempt status. Only in the
rarest cases would a religious corporation be dissolved. American
experience is that this approach provides completely adequate safeguards while maximizing religious liberty.
This kind of accessibility to juristic personality is· what is
intended by Principie 16c of the Vienna Concluding Document in the
Helsinki Process, which requires that States "grant upon their request
to communities of believers, practicing or prepared to practice their

850-58 (discussing the emergence of charitable corporations in the United States).
(183) N.Y. RELIG. CORP. LAW §§ 1-437 (McKinney 1990 & Supp. 1994).
(184) Id. at §§ 190-211.
_(185) See, e.g., lND. CODE §§ 23-17-1-1 to -11-9 (Supp. 1993)

(186) CAL. CORP. CooE §§ 9110-9690 (Deering 1979 & Supp. 1993).
(187) ABA MODEL NON-PROFIT CORPORA TION ACT (1964)(Revised 1987).
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faith within the constitutional framework of their states, recognition of
the status provided for them in their respective countries". ( 188) At a
mínimum, if the spirit of Principie l 6c is to be respected, it is important that recognition procedures should not constitute a bureaucratic obstacle and the procedures should be flexible enough to
accommodate organizational differences of differing denominations.
Articles of incorporation may, of course, contain more detailed
provisions if the organization in question so desires. To secure tax
exempt treatment, for example, the articles of incorporation will
generally contain a provision indicating that the organization has
exclusively religious or charitable purposes and that its assets will be
devoted exclusively to these purposes. The articles will indicate the
names of initial officers, but need not necessarily provide details of
actual organization of the religious organization. (These may be
described in bylaws that do not need to be submitted for state review.)
The articles must specify a registered agent who can accept service of
process and other official communications on behalf of the corporation. Articles of religious organizations typically provide that the life
of the corporation will be perpetual. They also specify how the articles
may be amended. Beyond these skeletal provisions, nothing else is
required. The entire process of registration can be accomplished in a
·
matter of days.
Against this background, small religious organizations find
typical registration requirements in many parts of Europe very burdensome - most notably in sorne of the emerging regimes of Eastern
Europe. There is often a tendency to view the moment of registration
as an important regulatory juncture. Religious organizations are exposed to substantial state inquiry into their beliefs, programs, ecclesiastical structure, history, membership, operating practices, and so
forth. Sorne countries impose or seek to impose significant restrictions
at this po.int.
Even without substantive restrictions on religious organizations
(which are inevitably restrictions on religious and speech activity),
registration requirements that go beyond those in the United States do

{188) Vienna Concluding Document, supra note 6.

in fact impose burdens on religious organizations, if only temporarily.
Many European systems, by requiring substantive state review of .
proposed articles or "statutes," significantly lengthen the time required
to obtain legal entity status. This is particularly true where a judicial
decision is required before juristic personality is acquired. This delay
itself may constitute a significant if temporary violation of the
religious liberty rights of smaller groups. Until juristic personality is
attained, it may be difficult to lease or acquire facilities for holding
worship services, or at a mínimum, worship services are forced to be
held under much less favorable circumstances. Moreover, until registration is completed, religious organizations are faced with substantial uncertainties as to whether they can move forward with their
ful! religious programs. They may also be unable to obtain bank
accounts, tax identification numbers, and other such items necessary
for normal operations.
Sorne European countries provide more favorable registration or
incorporation categories for sorne religious organizations than for
others. Different forms of incorporation for different denominations
such as those in New York, which are merely intended to provide
different groups with needed flexibility and which do not in practice
result in discrimination against any other groups, are perfectly legitimate. But structures which clearly provide less favored treatment to
smaller groups would be constitutionally impermissible in the United
States. The liberal incorporation rules in the United States constitute a
major unsung feature of the regime of religious liberty there.
Because of religious liberty concems, there has been relatively
little experience with involuntary dissolution of religious entities. The
two instances that come to mind are now widely regarded as gross
infractions of religious liberty. The first was the dissolution of the
corporate entities that held the property of the Mormon Church during
the anti-polygamy persecutions during the late l 9th Century. (189)
Most scholars today would assume that a Muslim organization that
continues to endorse Quranic teachings on polygamy would be en-

(189) SeeThe Late Church of Jesus Christ ofLatter-day Saimnts v. United States, 136 U.S. 1
- .
(1890).
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titled to organize and to hold property anywhere in the United States.
The second instance did not technically result in dissolution, but the
effect was functionally similar. In 1980, the assets of the World Wide
Church of God were placed in receivership by the California Attorney
General. ( 190) The basis for this action was allegations of fraud and
private inurement (use of church funds for private purposes).
Members of the church did not believe in the validity of the charges,
and promptly rerouted contributions to Arizona so that church operations could continue. The seized assets in California were ultimately
returned to the church. The ultimate result of this incident was that
California drafted a new religious corporations act designed to limit
such abuses by state bureaucrats and to provide greater protection and
flexibility for rehgious organizations. The new Model Non-profit Corporation Act follows California's lead.
In general then, with a few minor exceptions, law in the United
States has been designed to provide broad protection to the rights of
religious organizations to attain legal entity status. Persons or
organizations which abuse such status are dealt with by revoking tax
exempt privileges or by prosecution under laws governing fraud or
other criminal conduct. Significantly, such sanctions are imposed only
after infractions occur. Religious Iiberty concerns preclude assuming
that such infractions will occur before the organization has had a
chance to operate as a legal entity in the jurisdiction.

VI. THE NON-ESTABLISHMENT PRINCIPLE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR
RELIGION IN EDUCA TIONAL SETTINGS

The establíshment clause of the first amendment to the United
States Constitution sharply limits the role of religion in the public

(190) See Worldwide Church of God, Inc. v. California, 623 F.2d 613 (9th Cir. 1980); Rader,
Government Protection of Church Assets from Fiscal Abuse: The Constitutionality of' Attomey
General Enforcement Under the Religion C/auses of the First Amendment, 53 S. CAL. L. REY. 1277
(1980). Public outcry in reaction to the Worldwide Church ofGod takeover led within a few months
to curtailment of the power of the attorney general to engage in such enforcement action. See Giovan
Harbour Venable, Courts Examine Congregationalism, 41 STAN. L. REV. 719, 736-38 (1989).

cducational system. The right to organize and provide education
through priva te schools, however, is constítutionally protected, ( 191)
and religious education, prayer, Bible reading, and religious exercises
are ali permissible in such private settings. The United States constitution bars only state action that aids religion. The only controversia!
issue is the extent to which the state can regulate the curriculum of
parochial or home schools to assure that minimal educational
standards are being met.
The precise boundaries of what is and is not permissible in the
public educational setting are rather complex. The basic test for
establishment clause compliance was enunciated in Lemon v.
Kurtzman, ( 192) a case holding direct grants of aid to parochial
schools to be impermissible. In Lemon, the Supreme Court held that
state action is valid (i.e., not a "law respecting an establishment of
religion") only if it ( l) has a secular purpose; (2) has a primary effect
that neither advances nor inhibits religion, and (3) does not foster
excessive governmental entanglement with religion. In recent years,
this test has received substantial criticism, and there have been sorne
indications that the Court might shift to an "endorsement" test. That
is, state action would constitute an impermissible establishment of
religion only if it amounted to an endorsement of religion. (193)
However, as recently as June of 1992, the Supreme Court rejected a
Bush administration challenge to the tripartite Lemon test. (194)
In analyzing permissible forros of aid, the Supreme Court has
distinguished aid to religious universities from aid to religious schools
at the primary and secondary leve!. The government may not subsidize religious programs as such at the university level, but
religiously affiliated institutions of higher education may receive
grants made available generally for science, social science, humanities
or other non-religious programs. (l 95) Further, students attending
religious institutions may benefit from other generally available

( 191)
(192)
(193)
(194)

Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 51 O (1925).
403 U.S. 602 (1971).
See, e.g., Texas Monthly, lnc. v. Bullock, 489 U.S. 1 (1989).
Lee v. Weisman, 112 S. Ct 2649 (1992).
---{+9..5) See, 1'.g.. Tilton v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 672 (1971).
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programs such as subsidized student loans, grants, governmentally
funded scholarships, social security assistance to disadvantaged
families, and aid to the handicapped. Theological students are eligible
for such generally available financia! assistance. (196) Direct payments to a theological faculty, however, whether for salaries, programs or buildings, would be impermissible. The rationale for greater
liberality at the university level is that university students are more
mature and better able to understand that such aid does not constitute
an aid to religion as such. Primary and secondary school children, in
contrast, are more impressionable, and religiously affiliated schools at
this level are much more likely to be characterized by a pervasively
religious atmosphere that is inevitably advanced if the school is aided.
Religious instruction on public school premises is not permissible. Even privately funded non-compulsory classes taught by
religious personnel have been disallowed if they were held on the
public school's premises during normal school hours. (197) However,
release time programs that allow students to attend religious classes on
a voluntary basis at nearby non-public facilities have been sustained.
(198) Under the federal Equal Access Act, (199) voluntary student
religious groups operating without school sponsorship may use school
facilities for prayer, bible study, or other such activities to the extent
that other stu~ent exfra-curricular activities are allowed to use school
facilities. Within normal school hours, exercises involving school
prayer or Bible reading have been invalidated. (200) The Court has
indicated, however, that objective courses teaching the Bible as literature might be permissible. (201) Recent efforts to secure approval of a
"moment of silence:' at the beginning of the school day foundered
because there was evidence in the legislative history that the real

(196) Witters v. Washington Dept. ofServices for the Blind, 474 U.S. 481 (1986).
(197) McCollum v. Board ofEducation, 333 U.S. 23 (1948).
(198) Zorach v. Clauson, 343 U.S. 306 (1952).
(199) 20 U.S.C. §§ 4071-4074 (1988). The constitutionality of the Equal Access Act was
upheld in Board ofEducation v. Mergens, 496 U.S. 226 (1990).
(200) Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421 (1962)(state composed school prayer); Abington School
Dist. v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203 (1963).
(201) Abington School Dist. v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 300 (1963).
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objective of the legislation was to restore prayer to the schools. (202)
Dicta in that case suggested that a more neutrally motivated statute
might survive constitutional scrutiny. Religiously motivated curriculum offerings, such as bans on teaching evolution or exclusion of such
subjects from the curriculum have been invalidated. (203)
The most recent area of controversy has related to the permissibility of prayer in formal ceremonial settings. In Lee v.
Weisman, (204) the Supreme Court held that it was unconstitutional
for a Jewish rabbi to offer a non-sectarian prayer at a middle school
graduation exercise. More recently, however, the Court refused to
review a Fifth Circuit decision that distinguished Weisman and
sustained a graduation exercise where the decision to have the
exercise and the selection of the person to offer the prayer emanated
from students. (205) It thus appears that if suitable steps are taken to
avoid any impression of official endorsement of prayer exercises in
ceremonial settings, they may be permitted.
While funding of education or programs at religiously affiliated
primary and secondary schools is for the most part not permitted,
there are sorne limited exceptions. These arise primarily where the aid
to the school is indirect, and benefits primarily students or their
parents. Aid is also more likely to be sustained if it benefits all
students, or all students in a particular kind of program, and not just
students at religious high schools. Thus, parents may be reimbursed
for money spent to transport children on public buses. (206) Similarly,
a program whereby secular textbooks were loaned to students at
parochial schools was sustained. (207) Aid for teaching materials such
as film projectors, classroom maps, and similar teaching aids has been

(202) Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38 (1985).
(203) Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97 (1968). A more recent statute providing that if
evolution was taught, "creation science" should be given equal time, was also invalidated on the
ground that the law was motivated solely by religious purposes. Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578
(1987).
(204) 112 S.Ct 2649 (1992).
(205) Jones v. Clear Creek Indep. Sch. Dist., 977 F.2d 963, cert. denied. 11 S. Ct. 2950 (1992).
See a/so Harris v. Joint Sch. Dist. No. 241, 821 F. Supp. 638 (D. ldaho 1993).
(206) Everson v. Board of Education, 330 U.S. 1 (1947).
(207) Board of Education v. Allen, 392 U.S. 236 (1968).
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held impermissible because of risks that such devices might be used in
teaching religious subjects, or altematively, that state monitoring programs. required to assure that such religious use did not occur would
result in excessive entanglement of religious and public institutions.
(208) These decisions leave puzzling boundary questions, such as the
permissibility of lending an atlas to a parochial school student taking a
geography course.
Salary supplements for parochial school teachers have been
invalidated. (209) Nor can support be provided in the form of sending
public school teachers to teach secular subjects in parochial schools,
even if this is part of a broad-based program to provide assistance to
disadvantaged students. (21 O) Sorne publicly funded services may be
provided, such as testing and counseling, but only if public school
students are given the same benefits, and in cases involving extended
personal encounters (such as counseling, speech therapy and remedia!
education), only if the services are not provided on the premises of the
religiously affiliated school. (211) The Supreme Court has sustained a
statute that allowed taxpayers to claim a deduction for tuition,
textbook and transportation expenses, (212) though it invalidated a
similar scheme where the benefit was available only to parents of
parochial school children. (213) This probably means that the Court
would sustain tuition voucher plans which would allow parents to
decide whether to apply educational funds to schooling at private or
public institutions. Such plans are currently being actively considered
as part of general educational r~form efforts, but as yet, no major
voucher schemes are in place.
The result of the foregoing for religious minorities is that they are
assured great respect in the public educational setting. lndeed, a
recurrent complaint these days is that minorities receive even greater

protection than more dominant groups. Members of minority groups
are assured that they will not be required to contribute indirectly to the
inculcation of faiths in which they do not believe. They are insulated
from denominational exercises or teaching in the schools. And at the
same time, reasonable accommodations are also available for privately
initiated efforts to provide religious instruction off campus, and for
expression of religious beliefs on a voluntary basis within school
contexts. Minority groups who prefer to provide religiously oriented
education or alternative programs are free to do so. (214)

VII.

SOCIAL ANO CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES

There have never been any restrictions on the right of religious
organizations to engage in social or charitable activities in principie.
With the growth of the welfare state, an increasing volume of services
are provided by a combination of state and non-govemmental organizations, and a complex regulatory web has emerged. Since rather
detailed studies of this exist in other places, l have chosen not to
address this topic at length here. (215)

VIII.

THE lMPACT OF LANO USE PLANNING ANO RELATEO
CONTROLS

A.

Zoning

Municipal zoning regulations in the United States almost invariably contain special requirements for religious buildings or
buildings devotcd in whole or in part to religious use. Courts have

(208) Wolman v. Walter, 433 U.S. 229 (1977); Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349 (1975).
(209) Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971).
(210) Grand Rapids School District v. Ball, 473 U.S. 373 (1985); Aguilar v. Felton, 473 U.S.
402 (1985).

(214) See, e.g., Wisconsin v. Yoder. 406 U.S. 205 (1972); Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268

u.s. 510 (1925).

(212) Muel)er v. Allen, 463 U.S. 388 (1983).

(21 5) The best studies are those of Car] Esbeck. See, e.g., Govemment Regulatwn of'
Religiously Based Social Services: The First Amendment Considerations, 19 HASTINGS CONST. L.Q.
343 (1992); Establishment C/ause Limits on Government /nterference with Religious Organizat10ns,

(213) Committee for Public Education v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756 (1973).

41 WASH. & LEE L. REY. 347 (1984).

(211) Wolman v. Walter, 433 U.S. 229 (1977); Meek v. Pittenger. 421 U.S. 349 (1975).
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held that zoning requirements that would entirely exclude religious
buildings from a particular community are unconstitutional. (216)
However, zoning authorities retain considerable discretion to exclude
religious buildings and uses from particular portions of communities.
Moreover, church buildings are very often treated as conditional uses
even within zones in which they are permitted, so that city officials
may have discretion to approve or deny building permits for church
buildings, and to impose special conditions on such permits. (217)
For the most part, reasonable regulations regarding building code
compliance, parking requirements and the like are regarded as
constitutional. (218) These regulations can pose significant barriers
for smaller religious groups, since neighbors of a proposed building
site may oppose the grant of needed permits, and members of religious majorities may be able to exert more political sway than
members of smaller religious 'groups. On virtually any building project, one can find non-religious grounds for objection (e.g., increased
traffic, parking problems, etc.) which can be used to disguise religious
animus that underlies opposition to approvals. Most groups would
prefer to have quiet locations in or adjoining residential areas, but
discretionary decisions may make it impossible to obtain necessary
petmits anywhere except in unattractive or unsuitable commercial or
industrial areas. For unpopular groups, these regulatory problems and
the additional obstacle of obtaining a willing seller may make it very
difficult to find suitable places of worship.
Problems can also be encountered in converting an existing
structure for religious use, or using a private residence to hold
religious meetings. (219) Cases in this area vary among jurisdictions
and are quite fact sensitive. This is an area in which the risk of abuse

of govemmental authority can and frequently does result in significant
burdens on smaller religious groups. For the most part, however,
deeply entrenched traditions of respect for religious diversity result in
fair decisions. The recently enacted Religious Freedom Restoration
Act (220) should give additional leverage to smaller groups facing
discriminatory manipulation of land use controls.
B.

Historical Landmarks

A somewhat different problem is presented by proliferating
federal, state and local statutes protecting historical landmarks. (221)
For a variety of reasons, church buildings are particularly likely to be
designated as historical landmarks. (222) This can present acute
problems to religious organizations in a number of situations.
Typically, a landmark statute restricts the right of an owner of the
landmarked property to destroy or materially alter the historical
structure. Moreover, the owner may have obligations to maintain or
rehabilitate the structure. This can result in significant burdens. Mere
listing on a landmark register may intensify interest in a site, increasing the number of tourist and other visits and thereby increasing
maintenance costs.
In urban settings, it is often the case that a church's members may
live further and further away from the church structure as demography
shifts toward the suburbs. In this situation, a church may prefer to sell
a central city location and rebuild nearer to its members. Landmarking
requirements may make this impossible. (223) Worse, since the
members may choose to attend more conveniently located churches
anyway, the organization that owns the landmarked building may face
upkeep obligations that are increasingly difficult if not impossible to

(216) See, e.g., Mooney v. Village ofOrchard Lake, 53 N.W.2d 308 (Mich. 1952).
(217) See, e.g., First Westminster Presbyterian Church v. City Council of Yonkers, 393
N. Y.S.2d 180 (1977); see general/y Laurie Reynolds, Zoning the Church, 64 B. U. L. REV. 767, 785809 (1984).
(218) See, e.g., Milwaukie Co. of Jehovah's Witnesses v. Mullen, 330 P.2d 5 (Or. 1958).
(219) See, e.g., Community Synagogue v. Baies, 136 N.E.2d 488 (1956); see generallyChloe
Anne Breyer, Religious Liberty in Law and Practice: Vietnamese Home Temples and the First
Amendment, 35 J. CHURCH & Sr. 367 (1993).

(220) Pub. L. No. 103-141 (Nov. 16, 1993), 107 Stat. 1488, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000bb, 1988, and 5
U.S.C.A. § 504(b)(l)(C) (Supp. 1994).
(221) See Angela C. Carmella, Landmark Preservation of'Church Property, 34 CATH. LAW. 41
(1991).
(222) See AngeÍa C. Carmella, Houses of Worship and Religious Liberty: Constitutional Limits
to Landmark Preservation and Architectural Review, 36 VILL. L. REY. 401, 436 (1991 ).
(223) Carmella, Landmark Preservation of'Church Property, supra note, at 47.
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meet as its membership declines, or shifts to persons from lower
economic backgrounds. (224)
In one recent case in New York, a church realized that if it could
tear down the existing structure and build a new high rise at the
location which would have church facilities at the ground leve! but
rentable space above, it would have revenues that could substantially
expand a number of its charitable programs. Local landmarking requirements were an obstacle to this happening. (225)
In another case, changes in church liturgical practice had altered
the configuration of the priest, alter, and congregation. However, a
local landmarking ordinance proscribed moving the alter to accommodate this change in liturgical practice. (226)
Landmarking provisions need to be better structured to protect
religious Iiberty. To the extent that the state imposes costs on religious
organizations through this means, mechanisms ought to be found to
allow compensation of religious organizations for costs imposed as a
result of state action. In the extreme cases, landmarking should be
treated as a form of condemnation, and inverse condemnation actions
should be allowed to recover a just price for property that has been in
effect taken for state use.

VIII.

CONCLUSION

While it is true that ali religious groups in the United States are
technically minorities, it is clear that sorne groups--most notably
traditional Protestant denominations--have been more dominant than
others. Looking back over the centuries since initial settlement of the
American continerit, each generation has witnessed the emergence of
new minority faiths, and each new wave of diversity has brought its
own legal challenges. With time, many of the newer groups have

(224) Id. at 50-52.
(225) St. Bartholomew's Church v. City of New York, 914 F.2d 348 (2d Cir. 1990). See a/so
Church ofSt. Paul and St. Andrew v. Barwick, 496 N.E.2d 183 (N.Y. 1986).
(226) Society of Jesus v. Boston Landmarks Commission, 564 N.E.2d 571 (Mass. 1990).

disappeared; but many have prospered and emerged as major religious
forces in their own right. At this point, there has been ample historical
vindication of principies or religious freedom in general and protection of minority groups in particular. While no measure of
historical experience seems adequate to completely root out all
vestiges of religious persecution and prejudice, the tradition has developed sufficient strength to be able to domesticate interfaith
suspicion and hatred, to foster understanding and mutual respect, and
to provide strong and meaningful (if not always perfect) protection to
even the newest and weakest minorities.

